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Johnson and Ike Confer on Viet Nam
Ranger 8* Firea(on Moon-Photo Mission
Cameras Set
To Catch Sea
Of Tranquillity

CHARGED WITH BOMB PLOT . . .
These four persons were arrested Tuesday
by the FBI on charges of conspiring to blow
up the Statue of Liberty, the Liberty Bell
and the Washington Monument. From left
are Michelle Duclos, 28, a Montreal televi-

sion commentator; Khaleel S. Sayyed, 22, of
Brooklyn; Walter A. Bowe, 32, Manhattan
judo instructor, and Robert Steele Collier,
28, Manhattan, self-styled leader of the
"Black Liberation Front." (AP Photofax )

Rookie Cop Saves
Statue qf Liberty

NEW YORK (AP) - Raymond Wood, 31-year-old Negro
who 10 months ago was just a
rookie cop, plunged coolly into
• cloak-and-dagger role to unmask a quartet allegedly bent
on blowing up the Statue of Liberty, the Washington Monument
and the Liberty Bell.
Three American Negroes, described aa pro-Castro and proRed Chinese racial fanatics, and
a striking Canadian blonde,
were seized Tuesday in a lightning roundup by police and the
FBI.

quiet residential section of the
Bronx. Alerted by Wood, police
had blanketed the area.
The 6-foot-l inch, 201-pound
Wood; who is single, for three
months had infiltrated a Negro
extremist organization known
as the Black Liberation Front at
a daily risk of his life.
Wood said of bis achievement
only: "I wanted to do my best."
He murmured "thank you"
when Police Commissioner Michael J. Murphy, at a news conference , handed Wood an immediate promotion — the gold
shield of a detective.
Wood was hustled to a police "You certainly deserve it ,"
station along with one bf the said Murphy.
alleged plotters as he was helpAn outstanding high school
ing transfer 20 sticks of dynamite from a lot to an auto in a football player at Chester, S.C.,

Bomb Exploded
In Vatican Wall

VATICAN CITY (AP ) — A
pound of dynamite exploded
early today against a wooden
door in the Vatican wall only 100
yards from the apartment
where Pope Paul VI was sleeping.
Police sought to determine
whether the explosion was
linked with Communist protests against the banning of the
controversial play "The Deputy."
Vatican sources said the blast
undoubtedly wakened the Pope.
It destroyed part Of the door in
the wall , caused damage in the
Swiss Guard barracks just inside the wall and shattered win-

Peking Reds
Behind Albania
U.N. Demands

UNITED NATION?, N.Y.
(AP) — U.N. delegates believe
Peking was the mastermind
behind Albania's demand Tuesday for a formal vote that would
force the U.S. -Soviet showdown
In the United Nations which the
General Assembly has been
striving to avoid.
Most diplomats refused to
speak on the record , but they
said privately it was obvious
Red China was behind the sudden move by chief Albanian delegate Halim Budo, which
caught other assembly members completely off guard.
"It looks «i If some peop'e
want to * wreck the United Nations," U.S. chief delegate Adlai
E. Stevenson told reporters.
Asked if he thought Peking
had a hand in it , Stevenson said
he had no clues, then added, "I
suppose so."

dows within a hundred-yard
radi us.
A night watchman, Vlttorio
Rivi , told police he saw two men
approach the gate, then hurry
away in a high-powered car just
before the explosion. He said
the men were short, youthful in
appearance and well dressed.
He said one was bearded.
Police said the bomb was a
crude device consisting of a
pound of dynamite packed into
a carton. It *was wedged against
a corner of the seldom-opened
Porta Angelica — Angelic Door.
The door is alongside the gate
of Sant'Anna, the only entry into
the walled Vatican City from
the Via de Porta Angelica,
which runs from the southeastern corner of Vatican City
to the great colonnades around
St. Peter's Square.

Wood served four years In the
TJ.S. Air Force in Germany with
an investigative unit. He attended Fordham University for six
months. Before that be had been
a cost accountant.
A . patrolman for
seven
months, Wood Undertook his
dangerous mission when he became undercover agent for the
police Bureau of Special Services.
He made his initial contact in
a bar last December. From then
on, it was a cat-and-mouse
game as he attended meetings,
walked picket lines until he was
recognized as one of "them,"
and listened stolidly as he was
told about the dynamite plots.
Those arrested were Robert S.
Collier, 28, Boston-born, married with one child; Walter A.
Bowe, 82, Philadelphia-born,
married with one child; Khaleel
S. Sayyed, 22, Brooklyn-born
and single; and Michelle Duclos, 28, of Montreal, television
commentator and member of a
political party that advocates
separation of French-speaking
Quebec citizens from the rest of
Canada.
Collier, who received an
other-than-honorable discharge
from military service after
slashing a man during a fight in
Engl and in 1956, was said originally to have broached plans for
three-man teams to destroy U.S.
installations.
On Jan. 19, Commissioner
Murphy said, it was Bowe who
espoused theidea of blowing up
the Statue of Liberty, which he
called "the damn old bitch."

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP)
— Spacecraft Ranger 8 was
rocketed toward the moon today to snap 4,000 photos of the
dusty, crater-pocked lunar surface and continue the exploration started by Ranger 7.
An Atlas-Agena rocket thundered into the sky at 12:05 p.m.
to start the bug-like craft on a
planned quarter - million - mile
journey intended to probe mysteries which must be solved before American astronauts tread
the lunar surface in 1969.
The powerful rocket, 104 feet
tall and weighing 133 tons,
poured a fountain of flame from
its three booster engines as it
vaulted from its launching pad
and sped into space.
The flight plan called for the
camera-toting 809-pound spacecraft to execute several intricate maneuvers and crash-land
on the moon about 5 a.m. Saturday after a 234,300-mile space
trip. The special photographic
target is a wide plain called the
Sea, of Tranquillity.
A key midcoarse maneuver
was planned about 16 hours after launching. At that time
a ground station planned to
send a radio signal to fire a
small payload steering motor to
jockey the craft onto a collision
course with tbe moon.
In the final 13 minutes and 40
seconds, Ranger? 8's six cameras are to flash to earth more
than 4,000 pictures at altitudes
ranging from 1,180 miles down
to about half a mile.
The Sea of Tranquillity is
nearer to the moon's shadow
line than the region photographed by Ranger 7. The pictures thus should have better
definition of " detail because of
longer shadows cast by rocks,
mountain peaks and other features.,
The 4,312 pictures transmitted
by Ranger 7 were about 2,000
times better than any obtained
by land-based telescopic cameras. In the final shots, craters
only 18 inches across were visible.
Space agency officials said
the pictures indicate the lunar
surface is covered with extremely fine rubble. Experts
disagree on the depth. Ranger 8
may shed light on the controversy.
The launching will climax a
major space doubleheader at
Cape Kennedy.
A Saturn 1 rocket successfully
hurled a giant space bird named
Pegasus into orbit Tuesday to
study the threat that meteoroids
pose to manned space flight.

President Makes
Church Pledge
WASHINGTON Ul — President Johnson invited his
pastor to lunch at the Wljite
House Tuesday and made
his annual contribution to
the church. How much?
"That's between the President and the pastor,'" said
presidential press secretary George E. Reedy.
"I really don't know,"
Reedy replied when asked
whether
the
President
tithes.
The pastor is Dr. George
R. Davis of National City
Christian Church in downtown Washington. The President's wife and daughters
are Episcopalians and the
family attends both the
Christian church and St.
Mark's Protestant Episcopal church.

New Attack
On Crime
Under Study

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
thick package of new crime
laws aimed both at fighting organized crime and salvaging the
young criminal is under study
by the Johnson administration.
Administration sources said
today the crime package probably -will place special stress on
laws granting immunity to witnesses in certain categories of
organized-crime investigations.
While It Is expected to propose
major new laws in the fields of
narcotics, arson, firearms and
wiretapping, it will seek also to
put federal money into the fight
against Juvenile delinquency.
One source stressed that the
crime bills are a long way from
completion and may not bo
ready for Congress -until spring.

It was the first bombing at the
lM-acre Vatican City-state since
1962, when two fire bombs were
found in St. Peter's Basilica
three weeks before the first session of the Vatican Ecumenical
Council. Two months before a
time bomb had exploded in the
basilica but caused only slight
damage.
The Vatican radio and newspaper had strongly protested the
attempt last weekend of a small
company of actors to stage private performances of "The Deputy ," a play by West German
author Rolf Hochhuth questioning whether Pope Pius XII did
all he could io protect Jews
from Nazi extermination.

In Viet Nam to
Keep the Peace,
Truman Declares

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Decreasing cloudiness and colder tonight. Mostly fair and colder Thursday. Low tonight zero
to 10 above. High Thursday 25.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations (or the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today *.
Maximum, 32; minimum, 10;
noon, 32 , precipitation, none.

PRESIDENTS . PAST AND PRESENT
. « . Former President Dwight D. Eisenhower confers today at the White House with
President Johnson. The ?President, during

UNDERCOVER AGENT . . . Patrolman Raymond Wood
turns face away f rom cameras to shield Identity aa Police
Commissioner Michael Murphy holds badge Wood won in
his on-the-spot promotion to detective in New York today.
Murphy said Wood uncovered an extremist plot to blow
up Statue ot Liberty, the Liberty Bell and the Washington
Monument. (AP Photofax )

INDEPENDENCE, Mo. (AP )
— "Our presence in South "Viet
Nam and in other places on the
globe has but one purpose," said
Harry S. Truman, "and that is
to help keep the peace—to keep
ambitious aggressors from helping themselves to the easy prey
of certain newly formed, independent nations.
"If we abandon these to the
new marauders, vie are again
headed for deep trouble."
The former president made
the comment in a statement he
issued Tuesday expressing confidence in President Johnson's
handling of the Viet Nam crisis.

the conference, sought Eisenhower's advice
on Viet Nam policy. The former Chief Executive was a surprise visitor. (AP Photofax)

Battle Raging
Neat Saigon

SAIGON, South Viet Nam Cong in an area 32 miles south-'
(AP) — A large military opera- west of Saigon.
Vietnamese
troops
were
tion began today with the discovery of a battalion of Viet rushed into the area in early
afternoon. No detailed reports
were available from the scene.
Military spokesmen also reported that fighter-bombers attacked and sank a large, apparently metal-hulled Viet Cong
vessel in a cove in Vung Ro Bay
about 235 miles northeast of Saigon.

Negro Belted
In Mouth by
Selma Sheriff

SELMA, Ala. (AP) - A Negro civil rights leader who was
struck in the mouth by the sheriff ol Dallas County laces trial
today on a contempt of court
charge.
"He said I was an evil man,"
reported Sheriff
James G. Clark .
Tuesday. "He l
said I was like J
Hitler. He said j
people followed
me like Hitler
and they would
regret it."
Clark said he
struck the Negro "with his
fist, adding, "I
„ ,
Clark
think I may
have broken a finger."
The Negro, the Rev. C. T.
Vivian of Atlanta, Ga., was taken to a hospital, blood dripping
from his mouth. Later, he waa
jailed.
Vivian, an aide of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., also was
charged with criminal provoc ation. Bond on this charge was
set at $300. The contempt
charge, based on a state court
order barring illegal assembly,
is not bondable.
The sheriff, a powerfully built
fl-footcr weighing more than 200
pounds, said Vivian had deliberately provoked the incident.
Vivian is 5 feet, 11 Vi inches tall
nnd weighs 165 pounds. A deputy said one stitch w as put in his
mouth.
Witnesses said Vivian called
the sheriff a brute and said he
was not a Christian .

Formosa Fears
Nuclear Bomb
In Red China
TAIPEI . Formosa (AP) —Nationalist China urged today that
"positive measures should be
taken without delay to prevent
the Chinese Communists from
acquiring a nuclear capability ."
A stotijpient issued by a foreign Office spokesman, Patrick
Pichl Sun, was In effect an appeal for destruction of tho atomic installations through which
Mao-tung's Red regime exploded a nuclear device last Oct. 16.

Heavy fire from the Communist vessel drove off a Vietnamese navy junk and observation
planes before the assault by air
force planes.
The well-camouflaged ship
was spotted by an Americas
helicopter pilot, Lt. J. S. Bowers
of Lyndonville, Vt. A junk sent
to the bay drew heavy fire as
did an observation.plane flown
by Lt. Cmdr. Harvey P. Rodgers of Smithtown, N.Y.
"Everything that went near
the place received heavy fire ,"
said Rodgers. He said the area
is a well-known Viet Cong region.
Military spokesmen in Saigon
reported
heavy
casualties
among American and Vietnamese military forces during the
Feb. 7-13 period.
They listed 35 Americans
killed in action, 196 wounded
and one missing. Most of those
casualties were in Viet Cong
terrorist bombings of servicemen's billets.
The attack Feb. 10 on an enlisted men's hotel at Qui Nhon
resulted in 21 deaths and injuries to 20 other Americans.
Eight Americans were killed
and more than 100 wounded at
Pleiku Feb. 7 in a Viet Cong
mortar attack.
Vietnamese losses for the
week were 290 killed , 655 wounded and 610 missing.

Lending Money
Lending money to someone doesn't mean you'll lose
him as a friend — it's trying to get it back that'll do
it . . Poem, from Arnold
Glasow: "Installment buying's here to stay but not
nil the things you huy (hut
way " . . . Isn't it nbout
time, sighs the cynic, that
TV producers began scraping Iho top oi the barrel ?
. . . A weary motorist says,
"Here I am, with a tiger
in my tank , and a tigress
in my back seat. "

Other World
Problems
Touched Upon

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson bad a surprise
conference today with former
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, seeking Eisenhower's advice on Viet Nam policy.
The White House said Viet
Nam was one of a broad range*
of -world problems touched on
in the lengthy, informal talk
between the President and the
7-4-year-old general who left the
presidency four years ago.
Johnson** press .secretary,
George E. Reedy, was asked
whether Johnson had asked Eisenhower for advice on Viet
Nam policy.
"Yes, of course, he asked the
general's advice," Reedy replied.
He said Johnson and Eisenhower also talked about "general world problems" and discussions Eisenho-wer had with
some leaders while in London
for the funeral of Sir Winston
Churchill.
Eisenhower was in Washington for a medical checkup at
Walter Heed Army Medical
Center. Reedy said Johnson
learned of this and "asked him
to come by the White House and
visit with him."
Eisenhower looked noddy and
fit.
The first word that Eisenhower, who has been spending
his winter vacation at Palm .
Springs, Calif., was at the White
House came when photographers and newsmen wer» called
into Johnson's office. The President was sitting in his rocking
chair with Eisenhower at his
side on a sofa.
The Republican former chief
executive grinned and exchanged greetings with newsmen and photographers he knew
trom old times.
He lookedat the big telephone
console on a coffee table and
commented: "My goodness!
That's a fancy looking telephone. Do you use all those buttons?"
Johnson assured Mm he does
at times.
The two men got to comparing notes on heart attacks.
Johnsom and Eisenhower both
had serious attacks in 1955,
Johnson in July and Eisenhower
in September. Each was out of
action lor months.
Eisenhower was accompanied
by his aide, Brig. Gen. Robert
L. Schulz.

Russ Boast
Of Nuclear
Armed Forces

MOSCOW (AP ) - The Soviet
Union is armed with intercontinental and global rockets whoso
nuclear warheads are equal to
100 million tons of TNT, Marshal Vasily Sokolovsky said today.
He also claimed Soviet supersonic planes are equipped "with
long-range rockets carrying nuclear warheads.
Sokolovsky spoke at a news
conference held in connection
with the 47th anniversary of the
Red Army. He was chief of the
general staff for the army and
air force from 1955 to 1969 and
is now retired to a Defense Ministry inspector's post.
The Red Army anniversary ia
celebrated on Feb. 23.
"We have more than enough
nuclear means to rout any aggressor," Sokolovsky said.
He said strategic rocket
troops now form the backbone
6f the Soviet armed forces.

The effectiveness of the Soviet
air force, he continued, has
been sharply increased by supersonic planes equipped with
nuclear- t i p p e d , long-range
rockets.
He said the Soviet navy is now
built around atomic submarines
of virtually unlimited range that
arc equipped with powerful miasik'S.
New Soviet antiaircraft defenses are capable of reaching
targets flying at any speeds at
amy altitudes, he declared.
Soviet ground forces are
equipped with tactical nuclear
(Fo r more Laughs see Karl weapons and tactical rockets,
Wilson on Page 4) .
he said.

&4ig2i#~

Hotel Burns
At Waukegan

v oice of the
Outdoors

Tttoriit Promotion
An invitation from John H.
Reed, governor of Maine, to a
lunchen given by the state of
Maine during the Sportsmen's
Show at McCormick Place, Chicago, and the above picture
showing members of the Ortonville (Minn.) Chamber of Commerce giving a walleye to Gov.
Warren *G. Hearnes of Missouri
in the Ortonville booth at the
Kansas City outdoor show, are
reminders that outdoor showtime is here. To the outdoor
fan, a sportsmen's show is just
like a seed catalog to the gard' ener.
The Minnesota Department of Business Development will expand its touristtravel promotion at sport
and travel shows t h i s
spring, according to Commissioner William B. Farrell. For the first time the
through March 28, in Des
department will take part in
Moines, and in Minneapolis
a sport and travel show in
from April 2 thr ough April
Canada in response to re11.
search information showing
an increase in vacation trafThe Minnesota sports show
fic from neighboring Canad- exhibits consists of four panels ,
ian provinces. The Minne- 8 by 4 feet , depicting typical
sota display will be seen at Minnesota scenes. A fifth panel
a sports show in Winnipeg, is an animated map of the
Manitoba, from April 14 state's elaborate network of airthrough April 17.
ports. The aviation panel is into encourage more flyThe Department also will be tended
ing vacations in Minnesota.
3n Cincinnati for the first time
as part of a Northern Great
Here and There
Lakes Area Council exhibit. G. After two years of playing polF. (Bud) Kratoska, Grand Ma- itics, the Minnesota Land Exrais, NORGLAC president and change Commission has approvexecutive secretary of the Cook ed the creation of the National
County Civic Association, will Wildlife Refuge in Sherburne
staff the Cincinnati exhibit for County. This refuse consists of
Minnesota Feb. 24-26, with Mra, 31,000 acres of top waterfowl
Kratoska. NORGLAC is a re- area which the Wildlife Service
gional tourist promotion organi- has or is acquiring. The purzation representing Minnesota, chase has been approved by the
Wisconsin, Michigan and Ontar- county board, but was held up
io.
by the exchange commission beKing, a memWith Winnipeg and Cin- cause, as Stafford
commission, put it,
ber
of
the
cinnati, Minnesota will par- "We are emphasizing the rights
ticipate in a total of nine of ducks and are setting the
sport and travel shows this right of a duck higher than the
year. From Jan. 29 through
"
Feb. 7, Minnesota exhibits right of a homeowner.
will be in Kansas City, Mo.;
Houston County 's regisin the Chicago Amphitheatration for the 1965 Minneter from Feb. 12 through
sota youth firearms safety
the 21; in St. ?Louis from
training course will be held
Feb . 19 through the 28; the
in county public and paroChicago Boat show, in Mcchial schools grades 6
Cormick place, from March
through 9 during the week
8 through March 14; in Dalof Feb. 23-26.
las from March 7 through
Seventy bald and golden
the 14; from March 23

W A U K E G A N , HI. UP! - A
flash fire raced through the 100year-old Commercial Hotel today, killing one person. Hotel
authorities said one person may
be missing.
Mrs. Mildred Humphrey, 60,
night clerk, said 36 of the 38
patronj were accounted for.
Police Lt. Pat Quilty said the
fire started In the boiler room
and spread quickly through the
stairwells.
"Evidently there was some
sort of tn explosion, " Quilty
said.
Eyewitnesses reported seeing
flames shooting more than 50
feet into the early morning sky.
The dead man was identified
as William RentoU, 41, of Waukegan.

eagles were found dead or injured along the river in the last
few months by Wildlife Refuge
personnel. Half of them had
been shot. Killing an eagle is
a federal offense carrying a
fine of v $500 or six months in
prison/

| Syria Ousts
U.S. Attache
¦

Clarence Hammett, Rochester, assistant Scout executive of
¦
the Gamehaven Council, Boy
Scouts of America, has been selected as Scout executive of the
Yellowstone Valley Council with

DAMASCUS, Syri a (AP ) ~The Syrian government has ordered the second secretary of
the U.S. Embassy, Walter S.
Snowdon, out of the country.
The newspaper AI Ba'aht,
spokesman of the ruling Ba'aLh
Socialist party, accused him of
heading a spy ring.
The American Embassy said
ihe Syrian Foreign Ministry demanded Snowdon's recall Tuesday but gave no reason. The
embassy said Snowdon , 46, hjs
wife and two children were
preparing to leave the - country.
a

Wardens are checking on
litterbugging around fishing
shacks on the ice, The area
must be cleaned up before
the river zone deadline.
Henry Hein, La Crescent,
Minn., and Jimmy Moeller,
Chatfield , Minn., placed on Jimmy Robinson 's Minnesota's first
team of trapshooters for 1964.
Hjalmar Swenson, Minnesota 's supervisor of fisheries, reports that in excess
of a million fish have been
rescued so far this winter
from 160 shallow, oxygendepleted lakes.
"Fight Dirt7~Water" is the
slogan for 1965 National Wildlife
Week opeing March 14,
A card from Darby Reed
from Hawaii pictured a
nearly undressed Hawaiian
maiden, showing that all his
thoughts are not of hunting
and fishing. Art Rackow , retired Winona b arber , writes
of the sunshine and heat
along the Texas Gulf Coast,
"warmer than Florida" and
of the excellent fishing he is
enjoying.

Area Scout Leader
Assianed to New Post
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Shell Oil Co.
Founder Dead

CHICAGO (AP ) - J. C. Van
Eck, 84, founder of Shell Oil Co.,
died Tuesday in Santa Barbara,
Calif. Van Eck, born in Holland,
worked as a banker before joining the Royal Dutch Shell group
of companies. He came to the
United States in 1911 and a year
later in Seattle, Wash., he started the American Gasoline Co.,
forerunner of the present Shell
I Oil Co.
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From 1958 to 1963

THEY WORK FOR SAFETY . . . State
and local officials sat at the head table
during a pre-workshop banquet Tuesday night
at tbe Senior High auditorium. From left,
Charles Burrill, district highway engineer;
Bert W. Johnson, Minnesota Highway Patrol ;
Len totaling, driver's license division chief;

Mark MaAson, chief of safety promotion; the
Rev. and Mrs. Armin Deye and Mayor R.
K. Ellings. T?he empty chair at center belonged to master of ceremonies, Robert
Smith, principal of Winona Senior High.
(Daily News photo)

Traffic Safety Topic
For Four Workshops

By TERRY BORMANN
Daily News Staff Writer
Four traffic safety workshops
held Tuesday night at Central
Junior High school left four
groups of from 35 to 40 Southeastern Minnesotans agreeing
that they had gained some solid
information on traffic safety.
The workshops were part of
a series being held state-wide
this month under the sponsorship of the state Highway Safety Association and local safety
councils.
The Winona workshop drew
Interested people from Lake
City, Wabasha, Rushford, Mabel, Preston, Lewiston, St.
Charles and Winona itself.
Ninety attended a pre-workshop banquet and program at
the Senior High cafeteria, and
about 150 attended the four
workshops.

THE YOUTH workshop placed an accent on youth's consciousness of its own responsibility, of its own opportunity
te promote safety-mindedness.
Grown from the FFA, 4-H and

Senior High .student council
participated, while an audience
of . both teen-agers and their
parents looked on.
Winona County Juvenile Court
Referee James , Heinlen conducted a mock traffic hearing
for a youth accused of "careless, driving." Heinlen explained
that such hearings are informal
compared to adult courts but
he insisted that juvenile courts
are actually tougher on the offender.
Heinlen maintained - that the
juvenile court approach of trying to educate and reform the
young offender, as well as dishing out a stiff sentence to drive
the point home, is more suited to the immature personality
of youth. The average sentence
for offenses such as speeding or
careless driving is a 30-day
license suspension,
Heinlen
pointed out,
Fillmore County Juvenile
Judge Samuel Murray, Preston,
told the group that Heinlen's
approach to the juvenile offender is largely the one his own
experience has dictated.

AT THE WORKSHOP . . . Young and old people examined
safety displays at Central Junior High School before participating in four safety workshops. At center of group is
Highway Patrolman Phil Hodapp, Albert Lea , and Police
Sergeant George K. McGuire, Winona. (Daily News photo)

Marshall Message
Delivered at Dinner

Tuesday night's traffic safety
workshops were kicked off by a
banquet and dinner program at
Winona Senior High School.
Highway Commissioner James
Marshall had been scheduled
to attend but sent a message
by a representative Instead.
Charles Burrill , Rochester, dis-(
trict highway engineer , read
Marshall's message.
Mark Mark son, St. Paul , state
chief of safety promotion followed Burrill with a run-down of
traffic safety legislation before
the 1965 legislature. Mayor R.
K. Ellings gave Winona's official welcome to the visiting officials and citizens interested in
safety .
Mayor Ellings disp layed a
"Golden Wheel" traffic safety
award he recently received. It
represents five years of accident-free driving, the mayor
aald ; and he is proud of it.

ing the law uniform throughout
the state.
Presently, he said, rural teens
can get their license at 15, city
teens at 16. But city teen-agers
have found that they can drive
motor scooters at 15, which has
given rise to a host of problems.
Proposed legislation would set
an 18 minimum age state-wide ,
with 16-yearolds eligible when
they complete driver education.
Exemptions for tractor-driving
children of 8 , 9 and 10 years
old would also t>e elim inated ,
Markson said.

ANOTHER BILL wonld require vision and knowledge of
road signs tests every time a
license is renewed , Markson
noted. Yet another would require yearly vehicle checks .
Pennsylvania found that 40
percent of its vehicles failed the
test when it instituted such a
program. The cost would be
about $3 per driver, Markson
BURRILL COMMUNICATED said.
¦
Commissioner Marshall's distress that people aren't more COACH SPEAKS
concerned with the alarming
MABEL , Minn. (Special) accident statistics than they are Guest speaker al the annual
with the comparatively unimpor- Boy Scout banquet at Mabel
tant sport statistics that occupy First Lutheran Church Monday
so much attention.
Marshall said that Interstate night, sponsored by the Lions
highways completed so far have Club, was Armin Pipho, instrucsaved an estimated 3,000 'lives, tor and coach at Luther Col60,000 injuries and 90,000 acci- lege, I>ecorah, Iowa, His topic
dents. He noted that $40 minion was "The Characteristics of a
in new hi ghway construction Champion." A crowd of 125 alwas planned for J965 in south- so heard a mixed ensemble
eastern Minnesota , including 2ft from the high school sing. Acmiles of Interstate highway to tivities during the last year
add to the 79 miles already were reviewed by Scoutmaster
completed. Planned mileage ia Roy Butler. A charter was presented to Dean Kalash , Lions
212.
Markson snld thnt proposed Club president. Dinner was
legislation on minimum driv- served by the American Luthers' license ages aims at mak- eran Church Women.

Judge Murray emphasized
the necessity of treating everyone alike, of allowing no exceptions, in order not to abuse the
secrecy of juvenile court proceedings. He said that his
court follows a "schedule" of
sentences, which is followed
"religiously" for all traffic offenders.

BOTH HEINLEN and Judge
Murray pointed out that the
unreforniable young driver —
tbe repeater — is referred to
adult courts and faces adult
procedures. Such cases are
rare, they said.
An emergency drivers workshop was thickly populated
with local police officers, sheriff's deputies, highway patrolmen, members of the Rushford
fire department, and ambulance, tow truck and school
bus drivers.
Phil Hodapp, Albert Lea, a
highway patrolman, conducted
the workshop. Its purpose, he
said, was to familiarize emergency drivers with various techniques in protecting an accident scene and with the proper
use of siren and lights on legal emergency equipment.
A session for community and
women discussed driver improvement and common safety
problems for the ordinanary
driver. Municipal Judge John
D. McGill moderated.
Winona AAA driver education
Instructor Robert Wolf conducted a discussion on proposed legislation during the fourth workshop on driver instruction. Principal bill discussed was one
which would establish a uniform
age in Minnesota for obtaining
driving privileges.
Part of the youth workshop
was conducted exclusively by
county young people. Frank
Stanton, of the State Highway
Department, moderated. A
meeting to discuss farm vehicle safety was conducted by
the Winona chapter of the
FFA.
> .
THE YOUTHS' efforts to sell
or distribute reflectorized , triangular warning standards for
the rear of tractors ; to distribute "stop and yield" signs for
farm driveways, and to promote
their "kernel of corn" safety
reminders were discussed at the
mock meeting.
Stanton told the young people of something they could do
personally to promote safetymindedness. He said that groups
of teen-agers organized by their
student councils could go downtown* on a Friday night with
buckets and sponges and clean
every dirty windshield and taillight in sight/ leaving printed
cards to explain what was done,
who did it and why.
A Lewiston representative of
the* county 4-H told of his
group's efforts to promote understanding of auto mechanics,
safety and driving do's and
don't'a. A 4-H film detailing a
driver education program conducted in Paducah , Ky., was
shown.
The community and women
workshop heard a panel discussion on "the scooter problem."
Panel members gave outlines
of the problems in licensing
(vehicles and drivers ) , financial
responsibility, injury types that
arise and enforcement of the
regulations peculiar to scootering.
The driver Instructor workshop laid great stress on the desirability of having a uniform
driver age throughout the state
with universal driver education
in our high schools.
The present law establishes
an age of 16 for city youths and
15 for rural youths who want
driver's licenses. However, city
teen-agers may drive motor
scooters, of a specified horseEower , at the age of 15, which
as given rise to new problems.
Wolf told the group that driver education instructors throughout the state want a uniform
age limit for driver's licenses
of 18, with 17 the minimum for
youths who have completed driver's education. No exceptions
would be made for drivers according to where they lived ,
he said.

'Winona County's 424 retail
establishments had $56.8 million in sales in 1963, an increase of '46 percent from 1-958
sales, the l). S. Bureau of the
Census has just reported after
tabulating data from all firms
in the 1963 census of business.
The 'last previous business
census conducted by the census bureau, an agency of the
U. S. Department of Commerce,
was in 1958.
Retail trade in. the county
meant jobs (exclusive of pre

Housing Unit
SefsTJudget
For Year

Approval of a budget for the
next fiscal year, beginning
April 1, was voted Tuesday
night by directors of the Winona
Housing and Redevelopment
Authority.
According to Arthur -Gallien,
executive director, the anticipated income from the authority's operation will be about
$128,580. Most of this will be
rentals from the Arthur C.
Thurley Homes low - income
housing units and the Schaffner
Homes elderly housing complex.
Total estimated operating
costs are $115,773, Gallien reported. These include such
items as $19,250 for extraordinary maintenance and improvements. Under this heading are
estimated costs of replacing
housing unit steps which have
been settling at some points.
Total routine expenditures
are expected to be $96,523. Under this heading are $41,420 for
utilities, $27,727 in ordinary
maintenance and a payment of
$8,450 to the city of Winona in
heu of taxes.
THE $12,807 difference between estimated income and
outgo will be applied to reduction of the federal government's
contribution for interest and
bond retirement The origipal'
bonded amount7**dv-aa«sr by
the government, was $1,655,000.
At the suggestion of Dr. W.
O. Finkelnburg, chairman, individual board members will be
given project assignments. They
will report periodically to the
entire board on their specialties.
J. A , KTier was appointed to
Investigate possibilities for a
high-rise elderly housing project in or near the downtown
area. Because of the present
backlog of applicants for Schaffner Homes residences — an
estimated 60 — such a development appears needed, the
chairman observed . Such a
building might even incorporate
centralized food and housekeeping services, Dr. Finkelnburg
said,
GALLIEN SAID thou ght has
been given to addition of 40
units at the Schaffner Homes
site because most occupants
seem to prefer living away
from downtown areas. If urban
renewal becomes a reality, he
added, it will be the authority 's
job to provide living quarters
for at least some persons who
may be displaced from downtown apartments.
Steve Morgan, newest member of the board, will be the
board's urban renewal specialist.

prietors) for 1,889 men and women and a yearly, payroll of
$6.1 million.
In volume of business, the
county's food stores had sales
of $18.7 million, an increase of
71 percent from the 1958 total
In other retail business, the
county's eating and drinking
places had sales of $4.4 million,
and gasoline service stations
had sales of $2.7 million. Auto
dealers and related retail trade
establishments -had sales of
$8.5 million; general merchandise group stores had sales of
$4.1 million, and lumber, building materials, hardware and
farm ' equipment dealers had
sales of $6.5 million.
Tor the " state as a whole,
the census bureau reported 32,46*7 retail establishments with
sales of $4,541.3 million, up 14
percent from the 1958 figure.
Census reports to be issued
during the next few months will
give state and county figures
on wholesale and service trades,
manufacturing and mineral industries.
Figures on number of establishments and sales volume
for major kinds of retail establishments in each county
are provided in the printed report, "1963 Census of Business,
Retail Trade, Minnesota." Available from the Superintendent of
Documents, Washington, D. C.
20402, and at Department of
Commerce field offices.

Dakota Civil
Rights Worker
Jailed in South

Joseph Morse. Dakota, who
has been a civil rights volunteer in the South since last summer, is in a Meridian, Miss.,
jail again today.
He was arrested Tuesday,
along with four Negroes and
10 other whites, and charged
with "obstructing a sidewalk."
The group is being held in
jail while Congress of Racial
Equality officials try to raise
S-sik bond for each person.
CORE representatives said
they noned to raise the money
within asfew days.
No tri ar date has been set.
A WORKER In Morse's office in Meridian called the
Dakota youth's parents, Mr .
and Mrs. Marius Morse, Tuesday and said their son's group
was arrested when it picketed
the Lamar Hotel, where an
FBI agent was giving a speech.
Negroes had been turned away
from the speech, the caller
said, and the group was protesting this.
The civil rights workers held
that the speech was being given at a public meeting.* Meridian police, however, argued
that it was a private meeting of the city 's Exchange Club,
and that admission was by invitation only.
THE SPEAKER was Joseph
Sullivan , an FBI supervisor
from the bureau's Jackson,
Miss ,, office. His subject was
crime prevention .
Morse has been arrested in
the past for traffic violations
and for receiving stolen goods.
He has denied being guilty of
these offenses, and has charged police harassment ot his organization 's civil rights activity*

Contracts for drafting • general downtown renewal plan and
a marketability study have been
executed by all parties, the Winona Housing and Redevelopment Authority board was told
Tuesday night.
The board also voted to hold
evening meetings, beginning
next month. The meetings will
be at the Arthur C. Thurley
Homes Community Room, 1690
Kraemer Dr.
James Kleinschmidt, assistant executive director for urban renewal, said the suggested
renewal plan will be finished
about Nov. 15. It will be prepared by Nason, Law, Wehrman
& Knight, Minneapolis planning
and consulting firm. The fee
will be $39,400, paid from funds
made available to the city under a $77,600 planning grant by
the federal government.
A MARKETABILITY stody,
to be made by Larry Smith &
Co., San Francisco, Calif., will
be completed by July 15, Kleinschmidt said. The $6,200 fee for
this study also will be paid from
the federal allotment. The contracts have been approved by
the Urban Renewal Administration.
Selection of the firms was
made at a brief reconvened
meeting Jan. 14, called by the
board chairman. The meeting
was held at a conference room
in the Winona National & Savings Bank. In prior meetings the
proposals of firms competing
for the assignments were reviewed by board members.
The final selection process
was challenged in a letter by
Martin A. Beatty who said he
did so as a citizen and taxpayer. Realty's letter charged the
meeting was held without .advance notice to the public, that
he had asked to be notified of
all meetings of the authority
and that this had not been done.
Beatty also contended that
meetings held in the afternoon
at a "private" institution tended to have a private rather
than public character.
In an opinion given to the
board Tuesday night, C. Stanley McMahon , legal counsel to
the authority, said the qaeeting
was a valid one and that the
bank room had been the official meeting place since 1959
by resolution of the board. The
resolution also had specified afternoon meetings, which are
normally scheduled for the third
Tuesday of each month, beginning at 1:15 p.m. The public
may attend, said McMahon, but
may not, in his opinion, participate in the meetings.
SOME BOARD members said
they preferred evening meetings because of inability to take
time for sessions in regular business hours. J. A. Krier, board
member, said the reason for
daytime meetings was that in
most instances business was
light, requiring but a few minutes. The centralized location
was convenient for most members, he said.
Krier disputed the idea that
meetings at the bank room were
private in nature. A bank is a
quasi-public institution, he said,
and freely accessible during regular hours to the. public, therefore no person had been prevented from attending. The dispute, he charged, was the result of efforts by "one individual in town trying to put us
on the spot. "
Arthur Gallien , executive director, said that no public interest ever had been shown in
any meetings, regardless of

BUSINESS IS LOOKING UP . . . Miss Susan Rudeen,
a Winona State College sophomore from North St. Paul, examines Watkins Products, Inc., cosmetics displayed in the
firm's Commerce Day booth at the college. With her ij
Thomas Sexton, assistant director of recruiting and training foa* the firm's city division. Miss Rudeen, a former
Miss North St. Paul, is Winona State's current campus cover
girl. (Daily News photo)

Displays Exhibited at
WSC Commerce Day

Fourteen booths were set up
today in the Smog and Room
200 of Winona State College 's
Somsen Hall for the second annual Society for the Advancement of Management Commerce Day.
Displays were put up by thirteen businesses and industries,
as well as by the SAM itself ,
a national group for business
students.
Purpose of the day's program,
according to Barry White, Levittown, Fa., chairman, is to give
Winona State students a chance
to talk with representatives of
business and industry and, in
turn, to give the businessmen
an opportunity to get acquainted with the college and its stuy
dents,
A number of firms will interview students in a job-place
ment program on campus
Thursday, White said.
The exhibits were open to
students and the public from S
a'.m. until 3 p.m. today.
PARTICIPATING businesses
included International Business
Machines, Inc.; Merchants National Bank; Warner & Swasey
Co., Badger Division; Northern
States Power Co.; Winona National & Savings Bank ; Winona
Daily News ; Bub's Brewery;
where they were held, despite
the f act that none were barred
to the public. The authority has
held some of its meetings at
the housing project community
room. Under the resolution governing meetings it was required
to meet there when bid openings
were held.
Dr. W. O. Finkelnburg, chairman, noting that urban renewal
may become a reality later,
said public turnouts will probably grow. Therefore, he said,
meetings should be in evening
hours at the community room
or, in the event large audiences are expected, at City Hall.
He asked for a motion to change
time and place of meetings.
On a motion by Krier and
passed unanimously, the board
designated the community room
as official meeting place and
ordered regular meetings the
third Tuesday of each month,
beginning at 7 p.m.

Naturalized Citizen Considers
Blessings of Living in the U.S.
They may throw rocks at U.
S. buildings and scream at Americans "but they would kiss
you on each cheek if you just
would give them a pass to come
here," and live, a naturalised
cltiien told the American Legion Tuesday evening.
Dr. Leo Ochrymowycz , chairman of the department of languages at St. Mary 's College,
was the speaker. Just 10 years
ago he had been in the same
hall attending a Legion-sponsored welcoming dinner for new
citizens of the United States.
It was, as he recalled for Legionnaires, a great day when
ha joined "your brotherhood."
Previously he had been a citizen of four other countries, but
for the first time he had applied for citizenship in a country.
'He listed some of the reasons
for his having done this , some
of them of substance, some of
the spirit.

AMONG THE material things,
he listed first "room, you have
room to grow end work. '"
"In the United States , " he
noted, "there is enough unused
land in the corners of fields
to make a small country ."
This, too, he continued, is one
of the few countries where personal possessions are guaranteed. Having lost all his twice ,
he apprediates this.
He'a appreciative, too. that

this is a "college-educated
democracy ," the only one of its
kind. In other countries the** -*
are scholars but learning does
note permeate through the population. Here, too, said Dr.
Ochrymowycz , every boy has
a chance to be educated if this
is hi.s choice, As for himself he
said he probably could make
twice as much money if he
were a "good carpenter," but
he chose to be educated and
so have his sons. Indeed, he
said, the United States provides
many opportunities for enjoyment of life.
**

AS FOR TIIK things of the
spirit , the U . S. Constitution
guarantees m a n y wonderful
things , such as thut all men are
created equal. Here gove rnment, he continued , is of , by
and for Ihe people ; in the Soviet
Union the constitution may say
that it i.s a "dictatorship of the
people , but it i.s a dictatorship
over the people. "
Dr. Ochrymowyc/., a native
of the Uk raine, also ronlrasled
the U. S. brand of patriotism
with that of (he Russians, which
he said is militaristic and based
on hatred . Although 60 percent
of the population in the Soviet
Union are non-Russians, the
Russians dominate the country.
"They want to be bosses , little
bosses," said the Ukraman
refugee.

Finally, said the professor,
he became a ll, S. citizen because he wanted to "offer my
loyalty to a country which would
appreciate it. "
"We are a peaceful people, "
he concluded, "but we know
how to fight. " He would be
privileged to die in the defense
of the Constitution.
The speaker was introduced
by Commander Lyle Haney, who
is a former German student of
the professor's.

say s orchestra will play and
costume prizes will be awarded.
Alvin Beeman, vice commander In charge of membership,
said the 1 965 membership now
is 874. He presented progress
awards to Hammond and Howard Clark and the "needle"
award to John Prosser.
Al Hodson reported that the
burial detail had conducted four
ceremonies in January ,
Commander Haney honored
Piosser as "Legionnaire of the
Month." He has been active
in flag work , membership activities and other programs.
Gray, blood chairman, said
that the Veterans of Foreign
Wars had bested the Legion in
tbe bloodmobile drive, so that
post retains the award.
Donald T. Winder , representative on the urban renewal citizens advisory committee, reported.
Haney announced that State
Commander Larry Carlson will
be present at the March 18 meeting, when an honorary life
membership will be awarded.

Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co.; Lake Center Switch Co. ;
Waddel & Reed, principal underwriters for United Fund,
Inc. ; Watkins Products, Inc.;
First National Bank, and Minnesota Corrections Association.
President of SAM this year la
Gary M a y e r , Minneapolis;
James Miller, Austin, is vice
president. New officers were
elected Monday night, but thes-a
two were in charge of the group
when Commerce Day was organized, and they will remain in
office until the new officers are
installed next week.
Working with White in organizing the Commerce Day program were James Cavanaugh
and Thomas Tweedy, both ol
Winona.
Adviser of the group's Winona
State chapter is Dr. Joseph Foegen, professor of business.
Members of the W-Key«, a
women's social sorority, assisted the SAM members throughout today'* program.

$1,250 Loss
In 2 Crashes,
One Hit-Runner

Two collisions, one a hit-ran,
caused $1,250 damage and a
minor injury Tuesday in Winona.
Rodger L. Seavey, 835 ' 40th
Ave., complained of pain following a two-car collision at Sth
and Huff streets at 1:52 p.m.
He was driving east on Sth
Street, and S. G. Morken,
617 Terry Lane, was driving
north on Huff Street when the
collision occurred.
MORKEN TOLD investigating
patrolman Willis H. Wogan that
he did not notice the red light
opposing him as he drove into
the intersection. He forfeited $10
on a charge of driving through
the red light today in municipal
court.
Damage was $800 to the right
side of the Seavey car and $*0D
to the front of the Morken vehicle.
There was $50 damage to tha
left side of a parked car in a
hit-run incident reported about
7:30 p.m.

CHARLES MULLANE. 1*

Crosse, told police that his car
was parked at the west curb of
Grand Street, facing south about
IOO feet south of King Street,
when he discovered that a hitrun driver had struck the vehicle 's left side.
Patrolmen Lyle E. Lattman
and James L. Brook investigated.
¦

Police Have
Lost Ring
Police Chief James C- McCabe today reported a valuable
ring turned in as lost Tuesday
night.
He said that the ring was
found on Center Street , between
2nd and 3rd Streets, and is described as "valuable." Chief
McCabe said the owner could
have the ring returned If ha
would come to the police department and describe it.

AT THE LEGION buslneit
meeting the post voted to endorse the proposed bonding program of the Board of Education for construction of a new
senior high school and a vocational-technical school.
Commander Haney announced
the appointment of Donald V .
Gray as adjutant to succeed Al
Carpenter , who is leaving the
IN HOSPITAL
city.
iftTRICK , Wis. (Special) Funds were authorized to supKent, 6-year-old son of Mr. and
port the post's bid for the state
Mrs. Stanley Sinao-nson, South
Junior Legion baseball tourney.
Branch, Is a hospital patient .
The state committee will meet
Fred Bahnub is in a La Crosse
in St. Paul March 13.
hospital for observation.
Norman Indall , post and district oratorical contest chairman, announced that the district contest will be in the YMCA
E« l« MMting will
^mlk Th* n.xt
IM h«l**d W1DNESa
this Saturday at 2 p.m.
S
K I DAY, FEBRUARY M,«t ¦
p.m. Th«r*» will b*»
f
Ron Hammond, vice com¦
FINAL READING and VOTING on Hi* Anrt+nd.
^K^H
mander in charge of activities , B
«w)»gjtJ mml H »h« A»ri» Bylaws.
(Iras
said that a Mardi
party
Rlchnrd S«lmg, W.P. j
NJL&JI
^
will be held Feb. 27. Jim Ca

*Vrf?Eagles Regular Meeting

St dtapftsmd.£ut Wight

By Jimmie Hallo

They'll Do It Every Time

Lace Bikinis
Too Daring

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Are you girls ready for black lace bikinis —
vith nude colored linings? I know we boys are.
Darryl Zanuck's daughter, Mrs. Darrylfn Pineda, is giving
the world one of its first "lace bikinis" - the lace is usually
Mack and "widely separated" (for blondes, anyway) — with
-so many peep-holes through that Broadway wit Irving Hoffman
las christened them "the Swiss
cheese bikinis."
Toots Shor's—and then went on
"As long as girls are prac- to see Jack Carter and wife
tically naked anyway, they may Paula Stewart at the Americana
as well look it," says Darrylin, Royal Box. Hope says he's unwho has a retail shop at the afraid of religious jokes nowaAcapuleo, Mexico, Hilton Hotel. days due to the new interfaitl
"In my bikinis, when you look relationsljip. "When you're marat a girl, she looks like a bilnch ried to a Catholic as I am, you
do things to please them," he
of beautiful naked skin."
Mrs. Pineda — she's the wife said. "For example, I had to go
of a big chicken and egg man to Viet Nam to eat meat on Friin Mexico — feared her holes- day." Hope says "I clear all my
within-holes bikinis were too jokes with Dolores. And I
wouldn't want to offend any of
daring for New York.
you know, I fly
"I have to be careful because her group —
a
lot."
a girl got arrested for wearing
BEST LAUGH : "At
one of ray hip-hugger outfits in TODAY'S
" says Vaughn MonCalifornia," Darrylin said. "She one time,fellow with his ear to
had it cut down a lot lower roe, "a
was a politician.
. . . and after I had already the ground
somebody look's
just
Now
he
."
cut It too low
ing for a lost contact lens."
Darrylin says her own broth- REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
er, Richard Zanuck, now a Hol- "The man who wastes today lalywood film tycoon, doesn't per- menting yesterday will waste tomit his wife to wear bikinis so morrow lamenting today." —
designed. "Me?" she says. PMlip Raskin.
"Yeah. . .1 wear 'em when my EARL'S PEARLS: Insomnia
husband's busy with his chick- must be contagious. If your
ens and eggs!"
baby has it, chances are you
JOHN WAYNE'S 5 weeks of won't be able to sleep, either.
filming seems to have improv- Buddy Greco spent an eve
ed his condition. He moves into ning with Joe E. Lewis, and re
Mexico City next week for two ports the only exercise the IOO*
more weeks, aiid will be joined proof comic gets "is hiccuping
by Roosevelt Zanders, his fav- once in a while." . . . That's
orite chauffeur . . . Pat Suzuki, earl , brother.
•opening at the Copa with wonderful Frank Gorshin, wore sil- SCIENCE FAIR
ver sequin pants, very, very LEWISTON, Minn. — Lewischic nowanights. Ann Miller, ton High School will have its
Jane Morgan and my R.W., science fair Feb. 27. Following
fitting at adjoining tables, judging, the fair will be open
didn't hate each other, though to the public from 3-5 and 7-9
they could have. All three wore p.m. Ribbons will be presented
black beaded dresses. "We've first place winners that day
all been to Hong Kong," my but formal awards will be presented on awards day at the
B.W. Mid.
The Bob Hopes feasted at end of tbe school year.
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WSC Speech
Festival Set
For Thursday

^^SnsK^

The Winter Speech Festival
in oral interpretation of prose
will provide opportunities for
seven women and six men to
read from manuscript selections
of their own choosing Thursday
afternoon beginning at 3:30 p.m.
in the auditorium of Pasteur
Hall on the campus of Winona
State College. Open to all citizens of Winona, the speech festival will be judged by Dr.
Charles Haas and Miss Sharon
Tracy, both faculty members
of the department of speech at
Wisconsin State University in
La Crosse.
The prose readings are part
of the 1964-1965 all-campus
Round Table Speech Program
under the cbairmanship of Dr.
Lyman Judson. The student coordinator of the oral interpretation program is Thomas
Leuchtenberger, Rushford, a
junior and a major in speech at
Winona State College.
Most of the students who will
participate In the speech festival have been members of oral
interpretation classes taught by
Prof. Dorothy Magnus at WSC.
They include:
MEN: Steven R. Andersen,
Winona ; Vic Borgeson, St. Paul;
Robert Carr, Wabasha; John
Hess, Tomah, Wis. ; Michael D.
Sheimo, Reedsburg, Wis., and
William Spurbeck, Faribault.
WOMEN: Frankie Francel, Gilbert; Judee Fuglestad, Winona;
Nancy Kopperud, Rushford; Jill
Miller Kranz,
Minneapolis;
Jeanne Morrison, Winona ; Pat
Patterson, Winona, and Dianne
Thaldorf, Winona. Awards of
trophies and gold, silver and
brome medals respectively, will
be made to the -winners of the
first four places in the men's
and women's divisions.
ENTERS SEMINARY
ARCADIA, Wis . - A relative
of Arcadia, people, Lee Zabrocki, is entering the ministry and
will start studying at Concordia
Theological Seminary, Springfield, 111., March 8. Lee Zabrocki, January graduate of Eau
Claire State University, is married to Phyllis Ann Miller , Winona, and has a seven-month
old son. He served in the Marine Corps from 1958-1962. He
has a bachelor of science degree in business administration. He will study three years
at the seminary and take a
year of vicarage before ordination. He is a nephew of Melvin
Schettler and Mrs. Ina Motszko, Arcadia.

Pleasant Listening

Lake City Essay
Winners Selected;
Hi g hway Is Topic

Wesley

Rodney

LAKE CITY, Minn—Winners
in a Highway 61 essay contest
sponsored by the Lake City
Chamber of Commerce were
Wesley Moechnig and Rodney
Kirtz. Each received $15.
Topics were why and how No.
61 should be routed through the
Lake City business district, and
why and how it should bypass
Lake City. Eight entries were
received in the contest, six in
favor of routing the highway
through town and two for bypassing.
Wesley is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wesley Moechnig and Rodney 's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Kirtz. Both are seniors
at Lincoln High School and live
in the city.
Junior division winners were
Richard Bremer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Bremer, Lake City,
student at St. John's Lutheran
Church, and John E. McKenzie,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John McKenzier, Jr., student at Mary E.
McCahill Institute.
The Chamber of Commerce fs
in favor of routing expanded
U.S. 61 through Lake City and
widening the highway to Wabasha.

The Kabalevsky work is harmonically and melodically interesting, although it is* never
startling, and Sister Donald
seemed at home with it.
SHE HAD SOME trouble with
meter in the scherzo of the
Beethoven D major sonata, tbe
second selection on the program, and her technique failed
her at times in the rondo. As
a whole, however, this work
was pleasant, although it was
played with somewhat less
firmness than might have been
desired.
Bach's "Chromatic Fantasy
and Fugue in D Minor," which
opened the program, was the
least successful selection of the
evening. Sister Donald played
the fantasy with a sense of
time that was more romantic
than baroque. She. handled the
difficult passages of the fugue
better.
The whole performance of the
Bach, however, lacked clarity.
A Gould or a Tureck can play
Bach on piano and make it
sound good, but most pianists
playing his music remind one
of a baritone saxophonist playing the solo part of a Mozart
flute concerto.
Sister Donald's encore was a
competent performance of the
scherzo from Beethoven's A
major sonata (Op. 2, No. 2).
AJ1 in all, this free public program was a pleasant, opportunity for Winonans to hear live
performances of good music. It
is a pity more of them did not
take the opportunity.
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OYSTER
STEW

MSCCA, Donne asserted, although formerly affiliated with
Easter Seals, "is now in no
way connected with the Easter
Seal Organization."
MSCCA is now affiliated with
more than 350 United Fund and
Community Chest drives in
*, ^m^^^^mB^
Minnesota, he said. It no long- ^mK^^^-x ^^^^^^A ^m^m^mTAKm^m^m^m^m^m^mrilmmKKm
er conducts an Easter Seal
campaign ia Minnesota, and
it raises funds Independently ^^mm^^mmmmmmmmmKBII ^mmm ^^^^^^^P^.immmmmmKBSi
only where it is not included in
a united fund drive.
MSCCA. was dropped from the
national Easter Seal organization when it joined United Fund
and Community Chest programs. A storm of controversy
arose last year when many
communities refused the Easter
Seal group permission to conduct its drives, contending that
its work was being done by
MSCCA.
MSCCA, w h i c h operates
Camp Courage, spends all its
money in Minnesota. It maintains that it saves collection
costs by being affiliated with
united drives.
The Winona City Council refused to permit an Easter'Seal
drive here, and the group
threatened a lawsuit. The suit
was dropped after the City
Council passed an ordinance
giving any organization that
meets state standards the right
to conduct a fund drive here.
fresh, new
^L\ Many,ofmany people are enjoying a to
THE EASTER Seal group, ^—\ world sound thesedays. Thanks
^M
modem science and Benson's qualified hearing
which is registered with the ^B
^M
secretary of state, meets these ^M aid. consultants.They're thoroughly trained,
^m
and
sincere, anxiousto help. If yon
standards and is legally quali- ^M honest
^m
aid, see a Benson's consultant
fied to solicit funds in the Min- ^M need
to
in 2usa hearing
or at
^H
Aak
him
your
home.
office
nesota. Thus, it would be per- ^H
^H
explain why there's no risk when you bay * ^M
mitted to conduct a drive in H
*
f
r
o
m
'
Benson
^H
Winona.
'^H
of s.
to
MSCCA, meanwhile, Is re- ^m • Choice various models fit dlfftrerrt hearing
^H
minding Minnesotans that its ^B needs or
• 10-day money-back gusrairtte—you h-ear
^H
you
rehabilitation centers, as well ^M better
don't pay • Warrantaad for two years
or
^H
free consultation and raplacemtnt
as Camp Courage and its other ^M —unlimited
of def
of
*^H
programs, will not benefit from ^m repair
active parts • Choice payment terms
^H
money collected during the
Easter Seal campaign here.
¦
SEE OR CALL A BENSON'SCONSULTANTSOON- I
Dunne is a former Winonan.

Steak Shop
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I It's wonderful to hear the
I world come alive again!
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Stillwater Rejects
School Bond Issue
STILLWATER, Minn. (AP)By a vote of 1,764 to 1,394, voters Tuesday defeated a $3.2 million bond issue in School District
834 which would have been used
to butld a junior high school and
to repair grade schools.
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60-YEAR REPUTATION FOR QUALITY SERVICE
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At Piano Recital

By GEORGE McCORMICK
Daily Newi Staff Writer
Things got better as they went
along in Sister Mary Donald's
piano recital at Winona State
College Tuesday night.
The Rochester Franciscan,
piano instructor at her orders
Assisi Hall, played Mendelssohn's "Variations Serieuses"
with graceful strength, while
her performance of the final
selection, Kabalevsky's "Sonata No. 3, Op. 54," was perhaps
the high point of the program.

Mrs. Harry Davis, lifelong residents of Arcadia. They were especially interested in the profeet because of Shakespeare's
association with the Globe. Davis has taught English and dramatics at Three Lakes the last
five years.
¦.
FUND APPEAL
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special) — Volunteers for the Houston County Crippled Children'!
Appeal will start ringing doorbells this week, according to
Al Wieser, La Crescent, Rt. 1,

Just a short drive...
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Crippled Child,
Easter Seal
Groups Separate

the Minnesota Easter Seal Society has been made by the
former group.
JbennlB D^nne,.president of
MSQCA, has contended that
current efforts of the Easter
Seal group to. recruit volunteer*
for*- a March l campaign have
created confusion la the minds
¦
i
of the public.
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area chairman. Mrs. Laurence
Ex-A rcadian's Pupils Eden, Mrs. Leonard Wieser
and Al Graf are La Crescent
Build Thea ter Replica village
chairmen. Other chair,
ARCADIA, Wis. - The stu- men in the area are Al Wieser,
dents of an Arcadianative have La Crescent townshij; Bay
come to understand the Eliza- Feuerhelm, Hokah village; Harry Powell, Hokah township;
bethan period of Englishmuch Hrs. Don Whitesett
, Brawnsbetter since they have built c vffle village; Mrs. Lawrence
Globe
theater.
Another attempt to clarify rtplica of the at Three Lakes, Graf, Brownsville township;
the distinction between the Min- The seniors
Mrs. Lloy Conniff, Union townSchool, have done ship, and Phillip Sena,
nesota Society for Crippled Wis., Highunder
Mound
supervision of
work
Prairie township.
Children and Adults,1 Inc., and the
Gerald J. Davis, son of Mr. and
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GALISVIUf, WIS.

DONT TAKE A SHOWER SATURDAY NITE!

"PSYCHO" IS BACK!
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Nothing oould b*afmpleor. dm «ommio you dean aiid p o r tthrougha pip*
juat like your drinking water. No fuel tanki. No delivery dates to remember.
Gaa Ignites instantly, bums cleanly without waste or odor. It's economical,
too . . , costs le*today thaw it did Just two years ago. But, moat of al l . . .
14ftns*a more enjoyablowith
Auto~M«gl« Natural Ou from
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Gigantic U.S.
Counterfeit
Plot Charged

banker was te give Brtnri $!.» Peace Officers
minionfor tlie phonybills, Johnm ^mmmfp mmmmwBnwmmmm mwwmmm mwmmmwMmmmmm mmm mm mm nnnnm w *.
son said.
Elect Area Men
and Rotary. Mrs. Anns Ells- Highway- VA adjoining Stebbins
The legal money was to be
worth, Lombard, SI., owner of Lake. The sponsoring groups
used to buy a steamship for a DURAND, Wis. — Pepin and 35.8 acres in the a/ea, will sell are seeking assistance from the
freight business, Johnson testi- Buffalo County law officers are for $1,000 but ' tbe club has no state Conservation Department
vice presidents of the North- interest in 10 acres east of in purchasing the area.
fied.
west Peace Officers Association
had its annual meeting
Annual Gould Bonus which
recently at Independence.
Banquet Scheduled
Sheriff Soger Britton, Durand, and Carol Swain, MondoWITH CASH FROM MINNESOTA LOAN AND THRIFT
MILWAUKEE I M - A scheme LAKE CUV, Minn. (Special) vi policemen, were elected to
si)
<& *£
^
to exchange $3 million in coun- —The employes of Gould Nation- the posts. Lester Sweeney, Durto
¦
J"
SO YOU WORRY
''"Y aPP"anca*' furniture, a newer car er any
'HB*^ r TIIPT
terfeit money for $1.5 million in al' Batteries, Engine Parts Di- and police chief, was succeeded
^
LESS!
borgoin
opportunity fhof can mak-s for family
genuine currency in Italy was vision, will have their annual by James Cardinal,
Ip^pfl BB
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i
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Chippewa
complete hoae heating: serric* lets
outlined in U.S. District Court bonus banquet at the Terrace County, as secretary-treasurer. ^^'-flS ^r^^S?^ Our
•^^ j iSI'l happiness. Then repay sensibly and convenient\ \.
I
M
**'•?maPmIf tf i&ySSm- yon relax and eaijoy conatant, depend-*
Tuesday by a former Illinois po- Supper Club Saturday night.
Victor
Seline
"WMBih.
who
retired
as
j
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lice chief who has pleaded guil- This will be a climax to open
^£^^J
Pepin
County
sheriff
Jan.
aBC
1,
ty to passing bogus bills in house at the plant Saturday
* •"joym-ant.
X ^Mmmmmmmmm
*&^ ^mvi
and William Wcaverstad, Gales\
j ^ •
Wisconsin.
from 10 a.m. to S p.m.
ville,
retiring
policeman,
were
John G. Johnson, 34, former A new employe of the plant
f^Nm} Airroisatie PIMOUL CAMS U"SQ««^
Stone Park, DI., chief of police, is Carl M. Kelley, native of given life memberships in the fNEfe£ ***.
organization.
also told of hitting "every little Minneapolis, who is supervisor
George Wheeler, Elmwood,
gas station, tavern and restaur- in the inspection division. A
ant" on a phony bill passing World War II veteran with outgoing president, suggested
Phone 3389 for "Personal Automatic Care"
Mond*y
spree in Wisconsin last Septem- eight years in the Navy, he efforts should be made to im*rtt Frid*y ' •*m* *• • ?•"¦•» *FTW*»Y evening until tf
prove
pay
scales
of
law
officame here with a background
ber.
of -experience in Minneapolis cers is smaller communities.
Johnson , who is awaiting sen- and California plants. He will He said the average hourly pay
tence, testified in the trial of Dr. move bis wife and son to Lake in some places was as low as
SS cents, less than a grave digGMulio Bruni, 44, of River For- City soon.
est, 111. Bruni and Johnson were
ger could make.
¦
<
indicted on charges of passing FOREIGN VISITORS
58 counterfeit $20 bills along a LETWISTON, Minn. — Nine
60-mile route from Wisconsin men from England, France and Melrose Planning
Dells to Lowell last Sept 13. Germany recently visited CaRecreation Park
Bruni has pleaded innocent
mera Art, lewiston, on a study
Bruni, his brother, Alfred, 42, of modern school picture pro- MELROSE, Wis. — T h r e e
and Fulvio Smaldone, 38, Mel- duction, a business just coming Melrose service clubs are planrose Park., 111., have been in- into existence in Europe. Pako ning a recreation park of some
dicted by a federal grand jury Corp., Minneapolis, manufactur- 25 acres at the junction of Highin Chicago in connection with er of much of the equipment ways 71 and 108 south of town
the $3 million scheme. Johnson used at Camera Art, also fur- on the Black River. It includes
•was named a co-conspirator hut nishes equipment for the Word a beach area. Work includes
not a defendant.
km^m^mr
Co., London. Ferrania, an Itali- leveling, a road to the area,
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tables
and
probably
campreEurope,
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equipment
in
was to be placed in an auto and
ing
grounds.
Minneshipped to Rome, Italy, where cently was acquired by
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Savings So Fantastic We Decided to Prove Them in Print!

IOUR PRIVATE INVENTORY RECORDS )
B

OPENED TO THE PUBLIC FOR THE FIRST TIME—RIGHT FROM OUR STORE FILES!
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124 count cases, 42x32 In.
Spring Milli tubing, 42x36
h. ; assorted dailgns.

COTTON
JERSEY LOOP

17c
"•' ^*
«.«.
*

Multicolor loops for pot
holders, piece mats! Conviolently poly bagged.
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VELVET HEADBANDS

Nylon ttratch tubular knit, in red,
whit* and blacK.
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Juveniles Should Lose
Publicity Shield
A BILL THAT would open to public
scrutiny all juvenile court records and police files on juveniles charged with serious offenses will be introduced in the Minnesota Legislature this week.
The bill's author, Sen. Ed-ward G. Novak, Liberal-St. Paul, said the law would
cancel out a Minnesota statute that now
makes it a misdemeanor for police officials
and court officers to divulge details about
juvenile offenders to the public or press.
The Daily News has been suggesting
such legislation for the last couple of years.
. : The Novak proposal would permit public access to files on juveniles charged with
what -would "be felonies or gross misdemeanors were they adults.
"It's time we shewed as much concern for the victims—and the potential
victims—of crime as we hava been
showing for tha offenders," Novak
said.
"It's also time to remove the protective cloak we have put around youthful offenders who commit serious acts against
society," he said.
Novak, an attorney, former FBI agent
and father of three, said under present
state law parents are often prevented from
knowing the identities of serious juvenile
offenders in their communities.
"If parents don't know who the serious
juvenile offenders are, how can they be
sure their chdldren are not associating with
a teen-age rapist, car thief or burglar?"
Novak asked.
The Novak bill is one of a number that
have already been introduced, are now being drafted, or are receiving serious attention from state lawmakers concerned
about youth and adult crime.
FIGURES RELEASED by tha stat«
crime bureau show Minnesota has had an
increase in major crimes of nearly 150
percent In ten yeairs, while the population during the last decade increased only
about 15 percent.
The bureau's annual report shows major crimes in the state last year increased
19 percent over the previous all-time record set in 1963.
Rep. John Tracy Anderson, Conservative-St. Paul, is one of many legislators
who say they are alarmed about the state's
crime problem.
"All the legislators I talk with are disturbed about Minnesota's shocking increases in crime," Anderson said.
"Most of them feel something must be
done to give the public protection.
"THE METHODS wt have been using
are not giving the taxpayer the protection
he has every right to expect."
;
' "very interested"
* v Anddrson said he is
controversial
open
court procedures
ftUi the
|w6ed by Judge Lester H. Loble of Helena,
^JJont ,' whose experimental programs in
|yonth crime control have been widely discussed in Minnesota and other states. (We
fhave referred to Judge Loble frequently in
-this column.)
"I thinkinlegislators will continue to be
f
Judge Loble's ideas until our
•^interested
? ,? department of corrections people can make
of progress
—
^some progress — any kind
on.
sold
theories
they
seem
with
the
v
'% Sep. Mel Hansen, Conservative-Minneapolis, said he has written Judge Loble to
;- j"secure background information " on a bill
^adopted by Montana 's 1961 Legislature
'^wliich provides that juveniles who are
charged with what would be felonies if
they were adults can be tried in open juvenile court.
LOBLE CAME to Minne&ota 't attention
several years ago when he addressed the
Minnesota Sheriffs ' Association convention. He claimed thai by using open juvenile courts he had made reductions in the
number of juvenile court cases in his district. He has since received national attention.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF
DEFINITION
ANECDOTE: A revealing account of an
incident that never occurred in the life of
some famous person.
+

H.

Bill Sutherland remi nds us all that when
two cows stand with their heads to each
others ' tails , switching flies offen each
other, t hat 's cow-operation. And when nags
do it , that's horse-pitality.
¦
He koiMveth the way that I take: When lie
hath tried me , 1 shall come forth as. gold,
.lob 23:10.
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TODAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

"DONT FORGET YOUR COMMITMENT!"

US. Deals From
Strong Position

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHING-TON - There isn't going to be
any major wai in Southeast Asia. The United
States isn't going to start one, and Red China
has more to lose than to gain by "escalating"
the present conflict.
The ultimate result will be an agreement
to let North and South Viet Nam remain apart.
This objective would be accomplished through
negotiation by the major powers, which would
provide guarantees to each side against intervention by the other or by forces from outside their borders.
Tbe foregoing survey of the situation is based upon a military analysis -which takes into
account the strategic facts that exist today in
Southeast Asia.
In the first place, Bed China is vulnerable.
The moment the Peiping government starts a
major conflict in the Viet Nam area, the Nationalist Chinese on Formosa — with an excellent air force — assisted by air contingent*
of the United States, could in a few -weeks destroy most of Bed China's large industrial installations.This would be a devastating blow,
and it could be done -without dropping any nuclear bombs. For the targets on mainland China are all --within range of attack by planes
carrying conventional bombs.
SO THE MOST important factor at the moment is a recognition by Bed China that, unless it stops its aggressions against South Viet
Nam, there is a likelihood of a major confrontation with American forces from bases on
Formosa, Okinawa and Korea as well as the
Philippines. Also, the United States Navy's aircraft carriers can approach tbe Chinese coast
and launch bombing planes.
Developments until the last few weeks had
raised questions in Peiping as to whether the
United States is in earnest, but tbe raids and
counterattacks of recent days may by now
have convinced the Bed Chinese that the next
step may be "escalation" into air attacks on
Red China itself if its forces should in any organized way penetrate from North Viet Nam
into South Viet Nam.
The paramount fact right now, however, is
that the United States is moving toward possible peace parleys from a position of strength
instead* of -weakness.
There is reason to believe that the Red
Chinese are not likely to do anything to precipiate a major war and that the Russians
would be just as pleased if th6y didn't.
MEANWHILE, the barrages of words on the
propaganda front are in themselves an indication that both Moscow and Peiping may have
decided to turn away from military steps which
could aggravate the situation. The propaganda
demonstrations by the Communists thus far
have bad little effect. The procedures are all
too familiar. Simultaneously throughout the
world demonstrations are made against American embassies and legations in what is obviously a concerted movement to gain headlines
and make it appear that what the United
States is doing is opposed by world opinion.
Most surprising in some respects are the
efforts inside the United States to stir up such
demonstrations. It is apparent that the Communists are behind most of them.
The Communist party in the United States
has been issuing press releases condemning the
American course in Viet Nam, and various college groups are acting in conformity with Communist aims. Some of them, on the other hand,
have no Communist connection and are related
to pacifist organizations. A high official of the
government here puts it this way :
"One should not assume that the United
States foreign policy is under attack from the
Communist party alone. Other subversive
group are attempting to show their dedication
to the world Communist movement in similar
ways.
"DEMONSTRATIONS, telegram and letter
campaigns can be expected as long as the
United States remains as the principal deterrent to the advancement of world communism.
The people should be aware of this and carefully consider each protest with a look behind
the scenes. It may well be that a Communist
will be -directing the program."

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

Two new governors were elected at the annual meeting of the American Legion Club,
Inc. They are James D. Cole and Roy S. Baab
succeeding Loren W. Torgerson and John D.
LaBarre.
The 50th anniversary of Rotary will be observed at a ladies night party at the Hotel
Winona . It will also be the 33rd birthday ol
the local club.

Twen ty-Five Years Ago . .. 1940
Karl Conrad, president oi the Winona Ass<v
ciation of Commerce, received the 1940 distinguished service award of the Junior Chamber of Commerce. Jay C. Hormel, Austin, was
guest speaker.
Miss Donna Loughrey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Loughrey, is queen of winter sports
dav at St. Olaf College.

Fifty Years Ago ... 1915

Joseph W. Powell , Buffalo, N.Y. , efficiency
expert in church work who directed 'the remarkably successful forward movement o{ McKinley Church Methodists, arrived In Winona
to take charge of the dedication of the new
McKinley Methodist Church.
Although the winter has been inclement , the
price ol eggs is very high. Fresh eggs are now
selling for 30 cents a dozen.
Judge I) . E. Vance , I. C. Smith and J. S.
Bean are in Minneapolis attending the annual
state convention of the Ancient Order of United
Workmen.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . .. 1890

A large audience gathered at Philharmonic
Hall lo listen to the address of Miss Eva McDonald of Minneapolis on "The Labor Question
Upon the Competitive System."
The* ordinance for the formation and government of tbe Winona Fire Department has been
drafted and officially published,
Dramatic Hall presented a gay and lively
scene on the occasion of the first masquerade
hull given by the Modern Woodmen.

age farm family. Everytime I see big headlines in
our paper saying agriculture receives blank million
dollars in aid it surely irks
me, because we never see
how much our airlines, our
newspapers, our railroads,
etc. are subsidized.
Do you know that soil and
water receive 10 percent of
the money alloted to agriculture and this benefits city
people more than farmers,
.07 percent miscellaneous,
25 percent to foreign trage
and assistance? This is a
national expense charged to
agriculture. Eleven percent
is used for investments such
as state parks, national forests, etc. This is a loss to
landowners because the land
that is left must pay for all
the roads and schools, etc.
Ten percent is used for marketing and consumer service. This is to protect tha
housewife from unfair market practice. The balance
or 37 percent is actually for
agriculture but all administrative expenses come out
of this 37 percent. The American consumer pays a
smaller amount of his wages for food than any people
on earth. Twenty percent as
compared with 70 percent in
Russia. I believe the commercial group had better
think more favorably of agriculture because Winona
would be a ghost town without agriculture business.
Peter Jones
Rushford, Minn.

( Editor's Note: Letter* mutt be temperate,
of reasonable length and
tigned by the writer.
Bona fide names of all
letter-writers will be
published. No religioiis,
•medical or personal con- •
irooersies ore acceptable.;
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American Envoys Meet
To Assess War Threats

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - American ambassadors from all
over the Pacific, ranging
from Australia to Japan,
are meeting in Baguio, the
mountain resort of the
Philippines, this week, to
assess the danger of war in
Southeast Asia.
They will chiefly consider two all - important questions:
1. Will the Chinese prove
themselves a paper tiger
or will they fight?
2. Have American raids
on North Viet Nam welded
together the two bitter factions of the communist
world, the Russians and the
Chinese?
On the first and most important point, the question
of whether the Chinese have
a paper tiger or real ethyl
in their tank may boil down
to one of bluff . In the past
both sides have been bluffing blatantly, and the stakes, unlike poker, are peace
or war .
Last week , the Peking radio warned; "The 650 million Chinese people will definitely not stand by, and
are well prepared in this
respect."
Was this a bluff?
Fourteen years before, after the United States moved
into North Korea in June,
1950, Radio Peking warned
in almost the same language : "The Chinese people oannot stand Idly by. "
THIS LATTER waa not a
bluff. The Chinese followed
UP their announcement by
sending wave after wave of
h u m a n sacrifice hurtling
against American lines,
thereby forcing the United
States to sign a stalemate.
The Korean peace was no
victory .
Since then , the Chinese
have appeared to be bluffing regarding North Viet
Nam. But so have we. No
modern nation has issued
more vainglorious, conflicting, and deceptive statements about its intentions
in Indo-China than the United States.
The bluffing began with
John Foster Dullcs's famous
speech before the American Legion, Sept . 2, 1053 , in
which he laid down this
flat warning:
"Communist China has
been and now is training,
equipping, and supplying
Communint forces in IndoChlna. There is the risk, as
in Korea, Red China might
THE WIZARD OF ID

send its own army into IndoChina. The Chinese regime
should realize that such aggression could not occur
without grave consequences
which could not be confined
to Indo - China."
If the Chinese took this
seriously they didn't show
it. And their apparent conviction that this was bluff
was reinforced by the
statement of President ' Eisenhower, Feb. 10, 1954,
that "no one could be more
bitterly opposed to getting
the United States involved
in a hot war in the region
than I am."
JOHN FOSTER Dulles
however, continued the bluff.
Ten days after his chief
in the White House discouraged war, Secretary
Dulles stated that the United States would retaliate instantly if Communist China
were to enter the Indo-Chinese war.
That same day, a man
who later was to become
president, Sen. John F.
Kennedy, said on the Senate floor: "It is necessary
that the Senate and the
American people demonstrate their endorsement of
Mr. DuV.es's objectives. If
necessary, the United States
will take the ultimate step
. . . it is war. "'
At that time — 1954 —
this was pure bluff.
Shortly after this , March

13, Vice President Nixon
let out a rip-snorter of an
ultimatum to the Chinese in
answer to a cautioning
speech by Adlai Stevenson.
"We found that militarily
their plan apparently was to
destroy us by drawing . us
into little wars all over the
world with their satellites.
"We decided we could not
fall into these traps. And so
we adopted a new principle.
That principal summed up
is this:
"RATHER THAN let the
Communists nibble us to
death all over the world in
little wars, we would rely
in the future primarily on
massive, mobile retalitory
power."
This time the Red Chinese got immediate proof
the United States was bluffing. For oa April 16, at an
American Society of Newspaper Editors meeting, Nixon said that we would send
ground troops into Indo China — in direct contrast
to his earlier threat of
massive atomic retaliation.
Then, on April 29, President Eisenhower cut the
ground out from under his
vice president by stating in
a press conference:
"The most you can work
out is a practical way of
getting al ong". . . something, he said, that would
stop the blood - letting.
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"It 's a birthday gift from my husband. I'm glad
you all like it!"
~~~

Interprets Constitution
In Own Manner
To the Editor:
Ernest M. Maiand of
Rushford in his letter of
Feb. 15 quoted the Constitution in an attempt to establish legal reasons for his adversity to "union shop"
agreements.
Restaurant owner Lester
Maddox of Atlanta, Ga.,
known worldwide for his
flagrant violation of tbe Civil Rights Act, always quoted the Bible in an attempt
to establish religious reasons for refusing to serve
Negroes.
I suspect no clergyman
•will support the views of
Maddox and on the other
hand I doubt that any justice of the United States Supreme Court will agree with
Maiand.
Conceding these assumptions to be true, it becomes
quite clear that both men
are prone to interpret in
their own mariner two of the
greatest documents known
to mankind in an effort to
strengthen and further individual prejudices. This is, of
course, contrary to the intent and/ or spirit of either
the Bible or the Constitution.
Emil Guenther
1030 W. Mark St.
¦
Winona Would Be Ghost
Town Without Agriculture
To the Editor:
About a month ago the
Winona County Township
Officers met with the county
commissioners and asked
them to reinstate the household tax. The township officers felt this $70,000 to $90,000 that was lost had to be
paid by real estate and personal property tax.
At the next commissioners
meeting the commercial
boat people were there. The
mayor talked and it sounded as if Winona got more
income from boats than
from any other source.
These were not the boat
owners. They were the people that make a living from
boat owners. They had a
nice round figure of $4,000
which was the tax collected
from boats the last year
they were taxed. It should
have been nearer to $5,000.
They did not mention the
fact that there are 10 times
as many boats as there were
then — ten times $4,000 —
540,000. They said boats pay
a license tiie same as an
auto. Compare a license on
a $5,000 boat with a $5,000
car, please. They should be
ashamed to mention license
on boats. If tht county could
collect this boat tax it
would help pay the large
cost of river patrol which
wasn't needed at tluit time.
These people could well afford to pay their own way .
A short time after this
meeting the Winona Chamber of Commerce had ita
annua! meeting. It went on
record as being opposed to
a household tax and favoring a sales tax. We cannot
blame these men for this.
They are all from the higher income group. When the
county lost this income the
difference must be made up
from real estate and personal property tax. Do you
pay real estate or personal
property tax?
When the commercial boat
group were at this coramisaioners meeting one of thera
said that fanners get a tax
break anyway. A year ago
I saw figures gathered from
over 100 farms in Minnesota
by the University Experiment Station. The largest
group or in other words the
average farm waa like this:
$52,000 invested, $30,000 expense and $4,300 net Income.
No interest on investment
and a 70-hour work week .
Try farming some time.
Now this is how the farmers get their tax break. If
the school tax is 100 mills
multiply 100 mills x $56,000 give* you the tax for
school for an average farm
family. Multiply IOO mills x
$10,000 gives you the amount
paid by an average city
family or one fifth tho
amount paid by the averBy Parker ahd Hart

Jobs Available For
Swift Employes
To the Editor:
It is through no fault of
the Swift employes that the
plant closed down. Many o!
these men have found jobs
on their own initiative and
by standing on their own
two feet and being a little
independent and for those
who are in earnest for a
job that is what the unemployment service is for.
There are a few categories of people: Those who
are offered a job and refuse because it doesn't
meet up to their standards,
or afraid of soiling their
hands. Then there are those
who take the attitude of
sitting down and drawing
their unemployment pay as
long as they can.
I'm sure there are jobs
of some kind for those who
are sincere and if they use
a little effort.
Mrs. R. C. Williams
528 Harriet St.
a
MODERN PLAYS
ATHENS iff — An organization simply called Theater Club has been formed
here by 45 writers, directors, producers and critics
to present a series of plays
by Sartre, Kafka and Pinter.
The second floor of an old
mansion has been converted into a 600-seat auditorium.
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One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
Th«rc has bten a lively traffi c of wood, hay,
grain and other produce today. The streets have
been well filled since morning and trade hns
been brisk.
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To Arizonan
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Phone 8-4371
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vout K
had been employed by Fried
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Demonstration on Meat C utting
Given Mrs. Jaycees by La rry Hart
The business meeting of the
Mrs. Jaycees was held Tuesday
evening at the home of Mrs. Albert Hemmesch with Mrs. Kurt
Reinhard presiding. After the
meeting Mrs. Jaycees members
went to the Piggly Wiggly store

Job's Daughters
Outline Events
Plans for the term were outlined by DeAnn Neumann, honored queen, at the Monday evening meeting of Bethel 8, International Order of Job's Daughters.
Practice for the officers and
choir will be Feb. 27 at 10 a.m.
at the Temple.
Initiation of new members
WiU be held March 1 at 7:30
p.m. Dinner will be served to
members and friends at fl. Reservations may be made with
Mrs. Carl Ruge or Mrs. Maurice
Godsey.
Germaine Lauer will be in
charge of the bake sale March
26 at the Winona National and
Savings Bank. A style show,
with fashions from Nash's, is
being planned by Cindy Hammer and Sue Godsey, co-chairmen, for April 3.
TOWNSEND CLUB I
The Auxiliaiy to Townsend
Club I will meet at 8 p,m. Friday at West Recreation Center.
Those having birthdays in February will be honored. A social
hour and games will follow the
meeting.
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to hear their guest speaker, Lar- The Mrs. Jaycees were told
ry Hart, manager of the meat of the best ways to cook many
department , talk on cutting of the meats and it was pointed
out that lean meat has less flameats.
vor and is drier than cuts with
HIGHLIGHTS of the business more fat.
meeting were formations of the
various committees to plan the TO CLOSE the demonstration
annual May Breakfast, and a Mr. Hart showed what steps
report by Mrs. Donald Schnei- were taken from the time the
der, chairman of the civil de- meat was cut and trimmed to
fense project, Operation Identi- the time it was put in the disfication which starts Sunday. play case.
Mrs. Schneider reported that Lunch was served Ity co-hostthe letters to parents and order esses Mrs. Larry Hart and Mrs ,
blanks for the identification James Hansen, after which Mr.
bracelets would be mailed to Wi- Hart awarded prizes of steaks
nona families Saturday. All per- to the Mmes. George Joyce ;
sons in the state of Minnesota Schneider; Herbert Hakes; O.
are urged by the civil defense J. Fawcett; James Goetz; Wagdepartment to wear these brace- nild; Kurt Reinhard; and Earl
lets to help authorities in times Flatness.
of injury, national disaster, or
lost children.
Carol Jean Blattner
Mrs. Bexnie Wagnild gave a
report on the DSA convention To be April Bride
she and Mrs. Kurt Reinhard attended last weekend at Moor- ELGIN, Minn. (Special ) head, Minn.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Blattner,
Elgin, announce the engageMRS. NICK SCHNEIDER prement
of their daughter, Miss
sented Mrs. Dennis Jackson,
Carol
Jean
Blattner, to Kenneth
and Mrs. Richard Cole with corsages. They are new members. James Gowlland, son of Mr.
Door prizes were won by Mrs. and Mrs. Munson Gotflland,
David McCIung and Mrs. Den- Dover, Minn. The wedding is
planned for April 24.
nis Jackson.
Mr. Hart in his talk explain- Miss Blattner is a 1963 gradued the basic cuttings of various ate of Elgin High School. She
meats, including pork, beef and was graduated from the Minfowl. He gave the reasons for ne apolis Business College and
the wide difference in the price is employed at Northwestern
paid to farmers and that National Bank, Kochester. Her
charged by butchers, such as fiance is a 1961 graduate of
high labor costs, waste parts, Plainview (Minn.) High School
packaging, etc.
and is engaged in farming.

RED TAG SALE!
VISIT OUR STORES AND LOOK
FOR THE RED TAGS

SAVE 58
WITH THESE COUPONS

TREMPEALEAU, Wis . (Special) -~ Th« valentine party,
sponsored by the Towner-Llttle
Bear Post 1915, Veterans of Foreign Wars and Auxiliary Saturday evening was attended-by a
fairly large crowd.
During the evening, the quartermaster, Howard Coyle, announced that the VFW Post has
acquired two wheelchairs, two
pairs of crutches, two hospital
beds, a bed table and a walker, for use of the public. He said
that anyone needing any of the
sick room equipment shouldnotify Andrew Olson, commander,
or other members of the post
Announcement was made that
as soon as weather permits,
Robert Delaney has contracted
to put in new tile flooring io
the kitchen and hall of the VFW
Clubhouse. Plans are to purchase SO new folding chairs.

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special ) — Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Glasrud were honored Sunday
afternoon, when their five sons
and their families gave an open
house for them at Trinity Lutheran Church parlors. About
350 friends and relatives attended the golden wedding celebration.
Guests were present from St.
Paul, Minneapolis, Rochester,
Byron, Caledonia, Eitzen, Whalan and Houston, Minn., and La
Crosse.
Hostess was Mrs. Clarence
Ike and the Deborah Circle
was in charge of the kitchen.
Others assisting were t h e
Mmes. Milton Liudahl , D o n
Stenehjem, William Schuttemeier, Maurice Knutson, Archie
Giibertson and Iver Gulbranson.
Mr. Gl asrud and the former
Miss Gunhild Gulbranson of
Spring Grove were married at
Spring Grove Feb. 17, 1915. They
farmed in this area until their
retirement several years ago,
when they moved into Spring
Grove.
Their five sons are William
and Paul, Spring Grove; Raymond and Leslie, Rochester,
and Peter , Byron, Minn. There
are 15 grandchildren.
¦
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Science Program
Slated for PTA
At Lewiston

LEWISTON, Minn . (Special)
— Peter-Rolf Ohnstad, head of
the science department at Winona Senior High School , will
present a science fair program
at the Thursday evening meeting of Lewiston PTA. The parents will meet in the high
school auditorium at 8 p.m.
On the lunch committee are
fij)
the Mmes. Elmer Simon, Lewis
Mundt , Clifford Thompson, Simmons Pierce, E. A. Wilde, Anthony Patzner and Richard
Rinn .
The scholarship committee,
appointed at a recent executive
board meeting, has decided to
award two $100 scholarships .
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Dorn,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Rowekamp
and Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Gatzlaff were named to the nominating committee. The 1965
election will be in April. The
Rev. Walter Meyer will attend a legislative PTA workshop later in February in St.
|
Paul.
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Mabel Woman
Receives Honor
MABEL, Minn. ( Special) —
Mrs. P. H. Biede , Mabel ,
was honored as a charter member of the Auxiliary of Minnesota Veterinary Medical Association at its 30th annual meeting
held at Hotel Leamington in
Minneapolis.
Thirty-six charter members
were issued life memberships in
the organization. Twenty - three
past presidents were honored.
am

Peter Berg,
Gwen Olson

Rpneat Vows

STRUM, Wis. (Special) -•- The
Rev. Luther D. Monson officiated at the wedding of Miss
Gwen Olson and Peter Berg at
the Strum Lutheran chapel Saturday.
Parents of the cou ple are Mr.
and Mrs. Jerome Olion, Strum,
and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Berg,
Eleva.
For her wedding , the bride
wore a blue dress. Her attendant wore a light blue dress. Attendants were his brother, Mike
Berg, and Mrs. Berg of Minneapolis.
A reception was held for close
relatives and friends at the
home of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Berg will live in Minneapolis.
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Bamfaenek's Food Store-429 Mankato Ave.
Proftdxinski' s Grocory~700 East 4lh SV.

Dnano's Store-Lew iston
Person's Store-Elba
Batzel Store- Altera

HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) There was a discussion of the
closing of VA hospitals and
other veterans facilities at the
February . meeting of the
American Legion Auxiliary.
Members were asked to write
their congressmen and the Veterans Affairs Committee in
protest.
It was announced that various
articles were needed at the hospitals in Minneapolis, St. Cloud
and the Minnesota Soldiers
Home at Fort Snelling. The
unit's sewing committee agreed
to make as many of the necessary items as possible.
The cotfung bazaar and rummage sale were discussed and
the menibers voted to sew Monday at the home of Mrs. Adolph
Olson, with Mrs. Olaf Mollerstad and Mrs. Erma Forsyth,
members of the sewing committee, assisting.
Mrs. S. L. Johnson, Girls
State chairman, announced she
will coniact the school about
the choice of a girl.
Mrs. Olson reported that the
Junior Auxiliary had sent 20
Valentines to the VA Hospital
in Minneapolis and 100 Valentines to the children's wards
in the La Crosse hospitals.
Refreshments were served
during a social hour hy the
Mmes. L. M. Anderson, Bertha
and Henry* McCune and Norman Norris.
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give good control and
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REDEEM YOUR COUPONS AT THE FOOD STORES
LISTED BELOW

Stockton Market-Stockton
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Merft Markel-474 West Sarnia

ance prize. Dessert and coffee
-were served by the fourth grad«
mothers.

3 - PACKET STRIP OF FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST
WHEN YOU BUY GOLD MEDAL FLOUR S
AND GIVE COUPON BELOW TO YOUR GROCER
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Tmlmer's Market-501 East 3rd St.
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LEWISTON^
—The Priara, a Winona SAIor j
High School combo, will play *
for a teen-agedance at the C<rw- ;;
iston High School auditorium
V ¦'*"¦ • . <
Friday from 8-10 p.m.
Supt. Robert Mobler will re- 'P
turn today from- a national ad- ' j
rainistrators' cooventltai at At- '
lantic City, N.J., where he had an opportunity to see equipment far new school bttfimngs. :
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Legion Auxilia ry
Protests Closing
Of VA Facilities

Mr. and Mrs. Glasrud

Edwin Glasruds
Honored on 50th
Anniversa ry

formally of ber country and answered questions at the Monday
evening meeting of the Lincoln
School PTA.
Miss Norstebo, an exchange
student at Winona State College, was dressed in a colorful
costume.
Mrs. Donald Hittner, president, announced that the March
speaker will be Mrs. G. Theodore Mitau. She will talk on
"PTA Legislation. "
Miss Beverly Coe's second
grade was awarded the attend-
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Wabasha Auxiliary Osseo Center
To Sponsor
Will Observe
Americanism Month Skating Party

Go Abroad With Open
Mind, Students Advise

THE ENGAGEMENT of
Miss Gayleen Theresa Truman to Mark Tibbetts, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Tibbetts, Wadena, Minn., is
announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Truman,
Canton, Minn. The wedding
will be June 26. at tbe Assumption Catholic Church,
Canton. Both Miss Truman
and Mr. Tibbetts attended
the University of Minnesota.
She is teaching at Jackson,
Mich., and he is serving in
the Air Force, stationed at
Columbus. Ohio.

The Missei Karen VanAuken
and Kathy Lindsay, Winona
State College students and Norwegian e x c h a n ge students,
spoke at the February meeting
of Kappa Delta Pi, honor soicety in education. The meeting
was held in Watkins Hall Tuesday evening.
Miss Lindsay stated that she
felt one of the most important
preparations for anyone planning to travel -or study in a foreign country is a psychological
one.
"We must realize," she said ,
"that Americans aren't loved
all o-ver the world." She said,
"The people in Norway are not
anti-American, but are proNorway." She said that she and
Miss VanAuken were introduced
in Norway, not by their own
names, but as "our two American friends". In other words,
they were ambassadors—walking pictures of Americans.
Miss Lindsay stated also that
it is well to go to a foreign
country with an-open mind and
not to constantly compare that
country with our own. She said
that there seemed to be a closeness of family life in Norway
which is not felt so keenly in
America.

Miss VanAuken said that one
of the prime factors necessary
in preparation for any foreign
travel is a knowledge of the
language of the country. Europeans resent tbe fact that not
many Americans attempt to
learn the language of the country they are visiting.
Another point mentioned by
Miss VanAuken was that if possible it is best to live in a private home, as a much better
knowledge of life in a country
can he secured in this way .
She also stated that a visitor
should be in good physical condition if he expects to take part
in the activities of the Norwegians, such as walking, hiking,
and skiing.
The young women showed
beautiful slides of Norwegian
landscapes, the school they attended, and other activities in
Which they participated.
A question period followed
during the coffee hour.
A short business meeting,
conducted by the president Miss
Sandra Corey, preceded the procram. Final plans were made
for the sale of candy March 1
and 10 to raise money for the
scholarship fund.

Wide Scope of Subjects at
Goodview Trinity Lutheran
Church Guild will meet at 7:30 UCW Meeting Reported Here
p.m. Thursday at the church for
Goodview Guild
Plans Observance

a triple birthday observance.
It will be in celebration of the
16th anniversary of both the
church and the guild and also
oi members.
There will be election of officers. Hostesses will be the
Mmes. Gerald Fells, Willard
Matzke and Herbert Rother.

Whitehall Couple
Visit in Hawaii
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— After attending the National
Automobile Dealers convention
at Las Vegas, Nev., Jan. 30Feb. 3, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Bice, Whitehall, toured the
Hawaiian Islands nine days.
At Hilo they spent two days
with Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Hay.
Mrs. Hay is the former Carolyn
Speerstra, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Speerstra,
Sr., Whitehall. They returned
home Sunday night.

Rushford Man
Married in Dakota
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
— Miss Alta Mae Christensen,
daughter* of Mrs. Doris Shrum,
Billings, Mont., and Alfred Neil
Bellofc, rural Beach, N.D., son
of Mn. Emma Bollock, Rushford, were married Jan. 16.
The wedding was in First Lutheran Church, Beach, with
the Rev. Marvin L. Keen officiating.
Miss Barbara Campbell was
maid of honor and Bernard
Adams was best man.
A reception for 40 guests
was held in the church parlors.
The couple is now at home
at Beach Trailer Court, following a wedding trip to Billings,
Mont.
Attending the wedding from
Rushford, in addition to the
groom's mother, were Mr . and
Mrs . Lester Bellock, Miss Dorothy Bellock , and Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Eide . Mrs. Vernon Gibbins , Arcadia , Wis., also attended.
¦

Blair Couple
Feted at SKower
BLAIR , Wis. ( Special) —
Eighty-five persons were present Sunday afternoon in the dining room of Blair First Lutheran Church at a prenuptial shower honoring Miss Beverly Rude
and William Schlink.
Hostesses were the Mmes.
Melvin Syverson, Loren Quarne,
Sven Johnson and Mrs. Norman
Otterson, Blair , Mrs. Burnett
Otter-son, Strum, Wis., and
Mrs. Robert Talford, Rock Falls,
Wis.
Miss Rude and Mr. Schlink
will be married Feb. 27 at Blair
First Lutheran Church.

Master Point
Bridge Played
Tuesday night was Master
Point Night for the Winona Duplicate Bridge Club , which met
at the Elks Club. Five tables of
the Howell Movement w e r e
played.
First place winners were Mr.
and Mrs . Richard Horst. Dr.
F. J. Vollmer and Stanley Boyum won second place; Mrs. Gilbert Hoesley and Mrs. A. W.
Fair, third. Mr. Horst was director.
LUTHERANS MEET
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) - The
church council of the South
Beef River Lutheran will meet
Thursday at 8 p.m. at the parsonage.
CHURCH COUNCIL
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) - The
church council of the King's Valley Lutheran wiU meet at the
parsonage at 8 p.m. Friday. The
King's Valley Lutheran Church
will hold a potluck dinner after
church services Sunday. Public
ia invited.

Mrs. Irwin Bittner, newly
elected state fellowship fund
chairman of the Minnesota United Church Women, reported on
the state meeting which she
attended Feb. 8-9 at the Monday
afternoon meeting of Winona
Church Women at the YMCA.

THE THEME of the two-day
event, at Gloria Dei Lutheran
Church, St. Paul, was "Laity
in Mission," Mrs. Bittner told
the local group.
Mrs. Kyle Haselson, Evanston. 111., wife of the editor of
the Christian Century and UCW
national Christian social relations chairman was the main
speaker. Mrs. Bittner reported
on a film at the conference,
"The Captive, " on problems of
poverty. She also related the
comments made by foreign students from the University of
Minnesota who talked.
She mentioned the conference
discussion on Minnesota migrant workers, which was of
interest to the Winona women,
contribute donations
since they
*
from the annual May Fellowship Day offering to help migrants.
MRS. CLETUS Moore, newly
Installed president of Winona
UCW, conducted the business
meeting. Devotions were in
charge of Mrs . Clayton Fosburgh. An invitation to the Ecumenical Assembly at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart Sunday evening, sponsored by the

Cathedral Council of Catholic
Women, was read.
Mrs. Moore appointed the
March 5 World Day of Prayer
committee. They are Mrs. Arthur Milbrandt, chairman, and
the Mmes. Harold Beed, Sherman Mitchell and Lewis Schoening.
Other committee chairmen
appointed were: Mrs. Milbrandt, Christian world missions; Mrs. Wesley Larson,
Christian social relations; Mrs.
Elmo Andersen, Christian world
relations; Mrs. Bittner, leadership education; and Mrs.
Schoening, public relations.
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LOUISE FRIEDRICH'S engagement to Wallace Edward Fromm, son of Mrs.
Esther Fromm, Mequon,
Wis., and the late Martin
Fromm, is announced by
her parents, the Rev. and
Mrs. E d w i n Friedrich,
Goodhue, Minn., * former
Rushford, Minn., residents.
A June wedding is being
planned. Miss Friedrich is
a senior at Concordia
Teachers College, Seward,
Neb., and is a student teacher in Wichita, Kan. Her
fiance is employed at Lincoln (Neb.) State Hospital
as an orderly. Both young
persons plan to be graduated from CTC next year.
¦

Past Pocahontases
Have Valentine
Party, Supper

The Past Pocahontas Association held its annual valentine
and potluck party Tuesday at
the Red Men's Wigwam.
A red and white topiary tree,
created by Mrs. Frank Johnstone, centered the table decorations. It was flanked by tall
white tapers and enhanced by
three-dimensional displays of
the valentine and the queen of
hearts.
Prizes donated by" the Mmes.
Louis Brugger, Albert Thiele
and Johnstone were won by the
Mmes. Norton Cocker, Robert
Evens, Howard Fegre, Arthur
Kern, Walter Kram, Friebert
Galesville Woman Laak, Mae McGill, Robert NelAlbert Peterman, B. R.
Has Antique Glass, son,
Wandsnider, Walter Williams
and Roy Wildgrube.
China Collection
Mrs. Johnstone, chairman,
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) was assisted by the Mmes. Net¦—In the grocery business with tie Haase, Kern, Harry Smith
her husband, Joe Luba, for .10 and Williams.
years, Mrs. Luba felt the need
of an outside interest.
VFW Auxiliary
Three years ago she began
Card
Party Set
collecting antique glass nnd china. Since then she has collected At Caledonia
17 rose bowls, most of them
rare; satin, cranberry and car- CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special )
nival glass; a Tiffany vase; —The VFW Auxiliary to Post
Mary Gregory pitcher; Bristol S&33 will entertain at a public
china; plate racks filled with card party Thursday at 8
antiques in her dining room; a p.m. in the VFW Club's baseshining chandelier with hanging ment.
Proceeds will go to the Housprisms, etc.
"It is a most satisfying hob- ton County Association for reby, " Mrs. Luba said. "I haven't tarded children. Lunch will be
served.
a thing I would part with."
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WABASHA, Minn. (Special)In observance of Americanism
month, two declamatory speeches will be given when the American Legion Auxiliary meets
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Legion Annex.
Linda Boots will present
"Duty, Honor and Country," a
cutting from General MacArthur's farewell address to the
corps of cadets at West Point.
Mary Curdue will read a poem
entitled "Elegy to the Dead
Soldier" by Karl Sbaipro.
Members are asked to contribute a dish towl or cloth, pot
holders or scouring pads for the
kitchen. Clothing is needed for
the unit's clothing drive.
Lunch will be served.
The Wabasha County Council
meeting will be Monday at 8:30
p.m.
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DODGE, Wis. (Special) —
Friends and relatives surprised
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Jaszewski at
their home Friday evening on
the occasion of their 42nd wedding anniversary.
Cards were played, prizes
awarded and a pothick lunch
was served.
. ¦

STOCKTON, Minn. - Stockton PTA will present the final
card party of the season Saturday at 8 p.m. at the school
Canasta, 500 and schatakopf
will be played. Ixxaeh wiU ba
served. The c o m m i t te e in
charge is comprised of Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Spaag and Mn.
Lawrence Oevering.
La Crescent GS
In observance of Washington'*
birthday, the school ww be
Cookie Sale Set
cl«sed Monday. PTA will ba
held Tuesday at 8 p.m.
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe-j esses will be Mrs. HaroldHostRiecial) — La Crescent Junior
mann and Mrs. Edward Curtis.
and Cadet Girl Scouts will hold
a
their annual cookie sale start- STUDY CLUB
ing Friday at 4 p.m.
ALMA, Wis. (Special) — Th*
Orders will be taken and pay- St. Mary's Study Club of St.
ment is to be made when they Lawrence's Catholic Church will
are delivered between April 5- meet Thursday at 8 p.m. at
10. Brownies will not sell cook- Mrs. Wibner Schmidtknecht's
ies this year.
home.
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Stockton PTA
Card Party
Is Saturday

Everyone's talking about the WONDERF UL MEATS at
BAMBENEK'S! We'll bet you will, too!!!
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OSSEO, Wis. (Special) — The
Osseo Golf and Recreation Center will sponsor a skating parry Sunday.
Skating will begin at 7:30
p.m. at the lighted rink on Lake
Martha. The clubhouse will be
open and hot chili will be served. Guests are welcome.
The serving committee is
comprised of the Mmes. Reider
Oftedahl, Charles Rongstad,
Robert Nelson,. Gary Speich,
Wayne Krueger and Jann Peterson.
¦
LEGION AUXDLIABY MEET
INDEPENDENCE, Wis . (Special) — Unit 18ft of the American Legion Auxiliary will be
host to the County American Legion Auxiliary units Thursday
at 8 p.m. at the high school
gym. An Americanism program
is planned with a musical background.

Surprise Party
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By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON
can't think when I've been u nUsvad u I wu to bets
I my son Jim't buoyant "Hi Mom.!" over the phone MV*
eral nights ago.
"Jim! Where are you?" I asked.
W
"I just got back home to New York. Left Mtotasippi
B
I this morning."
¦ It was -wonderful news. Tor Jim la one of the young New
H York lawyers who went down to Mississippi in the Civil
H Rights move to oust the four recently elected Mississippi
H
H congressmen who, they claim, were -elected illegally becsus*
Negroes were denied their constitutional right to vote. Civil
^H
^H
Rights leaders working on the case had been threatened.
H
^H
The work of these lawyers consisted mainly of taking
H depositionsfrom Negro citizens, who through intimidationor
¦
other means, had been denied the right to vote, then present'
ing this challenge or complaint and allowing the challenged
congressmen to reply. The matter is finally deddeq by the
House Committee on Bules in Washington,

Jim waa assigned to Hattiesburg, a town of 40,000,
where He started work. Said
a clipping from tbe HattiesAmerican: "Former
burg
*
"
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*
*
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"
"
*
______
^^
^m\ Gov. J. P. Coleman was
^H
chief counsel for the four
congressmen. Attorneys for
the Freedom Democratic
Party, headed by James W.
Lamberton, indicated that
the purpose of the depositions was to support the idea
that .Negroes are victims of
discrimination in Mississippi,
have a hard time earning the
right to register to vote, and
that the state's congression-a
v
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Ex-Gov. Coleman then attempted to have the hearings switched over from St.
Paul's
Methodist Church to
^H
^^BB..^^^
^^^^^^9wi^0iB[^B^HilKSB^^ .*^H the Federal
*
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Court Building.
According to the newspaper, Attorney Lamberton
said, "Thanks, but no. We
feel that St. Paul's Methodist Church is more desir-
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More than 20 species of U.S.
woods are used for structural
plywood.
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HOUSTON, Minn. - Houston
businessmen will sponsor a
Merchant-Farmer Day Thursday starting at 1 p.m.
An educational program will
be presented at the City Hall .
Discussion will include items
pertaining to feed grain, new
conservation concepts , woodland cooperatives , weed and insect control , soil fertility, livestock trends and civil defense.
The program will be opened
with a movie entitled "Foreign
Marketing Newsreel," for both
men and women in the City
Hall basement.
Following the movie women
will meet upstairs in the City
Hall. "Be A Hostess with the
Mostest" will be discussed by
the extension home economist.
Prizes wll be given by the
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businessmen. Free lunch will
be served.
¦
WARNER APPOINTED
WHITEHALL, W i s . — Michael J. "Warner , Whitehall, has
been named manager of the
Thorp Loan &, Thrift Co. office,
St. Peter, Minn. He previously
has worked at Thorp offices
in Whitehall, Bloomer and La
Crosse, Wis., and Anoka, Minn.
Warner is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Warner , Whitehall, and is married to the former JoAnn Carlson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Carlson.
Monticello , Minn., formerly of
Whitehall.
¦
SCORE REORGANIZATION
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special ) — A meeting to discuss
the reorganization of Boy Scout
Troop 33 will be held at the
Prince of Peace Lutheran
Church Feb, 24. at 8 p.m. All
men interested In having the
troop continued to serve the
boys in the community are invited to attend.
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able. We feel our witnesses
will be more comfortable
here."
Coleman did not press the
point.
One of the first people Jim
ran into was Phyllis Cunningham of Winona, a Saint
Teresa graduate and nurse,
who is one of eight young
Civil Rights workers who
went into Mississippi to
help with Civil Rights work.
Recently four of these eight
were threatened and attacked. As soon as word got out
to the outside world there
came a flood of wires and
letters of protest ranging
from the Vice President of
the United States to prominent churchmen. The young
workers had no m o r e
trouble. Publicity is a tremendous force. Jim and
Phyllis had dinner together,
had a good visit both about
Winona and the Civil Rights
cause.

The distinction • of being invited to what may be ths
most exciting and important conference in world history
has come to one Winona man, Msgr. D. D. Tierney, chaplain of St. Anne Hospice and editor of "The Courier." Ha
left this morning for New York for the convocation of leaders from every country in the world to discuss Pope John's
great encyclical "Peace on Earth" and to strive to end the
arms race.
The meeting will be held in the United Nations General
Assembly hall, and the meeting will be opened by Vice
President Humphrey, Ambassador Adlai Stevenson and U
Thant, Secretary General of the "United Nations. Later speakers at the three-day conference will include Sen. Fulbright,
historian Arnold Toynbee, Robert Maynard Hutchins, Nobel
Prize winner, and eminent officials of the Soviet Union, Africa and about every country in the world.
The great significance of Pope John's encyclical is that
for the first time in history it was addressed not only to
Catholics but to all men of good will all over the earth. In
Pope John's earnest cry for "Peace . on Earth" he stressed
the dignity of individual man and religious freedom as the
basis of peace. The result of this great man's appeal _ to all
men of good will of all denominations and all nations is this
convocation on "Pacem in Terris" or "Peace on Earth."
Asked to comment, Father Tierney said disarraingly, "I
't
don know why I rated an invitation. 1 accepted immediately
for fear a mistake had been made."
He added that he hopes that all people of all faiths will
pray and pray again that these -world leaders will come to an
understanding for world peace.

Houston Business
To Host Farmers
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MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — Fidel
Castro has promised Cubans a
New Year's present next yearno more rationing of root vegetables.
Government - controlled Havana radio said in a Miamimonitored broadcast Monday
that the prime minister pledged
that "viandas", as Cubans call
these roots, will be removed,
t h r o u g h "extraordinary efforts'", from rationing cards.
Virtually all food articles and
many others are tightly rationed.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
House investigating subcommittee looking into the U.S. coin
shortage got a report with a silver lining today.
Robert A. Wallace, assistant
secretary of the Treasury, announced that "thanks to a crash
program" and round-the-clock,
•even-day weeks at the mints
"we were able to a-vert a coin
crisis last fall."
Reports from the Federal Reserve System, Wallace said in
testimony prepared for the government operations subcommittee, indicate "the penny situation is apparently under control
and the entire coin situation has
greatly improved."
He acknowledged, however,
that "coins other than pennies
remain somewhat tight. "
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JULIANNA: A real
who helps us to' think our noblest thoughts, put forth our
best efforts and to be our best selves. Is she yours?
Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
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DEAR MOTHER: IF it is proven that your son
goorfed in marrying a "pretty" widowed mother of five
chiJdren whom he loves and enjoys, it will be HIS
problem. YOUR problem £s to refrain from poisoning
a relationship that appears inevitable.
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DEAR ABBY : I have a problem. It's
not new. I am. sure you get hundreds of
such letters e-very day. In ny case, I
thought I was the last person in the world
this would happen to. After 18 years of
what ray husband has always told me was
an "ideal" marriage for him (and it was
for me, too), I learned that he has a paramour. This woman is older than he and
she became interested in him after her husband died suddenly.
Abby, how can a man love two women?
He maintains fee doesn't love me any less
than be always has, but that he is capable
ABBY
of loving two women at the same time. Is this possible?
I am desperate. My husband Ls a professional man and I
dare not give you my name, but I want to know what I
HUSBAND LOVES TWO
Should do.
DEAR WIFE: Yes, a man can be in love honestly
(if not honorably) with two -women at the same time.
But Us relationship with you has been tested in fair
weather and foul, and has survived. "She" is something
new, perhaps -flattering and exciting, but likely to fade.
He wants both the steady and the heady benefits of love.
Don't let him feed Ms greed. Ask h3m to choose. And
I'll bet on you. If I am wrong, keep those legal ties.
He'll come out of orbit and back to the hearth. It's
worth the gamble.
DEAR ABBY : I hope you can put some sense into my
son's tafead. I give up. He is 23 and fell in love with a widow
who is 33. She has five children, but I must say she is very
pretty and she doesn't look her age. He's known her for
two years and has gome with ter for one. He earns a good
living and this woman has a steady income whether she
marrieshim or not. I begged her to give up my son and find
an older man, but she said she "loves" him and couldn't
do it. They.all go to church together on Sunday and people
stare at them because he doesn't look old enough to be the
father- of those five children. He says he is proud to be by
ber tide. His father and I warned him to find a younger
woman because divorce isn't permitted ifi our church. What
will lie do in a few years when be realizes he made a
HIS MOTHER
mistake?
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DEAR JUMPED : Tell her In English - and fast.
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: Blank and I are very much in love and
vie have been planning to get married sometime this summer. Now we are going to have to get married as soon as
possible- How should I Ull my mother? JUMPED THE GUN
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BILL ME^E'S1
Almost synonymous with the
term juvenile delinquency is the
reflection of adult delinquency,
and we have it all wrapped up
in a poem found on a book lis
a newspaper office
A Wisconsin newspaper called
the "LaFarge Enterprise" published a poem Jan. 3, 1963 with
this note of mystery: "We don't
know where this came from. We
found it on a hook in the office,
typewritten on a plain piece of
paper. Thought it would make
good reading this week." Signed, the Editor.
It did — make good reading,
so I'm. passing it on to you for
what It is worth. In my way of
thinking it's got some real food
for thought. It's entitled, "Don't
Blame the Children."
We read in the paper and
hear on the air
Of killing and stealing and
crime everywhere—
We sigh and say as we notice
the trend
"This young generation .
where will it end?"
BUT can we be sure that it's
their fault alone,
That maybe a part of it isn't
our own?
Are we less guilty who place
in their way
Too many things that lead
them astray?
Too much money to spend—
too much idle time;
Too many movies of passion
and crime;
Too many books not fit to be
read;
Too much evil in what they
hear said.
Too many children encourag-

MARK TRAIL

i

By Id Dodd

ed to roam
By too many parents who
woa't «tay home,
Kids don't make the movies,
the^ don't write the books
That paint gay pictures of
gaagsters and crooks.
They don't make the "likker,"
they don't run the bars,
They- don't make the laws and
thesy don't buy the cars,
They- don't peddle drugs that
addle the brain,
That's all done by older folks
greedy for gain.
DELINQUENT TEENAGERS!
Oh how we condemn
The sins of the nation and
blame it on them.
By the laws of the blameless
the Saviour made known
Who is there among US to
cast the first stone?
For in so many cases —it's
sad, but it's true
The Title "DELINQUENT"
fits older folks too!
HOW . ABOUT that? Funny
thing about exhortations to parents about their delinquency.
You can throw it «ut in the
form of a poem or in a number
of different ways and hope —
hope that some parents guilty
of giving the kids too much idle
time , or setting for their young
followers a poor example, will
take a sharp look at themselves

i

Welsh Colony
Holding Out
In Argentina

.TREVELIN, Argentina (AP)
—Here on Argentina's southwest frontier you expect any
minute a crowd of horsemen
will ride through the dusty main
street crying, "They went thataway "
But wait, what are those English types doing in there, some
in baggy pants, sneakers and
berets?
That's just Trevelin, tbe last
outpost Welsh, immigrants es-

DENNIS THE MENACE

and do something about it. But
there's no way to be sure you
have effected a cure by your
effort. It's up to the individuals.
Have you e-ver thought about
it? Being a parent is a privilege; being a child a duty. We
must give them something to
live up to. The problem is, we
can only give them something
to live up to if we have
first accomplished a worthwhile
standard ourselves. Let's take
a good look at oursel-ves before
we condemn the children we
mold.
¦
BOOK EXHIBIT
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special ) — In the first exhibit of
its kind her©, 174 new science
library books for children from
kindergarten through sixth
grade are on display daily at
the La Crescent Puklic School
through Friday.
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WABASHA LEGION
WABASHA, Minn. - The Wabasha County American Legion
will meet at the Legion rooms
in Wabasha Monday at 8:30
p.m., announces Bob Cooper,
adjutant. Slides on Legionvilie
*lOOK ATHMrV. SIXTY V««S OX)
will be shown by Howard Holmwmam mti iiSBA CANS!*
gren, district Legionvilie chairman. The Deming sisters of
Kellogg, Mrs. Harold Krenz and basha, will furnish entertain- I Ken Wiemann, county comnian*
and Miss Patty McDonald, Wa- ment. Lunch will be served, jI der, will preside.
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made willing to strive for a
higher standard of accomplishment, his feelings regarding
himself must be corrected. He
must see the possibility of
greater success Ln all related
areas at the same time. It
hardly seems worthwhile to him
to try to make a change tn,
say homework in algebra, when
class work and test grades
are so much a part of the probBy Xeslie J. Nason, Ed. O.
that h« is working at capacity, lem. And why work on algebra
Univ#rsity of Southern Calif. and there is no use trying ta when grades is English and
history would -still remain so
Finding means of getting an do the impossible.
underachieving high school stu- Before a student can be low as to keep him in hot wadent to change his ways has
baffled parents and educators
for years.
Parents realize that their son
of daughter is not even trying
to work up to capacity, and
teachers are in hearty agreement. Tests of ability, say the
counselor, back up these opinions.
**^ ^m\
' The only one disagreeing is
^f*
m
\\ '_W
A
\\
the student himself . He feels

ter with his parents and coun- many of his school subjects .
selors.?
Mike responded when he realized that he could study aa he
FOR EXAMPLE, Mike's in- read; that he could train himcorrect approach to reading self to recite back at the end
carried over into many phases of each section of material
of his high school work. He and accomplish more in less
failed to study as be read. Con- time than he had been using.
sequently, he learned little even Futhermore, he learned that
after . reading an assignment he could relate the events of
two or three times.
history to locations on maps;
Before Mike could be interest- that he could bring up mental
ed in changing his approach to pictures to help him understand
reading, it was necessary to and remember the facts o£ biodiscuss with him the possibili- logy. It made sense to him
ties of • better approach to that in reading his math book

NASON ON EDUCATION

Be Specific in
Helping Pup ils

he should learn to identify and
recognize problems. He could
see that this would give him al teachers and a counselor experience that the persontaka distinct advantage when tak- might have to work simultane- ing this responsibilitymake an
ing tests.
ously to produce sufficient offer of continued help along
change in a student's thinking with the
first dftrewaJont.
WHEN MIKE realized that a to make it possible for him The help very
would be contingent
more efficient approach to to attempt operation at a high- on the effort of
tbe student.
reading was specifically related er level. But this can be done
¦
to a large number of elements by a single individual — not by WHERE'S IPANEMAT
in bis school work, be was general admonitions about the
RIO DE JANEIRO ttl - Ip<LBsold on the idea of trying for wo-rthwhileness of h i g h e r ema, the place from which the
better scholarship.
grades for college and future girls comes in the Brazilian
The organization of high jobs but by specific sugges- song, "The Girl from Ipaaema."
schools makes the improvement tions.
is a beach section in Rio de
of achievement difficult. Sever- I recommend from my own Janeiro.
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Data, Wed.,

Stttt «f Minnesota
County ot Winona

Feb. 17, s»«5)
) st.
) In Probst* court

No. I5,m

Date, Wednesday, Fib. 17,

WINONA, MINNESOTA, 1H9
The City Council of tho City of Winona,
Minnesota, do ordain:
Se«c1lon 1. That Section 21-13 of the
Code of the City of Winona, Minnesota,
1959, duly passed by the City Council on
September 19, i960, which section establishes no-parking areas, be and the seme
Is hereby amended by adding thereto
the following:
"BROADWAY , northerly side, trom ¦
point one hundred twenty-or»e feet
west of ttit west line et Main Street
to a point fifty feet westerly thtreof."
Section ?. This ordinance shall be In
for ce and take effect from and efter Its
passage, approval and publication.
Passed at Winona. Minnesota, February 15, 1965.
HAROLD BRIESATH
President of the City Council
A He if:
John 5. Carter
<Clty Recorder
Approved February 14, 1945.
tt. K. Ellings
Mayor.

5

NOTICE IS HEREBV GIVEN that the
C My Council of the City of Winona, Minnesota, will meet on March 15, 19-55, at
seven-thirty (7:30) o'clock P.M- at the
C ouncil Chambers In the City Building
located on the corner of Fourth and Lafayette Streets In the City of Winona,
Minnesota, for the purpose of finally determining the question of the -faking of
certain private property for public use.
All persons interested may appear before the Council and make such oblectlons
es they may desire to make fo the carrying out of the contemplated project.
The private properly proposed to be
faken Is described as follows, to-wlt:
Parcel 1: All that part of Lot Sixtysix (66), Second Plat of the Subdivision of Section Twenty-one (21), Town
ef Winona, bounded and described by
Beginning
lines a* follows, to-wlt:
•t a point on the soulh line of Fifth
Street Seventy-five (75) feet Easterly
from the point where the said South
line ot said Fifth Street Intersects
the Northerly line ol Junction Street,
thence Westerly for a Pittance ol
Seventy-five (75) feel to said Intersection ef the Soulh line of Fifth Street
and the Northerly line o-f Junction
Street, thence In a Southeasterly direction along laid Northerly line of
Junction Street for a distance of
Fltty-flve (55) feet to a point Fifty
(50) feet, more or less, Southwest
of tha point of beginning, thence
Northeasterly fifty (50) feet, more or
less, fo the point of beginning, and¦
¦
¦
being located upon and forming •
pert of the Northwest quarter of the
Southwest quarter (NWU of SWi) of
Section Twenty-one (21). Township
One Hundred Seven (107') North of
Range Seven (71 West of the Fifth
Principa l Meridian.
Parcel ?:
Beginning a t Ihe intersection of the North line of Fift h
Street with the East line of Section
Twenty (20), Township Cne Hundred
Seven (157) North, of Range Sevan
(7) West of the Fifth Principa l Meridian, thence Northwesterly along the
North line of Fifth Street for a distance cf Seventy-live (75) feet, thence
Easterly to a point on t he East line
ot said Section Twenty ( 20) which Is
Fifteen (151 fee t North ct the placeof beginning, thence* South along saics
East line ot said Section Twenty (20 !
for a distance of Fifteen (15) fee*
to the place ot beginning, and
The above described private property
h specifically deslonnted on a plat
thereof prepared by the Clly Engineer
and tiled with the Clly Recorder ond ap>proved by the City Council ,
The Improvement or purpose for whlcfri
said private property Is to be taken Is
to enlarge the intersection at Junction
Street and Fifth Street and also lo widen
Filth Street In the vicinity of Its Inter,
section with Junction Street .
The tald plat ot the privnle property
proposad to be takon Is on file wilh the
Clly Recorder and open to public In-.peclion.
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
February 16, 194S.
JOHN S. CARTER
City Recorder of the
Clly ot Winona, Minnesota

(1st Pub. Wednesday, Feb. 10, 1965)
Stata of Minnesota I is
) In Probale Court
County of Wlnone
No. 15.883
¦
state of
In Re
Miry I. Gallagher. Decedent.
Order for Hearing en final Account
and Petition fer DlatrlbullM.
The representative of the above n-amed
eslflte havlno filed her final eccounl
and petilion tor settlement and ellowsnce
thereof and (or dletrlbutlori to |he persons
'thereunto entitled *
IT IS OROEKED, That the hearing
thereof be had on March 4, 194.5, at
ll0:« o'clock A.W-i before thlt Court In
the* probate court roorn In the courl
hbui* In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this ordtr In the Wlnnna Dally News
aim fey milled notice- es pr ovided by
law,
Oated February 9, 1965.
E. P. L I B E R A,
Probate Judge.
(PrtfMle Court Seal)
Streater, Murphy a, Brosnahan,
Aftorneva tor Patlllonar.
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RED OWL , APRICOT, CHERRY , GRAPE , PEACH, PINEAPPLE, PLUM
J

NOT)Ci

in Re Estate ef

_ W_ f m V /I # mJ

WHOLE

(Pub. Date Wednesday, Feb. 17, 19(5)

Bdmund von Rohr, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Flnel Accounl and
Pelltlon for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
•state- h/ivlng filed his final account nnd
petition for settlement
and allowance
thereof end tor distribution lo Ihe portent thereuno entitled.
IT IJ ORDHRED, That the hearing
thereof ba had on March 10, 1965, at
10:« o'clock AM., before thlt Court In
Ihe probate courl room In the court
house In Wlnono, Minnesota, nnd that
nolle* hereof be given by publication of
(hit order In Ihu V/lnona Dally News snd
by mailed nollce as provided by law.
Dated February a, 1965 .
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judgjt.
(Probale Court Seal)
George M. Robertson Dr.
Attorney for Petitioner.
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AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND

STATE OF MINNESOTA, COUNTY OP
WINONA, ss. IN PROBATE COURT.
No. 15.860

I

JVl6dX JL 1C3S

19(5)

Pub. Wednesday, Feb. to, |?«J>
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OWL FROZEN,

THE CODS OF THE CITY OF

(1st
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In Ra Estate at
Henry Velkmann an* Htnry Will Mm
Velkmann eka Htnry W. Volknttim,
Oece4refit.
Cnl«-r for Hearing on Plnu Account
ind Petition lor Distribution.
The- representative et the above named
a«tat« having filed his final account and
peflifon for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on March 15th, 1»&S, at
10:45 o'clock A.M., before tfils Court In
the probate court room In the court
douse In Wlnone, Minnesota, end that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News end
by mailed notice at provided by law.
Dated February 15th, 1945.
B. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
CProbate Court Seall
Sa wyer 8, Darby,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
(Pub.
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should know about frying chicken*: When wc advertise top
fact
Here's ¦
Is what you pay—and top grade chickens
quality chickens—the advertised price¦
the
same chickens at 2 or 3 different prices
find
never
get.
You'll
you
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Just because they have a fancier wrap or brand name. This type of dependability
has made A&P famous for 105 yean.
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ICE CREAM
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LAST WEEK 'S BIG WINNERS:

• ELECTRIC WALL ClOCK— Don KrOl*»

s» BASKET WITH $10 WG3TH OF GROCERIES —
l«f*r Vorbetk

• DOMINION ELECTRIC fOOD SLICER —Ed Palubicki
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Action

• D°M,NI0N EL^

• REGAL COFFEE MAKER —Mrs. G»orfl« McElmury
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• HAMILTON ELECTRIC FOOD MIXER— John Watejr*
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Stocks Show
Some Gains in
Active Trade

Swift A Company

NEW YORK <AP) - An irregular recovery pushed the
stock market somewhat, higher
in moderately active "trading
early this afternoon.
A number of issues which
backtracked Monday and Tuesday made fairly sharp comebacks. But there were many
soft spots throughout the list.
The aerospace defense stocks
continued mostly higher as uncertainty continued regarding
developments in the Southeast
Asian military situation.
Airlines also were mostly
higher, with the notable exception of Eastern, which slumped
about 2 points in continued profIt taking on its recent strength.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon -was up .7
at 331.4 with industrials up LO,
rails unchanged and utilities up
•6.
The Dow Jones Industrial average at noon was up 2.68 at
884.03.
A 2-point recovery by Du Pont
(ex dividend) helped firm up
the averages.
Also helpful in that respect
were gains of a point or ao by
Texaco and Sears Roebuck.
IBM was off a point. Among
other higher-prices issues, U.S.
Smelting rose 2; Polaroid and
Xerox 1 each.
Prices were generally higher
on the American Stock Exchange.
Corporate and U.S. government bonds were mostly unchanged to slightly higher.

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices

Buylnfl hours ar* from ( a.m. ta «
O.m. Momiay through Friday.
There will fM no calf mantels *ravj
ttia winter monthi on> Fridays.
These quotations apply as to noon
today;
'S ¦ ' '
All Itvastw* arrlvinatHer rfosfno time
«
will ba propertycared er, welohed and
priced tha following morning.
HOOS
Top butchers, 190-23O
16.J5-M.75
Top sows
14.50-1OJ
CATTL1
The cattle market : Steers and heifers
weak to 25 cents lower; cows sleady.
High choice
22.2J
-«\e be«f cows .. .
M.»«
Canner snd cutters
11.71
VIAL
The vaal market Is weak.
27.00
Top choice .. ...
Good and choice . ......... I.OO-1I.09
Commercial and boettrs .. «\0O-down

Froedtert Malt Corporatien

Hours: * a.m. to 4 p.m.) closed Saturdays. Submit sample befora loading.
(New crop barley)
SM)
No. 1 barley

Pob.

Date. Wed., Feb. 17. 1965)
NOTICE
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
This Is to advlje that I am not resporv
ilble for eny debt* other then those In
currcd or to be Incurrod By myself and
In particular tfwe which may be Incurred by my wife Betty Kramer.
RICHARD P. KRAMER
Subscribe and sworn to before me
Ihls Ulh day of February, 19<S5.
(Notary Seal)
RICHARD H. DARBY
Notary Public, Winon a Couioy, Minn.
My Commission Expires April 27, 19&a
list Pub. Date, Wed., Feb. 17, IMS)
State of M innr-sota > ss.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. )5,«»
In Re Estate Of
Marie Rydman aka Mary Rydman,
Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition (or Distribution.
The representative or the above named
estate having tiled tier tln/il account and
petition tor settlement nnd allowance
thereof and for dlatrlbullon fo the perions thereunto entitled!
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearlnfl
thereof be had on March 11 1965, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before Ihls Court In
the probale courl room In the court
house In * Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be gWen by publication cf
Ihls ordar In the Winona Dally Newa
and by mailed nollce as provided bylaw.
Dated February 1], im.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probata Judge.
(Probata Court Seal)
Streater , Murphy 8. Drosnahan,
Affornayi for Petitioner.
(1s t Pub. Date. Wod., Feb. 17, 1M5 )
State of AAlnneiote I •«.
Counly of Winona ) In Probale Court
No. 15.W5
In Re Estate Of
Mrs. F. F, Blumentritt
tka Katie Blumentritt. Decedent.
Order for Hearing en Petition for Adminislretlen, Limiting Time to Flit Claim *
and fw Hairing Tlsaraen
l.ucllt Larson having filed herein «
petition for general administration atattIng that said decadent died Intestate and
praying that Tha First National Bank
of Winona be appointed administrator)
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on March 13, 1965, at ll
o'clock A M,, befora this Court In ttia
probate courl room In tha court house
In Wlrsona, Minnesota* tltat Ihe tlmi
within which creditor! of told decederfit
may file their claims be limited to four
months from Ihr date hereof, and thief
the claims SO filed: be heard on June
?*> , 1963, at II o 'clock A.M., befora this
Court kn 1he probate court room In the
couit house In Winona, Minnesota, and
tint notice hereof be divert by publication of Ihls order In the* Winona Dally
News and by mailed nollce as provided
by law.
Dated February IS, ItfjJ.
B. 0. UlsERA,
Probate Judga.
(Probate Court Seal)
Milton -A. Kludl,
Atlorney (or Petitioner
110 Soulh Elm
Ls Crescen'. Minnesota.

I

¦wheat basis, No I dark northern
11-17 protein 1.75V1.82-H.
No 1 hard Montana winter
1.69%-1.78%.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter
1.67%-1.7S%.
No " I hard amber durum,
choice 1.67-1.72; discounts, amber 3-5 cents; durum 7-10 cents.
Corn No 2 yellovT 1.21-1.21%.
Oats No 2 white 63-66; No 3
white 59-64; No 2 heavy white
6548; No 3 heavy white 63-65%.
Barley, cars 193; year ago
193; good to choice 1.10 - 1.40;
low to intermediate 1.03 • 1.36;
feed 95-1.02.
Rye No 2 1.15%-1.19%.
Flax No 1 3.20.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.85'/4.
NEW YORK *AP)-Canadian
dollar today .9296, unchanged.

^M
»5
U

Wlnon* Egg Market

These quotations apply at of
i
10:30 i.m. today
Grede * dumbo)
Orada A (large)
Grade A (medium)
Orada «
Grade C

.It
Jl
.17
V
.11

Bay State Milling Company

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1 northern spring wheat .. 1.72
2 northern springwheat .... 1.70
S northern spring; whett . . . . I.M
4 northern spring whtit ....' 1.42
1 hard winter wheat
UJ
1.(0
2 hard winter wheat
l hard winler wheat ,,.,.... 1.54
4 hard winler wheat
1.52
Ms
1 rye
M4
J rye

¦
GRA N

MINNEAPOUS (AP)—Wheat
receipts Tuesday 140; year ago
419; trading basis unchanged;
prices % higher; cash spring

the success of a cost control
program which has allowed us 12O140 lb fejeder etas 14.0O-14.S0.
to carry more freight without ihaes t.afM* iteughter Umba •tttva, cars 90 B 57%; 89 C 57.
Eggs meven; -wholesala buvto strong; slaughter ewta and
a proportionate Increase) in ttaMdy
fMdar lamb* steady; cMfce as-ltfi P> log price* unchmged to 1 U^>
costs,"
Murphy
said.
22.50-M.2J>
KM
wasted
tlauattttr
l
*mbLA CROSSE, "Wi*. CfPCiBtes
7-MJ lbs 22.0O-2J.0C; choice ana prima er; 70 per cent or better grade
way Transpwtation Co., a «omW end tt lb shorn tlsjwglttar lamba wtm A whites 27%; mixed 77%; mo*
- utility and toed
fall shorn peffs 2J.75,
mon motor carrier sery mg 10
awes 7-OM.OOi cholcs and fancy diunu 25%; standarda 21%;
Midwest states, reported Tues- SOUTH IT. MUL. «Alnn. »—(USDA) sUughter
2J.06-24.CO; good dirties unquoted; -checks 21%.
lambs
featfar
44>n ID
day a 133 percent increase in —Cattle 4,000; calves 1,500; slaughter aeid choice S0-M Ibs 2-1.0O22.M.
and heifers weak fo 25 cent* lowearnings on 14 percent more steers
CHICAGO (AP) - The presler; cows slow
to SO cents sewar;
business in the year ending Dec. bulls steady , toweekweak;
dent of Wilson h Co., Inc., told
vealers and
slaughter calves 1.00-2.00 tower; feeders
31, 1964.
stockholders Tuesday the firm
steady; choice 950-1.ISO ib slaughter
plans to spend about $12 million
Gateway President John A. steers 21.50-23.00i good ie .00-22.OQ; choice
Ib helftrs 1U0-».U J good
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA) - for expaasion ia 1965 and $10
Murphy said operating revenues 150-1.000
H.2J-2J.0O; utility end commercial cows
were a record $41,510,860 in 1964 U.OO-I375; canner and cutter ie.»1t.S0; Live poultry: Wholesale buying millionor more in 1966.
compared with $36,562,765 in utility and commercial bulls 14.5O-17.50; prices unchanged; roasters 23- Roscoe G. Haynie, president,
choice Waters 25.00-30.00; good 20.00- 26; special fed vhite rock fry- said major projects in tbe 1965
1963. Net income after taxes 24.00)
choice calves 17.0O-1t.0O; choks)
ers 19-20%.
budget will be completion of UM
was $1,893,087 or $3.01 a share around 525 Ib feadsr heifers 2O.0C.
Hogs
7,500; fairly active; barrows and
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago* new meat packing plant in
compared with -$803,964 or $1.28 gilts steady
to 25 cants higher; sows
Cherokee, Iowa, purchase of 200
a share in 1963.
fully steady; feeder pigs steady; 1-2 200- "Mercantile Exchange — Butter
"The great difference between 240 Ib barrows and gilts 17.50-17.73; mix- steady; -wholesale buying prices new refrigerator cars and ex*
1-3 190-140 lbs 17,00.17.50; 2«M» lb unchanged; 93 score AA 57%; pansion and modernization of
the increase in revenues and the ed
1i.50-17.25; 1-3 270-130 lg sows 15.00increase in earnings is due to 15.50; 2-3 4M400 tbs 14.00-14.75; ChelCI 92 A 57^; 90 B 568/4* 89 C 56; tbe plant in Omaha.

Gateway Firm's
Earnings Higher

LIVESTOCK
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FRESH BONELESS ALL MEAT (AVAILABLE THURSDAY ONLY)
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3-LEGOED OR TRIPLE BREASTED

J WILSON SPECIAL

AU'd Ch 5*4% Int'I Ppr 31%
Als Chal 243A Jns & L
67%
Amrada 79% Kn'ct
lOOVi
Ara Cn
42% Lrld
42%
Am M&F I8V4 Mp Hon
69%
Arn Mt
14V4 Mn MM. 60%
AT&T
66ft Mn & Ont —
Am Tb
55% Mn P&L 58%
Ancda
59% Mn Chm 86%
Arch On 35% Mon Dak 40%
Armc St 64% Mn Wd
38%
Armour 49% Nt Dy
88%
Avco Cp 24 N Am Av 52%
Beth Stl 35% Nr N Gs 61V4
Bng Air 69% Nor Pac 50%
Brswk
10ft No St Pw 39%
Ctr Tr
42% Nw Air
77%
Ch MSPP 27% Nw Bk
47Vi
C&NW
53 Penney
66%
Chrysler 56 Pepsi
70%
Ct Svc
.79% Phil Pet
56%
Cm Ed
56% Plsby
78%
Cn Cl
54% Plrd
58
Cn Can
51% Pr Oil 58%
Cat Oil
74% RCA
31
Cntl D
57% Rd Owl
26%
Deere
49% Rp Stl
42%
Douglas 373,i Rex Drug 33%
Dow Chm 81% Rey Tob 39
du Pont 250% Sears Roe 126%
East Kod 150 Shell Oil 59
Ford Mot 53% Sinclair
54%
Gen Elec 96 Socony
83%
Gen Fds 83% Sp Rand 13%
Gen Mills 52% St Brads 79%
Gen Mot 97% St Oil Cal 70%
Gen Tel
36% St Oil Ind 42%
Gillette
33Vi St Oil NJ 81Vi
Goodrich 59 Swft & Co 61%
Goodyear 48% Texaco
80
Gould Bat 37 Texas Ins 97%
Gt No Ry 56% Un Pac
40%
•Gryhnd 25% U S Rub 65*74
Gulf Oil
55V4 U S Steel 51V4
Homestk 50 Westg El 45%
IB Maeh 430 Whvorth
26V4
Int Hnrv 78V4 \g S & T 43%
(1st

Na. I barley
No. a barley
No. 4 barley
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Gopher Shooting Display Wilts Badgers

MADISON ilf i — It's too
bad that the Big Ten doesn 't
award a booby prize. Wisconsin's basketball Badgers would be a top contender.
The Badgers staged another of their "game"
struggles before wilting
once again and dropping a
101-91 decision to powerful Minnesota Tuesday night
before a crowd of 7,933 at
the UW Fieldhouse.
The Badgers , who have
trouble putting together 40
minutes of good play, appeared bent on springing

an upset when they took
the floor against Minnesota.
However, the Gophers withI stood the initial shock and
went oo to a convincing triumph.
Employing a zone press
at the outset, the Badgers
set the early pace, but were
unable to pull ahead by
more than five points. The
Gophers finally moved in
front to stay aiter 13 minutes as Lou Hudson hit on
a jump shot to make the
score 31-30.
Minnesota broke the press
with some fancy shooting

and fast breaks , taking a
49-41 halftime lead as they
hit on 22 of 33 field goal attempts, a fabulous marksmanship of 66.7 per cent.
Minnesota gradually built
its advantage after the intermission and led by as
much as 17 points before
Wisconsin rallied to make
the final count more respectable.
The Gophers finished with
a shooting mark: of 55.7 per
cent compared with the
fieldhouse record of 56.3 per
cent set by Ohio State last
year . Minnesota connected

on 39 of 70 floor attempts,
while V/isconsin hit on 37
of 89 for respectable 41.5
per cent.
Hudson, a 8-foot-5 junior,
captured scoring honors
with 34 points as Minnesota
boosted its Big Ten record
to 7-1, one game behind
front-runnning Michigan.
The Gophers have two
games to play with Mi chigan as they strive for their
first conference title since
1937.
Mel Northway, a 8-foot-8
key in Minnesota's 15-3 over-all record, scored 20

points and grabbed 21 rebounds. Archie Clark contributed 15 points and Dennis Dvoracek and Dan
Yates 10 each. The Gophers
controlled the boards by a
57-46 margin in rebounds.
Ken Gustafson enjoy ed
one of his hot nights and
topped "Wisconsin with 23
points. Mark Zubor hit for
20, Dennis Sweeney 17, Ken
Barnes 15 and Jim Botien
10.
The defeat left the Badgers with a 7-11 over-all
record , including 1-7 in the
Big Ten with high scoring

Indiana scheduled Saturday.
Wisconsin is ninth in the
conference race, leading
only winless Michigan State.

Mlnnesot* n»')
O
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Hudson
TS 4-5
Dvorak
1 t-ir*
North'ey T 4-7
Yates
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P ets thus l n-l
Nelson
e O-O
»ln'burs • O-O
Lou eta
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M Roberts
J M »
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I
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_____
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Totals 37 17-11 »'

Teteft If 3-f-M It!
4« M-101
MINNESOTA
WISCONSIN
. . . 4 1 »- tl
Feufed out—None,
Total fouls—Minnesota 11/ Wlsconsla It.
Attendance—7,tl*.

Hawks Force Central Errors, W in 5344
Kreuzer Paces
Paradise Scores, Redmen Win 11th Victory

CLOSE SEASON WITH 14-4 MARK

ST. PETER , Minn . Skating without captain Andre Beaulieu , now a member of the Rochester
Mustangs , St. Mary 's scored a 10-2 MIAC victory over
Gustavus here Tuesday to

finish its league season with
a 13-1 record .
The victory marked St.
Mary 's seventh straight and
served as a personal triumph for junior defenseman Bob Paradise.

Dragons, Huskies
Cop Crucial Wins

Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Moorhead State and St. Cloud
State, co-leaders in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference,
took on the "middle division "
teams in leagu e action Tuesday
night. Both won on the road , but
in widely divergent ways.
Moorhead riddled Bemidji
State 92-74, while St. Cloud
edged Mankato State 56-54. That
left the leaders with 7-1 conference records, while Mankato is
4-3 and Bemidji 4-4.
Bemidji led Moorhead , now
18-2 and a participant in the
NCAA college division playoffs ,
by 32-31 late in the first half.
But the Dragons blitzed the
Beavers 16-2 in the minutes un-

til halftime to take a 47-34 lead
and it wai over. Wally Halbakken led Moorhead with 26
points , while Jerry Wilmot got
21 for Bemidji.
St. Cloud broke a 54-all tie
on John Daggett's two free
throws with 54 seconds left , then
sweated it out while Mankato
missed three shots in the final
30 seconds. Daggett topped St.
Cloud with 14 points and Jon
Hagen led Mankato with 21.
In the only other game, Minnesota - Morris' Roger Schnaser
poured in 51 points to lead the
Cougars to a 96-74 vietor-y over
Ellendale, N.D., Teachers,
No games art scheduled tonight.

vus goals after the Redmen
Coach Keith Hanzel credhad opened a safe 8-0 lead.
ited Paradise with one of
By GARY EVANS
Gustavus has two League
his finest games.
Daily Naws Sports Editor
games remaining.
As far as scoring went,
ST. MARY'S It,
the former St. Paul Cretin
GUSTAVUS AOOLPHUS 2
LA
CROSSE,
Wis. — Winona High's Winhawks
f l a s h was unstoppable,
FIRST PERIOD: SM—Pared It* (Berrithrew
reverse
English
at La Crosse Central at the Mary
PENALTIES-COO
ney
(SMI
counting four times and gan) 3:11.
E.
Sawyer
Auditorium
here Tuesday night, avenged
also coming up with an as- 10:11.
SECOND PaTRIOOr SM—Pandit* funassisted} 1:00; SM—Cooney (Dasblin, Thi- an earlier defeat and waltzed home with a 53-44 win
sist.
bodeau) 1:11; SM—Hoffman ( unassisted)
St . Mary 's made the trip 4:51
; SM—Paradise (unesslsted) 14:00. over the Red Raiders in the tuneup for the Rochester
with nothing to lose, the PENALTIES—Desbiens (SM) B.0O.
clash Friday.
THIRD PERIOD: SM—Paradise (unasMIAC title already locked sisted)
Why reverse English? t is a known fact that Cen1:5); SIM—Magnuson (IrtkkM,
up for the second consecu- Cardin) 1:1); SM—Desbiens CThlbadaau)
tral's
?one press is keyed o force the opposition into
4:X; OA—Moorhead (unassisted) 7:01;
tive year.
(unassisted) 9:11; SM- mistakes.
OA—Moorhead
John Kenney 's
With the win , St. Mary 's Ceoney (Desbiens, Thibodeau) 11:5); SM
closed its season with a 14-4 -Cardin (Paradise) 14:15. PENALTIES f orces, thwarting the press
(SM) 3:00; Moorhead (OA) with the verve of
record . It marked Hanzel's -Desbiens
major
Ulrich (SM) 11:M; Hansen (OA)
final game with the Hill- 3:00;
13:00.
league baseballers, forced
STOPS: Archambeau ... 2 1 1 - 7
toppers. He will be off to
the Raiders into 25 mechanical
Agnallo
* I 11-lt
law school in St . Paul this
errors.
summer.
The first period was slow
Therein lies the key to th«
as St. Mary 's led 1-0 at its
win that kept the annual series
end behind a goal from Parunning on an even keel In
radise at 3:21 on an assist
Kenney's eight years at Wifrom Don Berrigan.
nona , a split has been the order
The Redmen opened the
gap to 5-0 in the second peof business. Another satisfying
riod as Paradise, Dennis
aspect of the victory was the
Cooney, Mark Hoffman and
fact
that the victory came at
Paradise scored in that orthe Mary E., something that
der to ice it .
The final tabulation showhas happened only twice in
ed Cooney with two goals ,
eight
years.
Page 19
Jean Cardin , Brian DesCre-dit
Tony Kreuzer, an
|
Wednesday,
February
17,
1985
biens, Bob Magnuson and
early-season starter at forMark Hoffman each with
one.
ward, with a stellar effort.
Gary Moorhead scored
Thrust into the opening lineup
the two third-period Gustabecause of disciplinary action
to guard Don Hazelton and reserves John Ahrens and Denis
Durar, Kreuzer befuddled the
Central zone from long range
and -wound up the leading scorLOCAL SCHOOLS—
er with 14 points.
Winona High JJ, I* Grots* Ctntrat
"He was the difference,"
M.
Winona High "B" 15, La Cratsa Kenney agreed. "This was a
Central "B" 74.
big one for us and Tony came
COULEE—
Gale-Ettrick S4, Melros* 37.
through. "
CENTENNIAI
Still, the second-half reboundElgin M, Randolph 37.
ing effort by Winona was a
Norsemen to a 66-52 verdict HIAWATHA VALLEYPlainvlew 80, St. Chi Tit* 41.
contributing factor to success.
over Arcadia of the Mississippi NONCONFERENCE—
Spring Grove 12, Spring Valley 37.
Valley Conference.
Held off the offensive board s
Alma it, Wabasha St . Felix 41.
in the first 16 minutes, the
John Everson and Roy AaneCilmanlon 41, Plum Cily 57.
OVER THE LIGHTS . . .
Hawks turned tenacious behind
rud paced the Norse scoring
Whitehall i t , Arcadia JJ.
Onalaska Luther 10, Mindoro Jt.
Winona
High guard Tony
Gary
Addington
John
Brandt
with 15 points apiece. Keith
,
Rochester Lourdet 12, Faribault B A .
and Larry Larson in the sec- Kreuzer seems to be knockJohnson and Barry Johnson
7J.
Arkantaw 9), tmmanu it Lultitrtn *i. ond.
added 13 and 12 respectively.
Chatfield 74, Lewlslon 43.
ing off one of the light fixMtnomonae Falls 74, Brookliild East
Pat Maloney 's 16 led the way
ir WAS NIP-and tnck thro ugh tures at the Mary E. Saw«4
for Arcadia. Bud Benusa and
Dodgevllle 37, Fennimore 47.
the early going, neither team
River Falls n. New Richmond IS.
Mike Lien each tallied 12.
leading by more than four at yer Auditorium , La Crosse,
Altoona n, Stanley-Boyd St.
Whitehall led 14-6, 30-26 and
any time in the fi rst half. It a f t e r shooting Tuesday
Cornell tot, Fall Creek al.
Hudson 44, Ellsworth 53.
49-37 at the quarters , and also
was 24-24 at intermission after night. Actually the ball
Kenyon W , Northfield to.
won the "B" game 42-28.
Winona was on top 12-10 at the
West Concord It, Ka sion-Mant. 71.
never came close to the fixRed Wing S3, Stillwater 17,
fi rst break.
ONALASKA LUTHER 80
COLLEOIS
Winona
pushed
to
an
immediture , but it did find the
MINDORO 59
EAST
ate 29-24 lead in the third quar- basket to help Winona High
Mindoro 's Mike Sullivan walk- Providence 11, Rhode [ sland 77,
ter as Addington sl apped home
ed off with game scoring hon- St. Joseph' s 94, Buckn ell 57.
Cornell It, Columbia IO.
a long jumper and Larson add- post a 53-44 win over Cenors with 23 points , but it didn 't Temple
71, Pittsburgh 45 .
ed three points on a free throw
tral. Kreuzer was high for
help his fellow Tiger teammates Syracuse tl , Colgate 10 (3 OT).
Boslon U. 71,
and a stolen ball drive. Central
as Onalaska Luther took an Connecticut 19, SOUTH
the Hawks with 14 points.
carne back to lead at 31-30 and
easy 80-59 -victory.
Davidson 117, Wofford 73.
(Daily
ISews Sports Photo)
Vanderbilt tl) Kentucky to.
33-32 before Winona captured a
Luther led 17-7, 38-21 and 58-33 Clemson
64, Wake Forest 45.
37-33
quarter
edge
on
Brandt's
at the quarter breaks.
Dayton tt , Loyola (Lo.) 47.
Richmond II, VMI ««.
juniper and Addington 's three- STATEMENT NEVER CA3IE
Don Larson had 19, Rich Virginia
Tech 74, William a*. Mary J7,
point play off a rebound shot.
Schultz and Ron Drecktreh 17 Citadel 4», Furman J7.
MILWAUKEE <«-The Braves
Central was never in com- prepared but never delivered in
each and Dennis Lemke 10 for Miami tJ, Stetson 14.
MIDWEST
mand the rest of the way. The Milwaukee a statement saying
Luther. Dick Kastensehmidt
101, Wisconsin ?!.
Hawks opened a seven-point 4:i- t he club had offered $500,000 for
scored 19 for Mindoro , in addi- Minnesota
Illinois tS, Ohio Stale 73.
36 lead with 5:58 to play and the right to leave early for Attion to Sullivan 's 23.
Tulsa II, Xavler (Ohio) 43.
Stata (Ohio) 10, Wilmington
controlled the margin behind lanta , according to the Sporting
Lulher also won the "B" game Central
(Ohio) 44.
Central mistakes the rest of News.
51-47.
SOUTHWEST
the way.
Taxes Tech (7, T«x«i 71.
Texas A4M 104, Rice tl
"There 's no question this was
SNU tl, Texas Christian tS .
a big one for us, one we had
Arkansas 71, Baylor 13.
FAR WEST
to have," said K enney. "Now
tan Jose ti, Santa Clara 4).
w«a need the one Friday. "
Hawaii 71, Montana it.
~-nrnn
!-m-m-m~w- ^"m-m-^wm-m

Gilmanton,Arkansaw Cop
Whitehall Luther Also

Gilmanton and Arkansaw of
the West Central Conference
posted victories in Tuesday
night non-conference action.
The Panthers of John Eving
clipped past Plum City 61-57 and
Arkansaw blitzed past Eau
Claire Immanuel Lutheran 8343.
In game involving other
Badgerland schools? Onalaska
Luther improved on its record
with an 80-59 win over Mindoro
and Whitehall earned a 6652 victory over Arcadia. Bot h
games were non-conference.
GILMANTON 61
PLUM CITY 57
Gilmanton led all the way in
notching a 61-57 win over Plum
City.
Dave Denzer 's 24 points led

tho Gilmanton attack , while
Wayne Loomis flipped in 14 and
Jerry Dieckrnan 13.
For Plum City , R. Auth had
19, D. Fedie 12 and Watkins 10.
Gilmanton led 16-13, 34-30 and
49-44 at the -quarter margins.
The Panthers also took the
junior varsity game 35-34.
ARKANSAW 83
LUTHERAN 43
No contest is the phrase that
best descri bes the Arkansaw
Travelers' S3-43 win over Immanuel Lutheran of Eau Claire.
The Travelers sped to a 22-8
first-period lead , upped that to
42-U at the half. The tall y at
the end of three periods read
68-26 for Arkansaw.
Bill Luther 's 18 markers led
the way for Arkansaw . Bill
Yingst totaled 15 and Randy
Hoffman 14.
L. Grobe scored 10 for Lutheran. The Travlers also won the
"B" game .
WHITEHALL 66
ARCADIA 52
A balanced scoring attack led
Ken Stellpflug 'g W h i t e h a l l

Elgin Scores
Easy Victory
Over Rockets Vanderbilt Grabs
CENTENNIAL

Wablsha
Ooodhua
Rig In

W
7
4
t

L
W L
1 Maieppa
1 «
2 Randolph
1 1
t FarlOaulf Deaf 1 1

T U E S D A Y ' S RESULT
¦
Igin l>. Randolph i l .

ELGIN . Minn. — Elgin Hifih
School' s Watchmen moved into
a siccond-filace tie with Goodhue
in the Centennial Conference
here Tuesday with nn 83-57 victory over Randolph.
The Watchmen , after lending
by a slim 20-1!) margin at the
end of the first quarter , upped
the lend to 48-32 nt the half and
611-45 at the end of three periods.
Tommy Tucker , who i-s an allstate football nluyor , proved he
h«id cage abilities loo, finishing
with 40 points for the night , high
for his prep ca^e career.
Kenny lCvans and Clary
Scheumeman each contributed
12 and Merle Wright 11 .
For Randolph , Mike Popp
connected for 21 and Don Pressmill 14.
Randolph won the "B" game.
Howift Pollcl ran live at
home when the Houston Colt ,45s
play in their new domed stadium
next season. The team 's new
pitching coach lives ln Houston.

Cage Headlines

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota and Vanderbilt
took the headlines away from
Davidson. Providence , Cornell ,
St. Joseph' s and Connecticut in
college
basketball
Tuesday
night.
Minnesota whipped Wisconsin
101-91 on the road to keep alive
the Gophers' hopes for their
first Big Ten title in 2B years.
Vanderbilt , playing at home ,
edged Kentucky 91-90 to tie Tennessee (or the lead in the Southeastern Conference.
Davidson beat Wofford 117-72
for its 21st straight , Providence
downed Rhode Island 88-72 for
Its 19th straight , Cornell made U
14 in a row by defeating Columbia 89-80, St. Joseph's Hawks
won their 12th straight by clouting Bucknell M-57 and Connecticut won ils 10th straight fry
tripping Boston U . 89-78. Davidson, Providence and Connecticut won at home, St. Joseph's
and Cornell on the road.
Vanderbilt , knocked out of the
AP Top Ten by losing to Ten-

nessee last Sat urday, came
from 14 points back to beat Kentucky nnd tie Tennessee for the
SEC lead .
Two free throws by John Ed
Miller with 10 seconds left won
the game after 33 points by
Clyde I-ee, 24 In the second half ,
pulled the Commodores from
behind . Miller finished with 30
points to help eliminate Kenlucky, last year 's champ, from
the SEC nice.
Fred
Iletzel' s 35 points
sparked the fifth-ranked Davidson Wildcats over Wofford . Jim
Benedict and Jim Walker each
tossed in 20 points to pace thirdranked Providence over Rhode
Island. Tom Duff's 20 points led
the fourth-ranked St. Joseph's
Hawks in thei r rout of Bucknell .
The other teams in the AP
Top Ten , Michigan , UCLA ,
Duke, Indiana , Tennessee and
Wichita , did not play.
Rirk Biirry , the nation 's leading scorer, was held to 19 points
as his Miami , Fla., Hurricanes
defeated Stetson 94-64.

^WFW ^*^^fV

Basketball
Scores

Nevada aa, Sacramirtlo (tale 41.
WCIAA BASKETBALL

Region 4—

Whltellsh Bay Dominican 14, Waukesha Memorial •) ( OT).

REGION 7—

Kenosha St. Joseph 7t , Burlington It.
Mary JO ,

Plainview Tops
St. Charles
HIAWATHA. VALLEY

Laka City
Zumbrola
Kanyon
Kaseon Manl.

W
11
t
I
7

L
W L
7 flalnvlew
a J
1 tt. Charlt*
I »
4 Stewartville
1 »
4 Cannon Falls
1 10

TUESDAY'** RESULT
Plainview 10, St. Clwlit at,

PLAINVIEW , Minn. - Plainview's Gophers, copped their
sixth Hiawatha Valley Conference win here Tuesday night , a
free-scoring 80-69 triumph over
St. Charles.
The Saints are now 2-9 in the
conference , wh ile the Gophers
rank 6-5.
Gary Flcdrnan . tallied 20
points for Plainview , while
Gary Johnson was hi gh for ihe
Saints.

THE FRIDAV game, which
will come at the Winona Senior
H igh auditorium , is against the
unbeaten Big Nine Rockets , who
topped the Hawks. 67-58 earlier.
In Tuesday 's game, Addington and Squires finished behind
Kreuzer with 11 points. Larson
hit nine and Brandt eight.
They were the only men to
score.
La Crosse got 13 from Craig
Weber and 12 from Harry Dahl.
Winona 's record now stands
at 11-4, Central' s at 11-5.
WVInona

(SJI
'g fl pf tp
1 7
111
4 1 4 t
l l l
1 1 1 11
4 1 4 14
« I I I
— ¦
Totifi l< 11 ll I
I

Squlrea
Larion
Brandt
Addgton
Kr.unr
aim

WINONA
CENTRAL.

Central ( H I
hi ff p f t p
Bahtn
t t l*
tMeber
1 7 0 II
Campbell
l
1 4 1 4
Htn
• • 1 •
Oalil
4 I 1 l
l
Ko«ii*r
l i t*
Nordstrm 1 4
1 7
Kennedy I « I o
1 1 1 7
Clin*

GOPHERS TRIM BADGERS . . . Wisconsin bowed to
Minnesota , 101-91, in a Big Ten conference meeting in Madison Tuesday night. Mel Northway (44) of Minnesota, Ken
Barnes of Wisconsin and Louis Hudson (14) of Gophers*
game 's high scorer, tangle for ball. (AP Photofax)

AT SPRING GROVE

Homuth No. 1
Cage Scorer

A pair of M aple Leaf Conference entries split in non-conference action Tuesday night.
Chatfield , currently in a sec-

Alma Pressed
Bul Takes 16th
Straight Win

ond-place tie in the circuit with
a 5-3 mark, routed Lewiston
76-43, while Spring Valley waa
dropping an 82-57 decision ta
Spring Grove.
In the Spring Valley contest,
Spring Grove's Mel Homuth,
who is rumored bound for Winona State next year, shattered
the all-time Spring Grove scor*
ing record by dumping in 29
points for a four-year total oi
1,168, breaking the old mark
previously held by Gary Roviv
rud.

WABASHA , Minn. — Alma
was hard pressed by host Wabasha St. Felix her e Tuesdaynight , but it wrapped up its 16th.
straight victory of the season
over the Yellowjackets in the
final two minutes of play 69-63.
St. Felix trailed 63-60 witb
1:49 remaining to play, when
the Yellowjackets instigated a
press, got the ball and had a
chance to pull within one point ,
but blew the shot on the fast
break . Alma hauled in the rebound and added a quick twopointer, which iced the contest
for Greg Green's crew.
"Their rebounding is what
hurt us," lamented Coach Duke
Loretz of St . Felix. "They were
just too strong on the boards ."
Alma led 17-7 at the end cf
the first period , but had the
lead sliced to 35-27 and 50-45 at
the half and three-quarter
marks.
John Stohr connected for IB
points to lead a well-balanced
Alma attack. Dave Antrim had
14, Larry Kriebich 11 and Brian
Kreibich 10.
Doug Kennebeck 's 22 led St.
Felix , while Bill Glomski shoved in 20 and Gene* Wodele 10.
AJma also wrapped away the
"B" contest 59-28, the Little
Rivermen 's 27th straight win.
•
Bob Shuttleworth , Fred Bradbury, Hugh Bell and Jack Ri chardson each drov e both ends
of daily doubles at Yonkers,
N. Y., Raceway last year.

SPUING GROVE 82
SPRING VALLEY 57
Mel Homuth became Spring
Grove's top high school scorer
Tuesday night when he scored
29 points in a 82-57 winning
cause over Spring Valley in a
non-league game.
Homuth, a 6-3 center whtj
rates as one of the top players
in the area , now has a four
year total of 1,168 points, good
for first place in the scoring
annals at the Grover school.
On the season, Homuth has 501
in 15 games .
Tuesday, the Grovers jumped
off to a 25-13 lead , then increased it to 37-29 and 58-40 at th*
other quarter breaks. Lowell
Trehus scored 19 and Ken Halverson 12 to aid the Grover
cause.
Steve McGhie was high for
the Wolves, hitting 18, and Bob
Olson scored ten.
The Wolves salvaged the jun .
ior varsity contest 46-44.
CHATFIELD: 76
LEWISTON 43
Chatfield broke a 12-12 first
quarter tie to race to a 76-4S
victory over Lewiston ,
The Cardinals fell behind 3022 at the half and 53-34 at th»
end of three quarters.
Don Scott 's 18 points paced
Chatfield , while Doug Rowland
pitched in 17 and Ed Tuohy 14.
Ron Kessler had nine for the
Cardinals.
In the "B" game Chatfield
took a 67-25 decision .

CLARK GIVES YOU 2 DUPONT
ANTI-ICERS . . . TO PREVENT GAS LINE FREEZE-UP
ALL THIS PLUS FREE GOLD BOND STAMPS
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Thi-s coupon is worth 50 -EXTRA Gold
Bond Stamps with purchase o< $2.00
or more at ar»y Clark station giving Gold
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GOLD BOND Stamps

COUPON GOOD ONLY AT DICK RAINE'S THROUGH MARCH 2, 1»4S
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Tolali ll 14 II 44
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VICT COACH QUITS
NEKNAH i/n — Ole Jorgenson ,
basketball coach at Neenah
High School for 39 years , Raid
Tuesday ni ght he was giving up
his coaching duties at Ihe end
of Ihe current season but would
[ remain at the school as athletic
I director.

& CLARK
4th & JOHNSON

SUPER 100
/

WINONA . MINNESOTA

Pozanc Truckin g Laces
2,752 for Eigh th Place

The Pozanc Trucking team in Trimmer with 232—577. Suh
the Hal-Rod Ladies City League j Eleanore Stahl socked 188-190pounded games of 896, 889 and 1 190—588 errorless, Esther Po967 to grab a 2,752 series and zanc 522, Betty BeraJiek 479 and
juggle top ten standings Tues- Janice Tropple 433. The team
carried 183 pins of handicap.
day night.
The Pozanc girls c l a i me d
ACTION, Helen
eighth place behind the series. IN OTHE R
Elsie Dorsch
lowed
567,
!
Nelson
p
Irlene
group
was
Leading the

Sports Scores

Plachecki Gets
33 as Hawks
Whip Central

NBA

TUESDAY'S RESULTS
New York IM, Baltimore 10:.
Cincinn«tl 1". St. Louis 10).
IXIroit 114, ian Francisco 1*3*.
TODAY'S GAMES
St. Lou Ij al Boslon.
Los Angeles al New Vork.
Cincinnati at Baltimor e.
THURSDAY'S GAMES
St. Louis vs. Boston at Providence, R.I.
Los Angeles at Philadelphia.
Detroit vs. San Francisco »l Oakland,
Calif.

LA CROSSE, Wis. - Big Paul
NHL
Plachecki poured in 33 points as
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
Winona High's "B" team rack- No dames scheduled.
GA.MES
ed up a season high 85 points in Detroit atTODAY'S
Montreal.
defeating the La Crosse Central New York at Chicago .
THURSDAY'S CAMES
"B" team 85-74 in the prelimi- No games
j<hedule<l.
game
Hawk-Raider
nary to the
here Tuesday.
Plachecki and his mates turned loose for 29 points in the second quarter when La Crosse got
27. It was 19-9 after six minutes and 48-36 at intermission.
With six minutes to play, Bob
Lee's operatives were on top 6555.
The Little Hawks now rank
12-2 on the season. It was only
the second loss ior Central
which ranks 10-2. The first also
Cotter 's "B" squad, c a m e
came at the hands of Winona.
Plachecki sc o r e d his 33 through with an 86-78 overtime
Aquinas
points on 11 field goals and 11 victory over La Crosse
St. Stan 's
free throws. Stev e Holubar add- "B" team Tuesday at
gym.
ed 11 and Pat Hopf 8.
The Rambler freshman team
For La Crosse, Nordrum and
however,
Flaten each scored 23 and Si- wasn 't as fortunate,
37-36
a
close
suffered
as
they
vertson 10.
Aquihands
of
the
the
at
defeat
Winona will try to avenge one
of its loses when the Little John \ nas frosh .
Marshall Rockets visit Winona ) In the "B" squad game, the
in a 6:30 preliminary Friday, j Little Ramblers had four men
in double figures. Tim Browne
Central "B" (74)
Winona "B" (U)
19 ft Pf tp led the way with 23 points,
fg ff pf tp
Nordrum 4 15 4 23
•Holubar 3 * 5 1 1
while Jim Heinlen tossed in 20,
Gardner
1 0 1?
Hubbard 1 1 1 3
Ku ether
3 1 4 1 Tom Wenzel 19 and John Leaf
1
4
•Hannon 0 4
1 e t 1 Ondell
1 1 J J
ray
4 Glnskey
1 0 0 J 12.
ttopf
4 14
3 Flaten
4 II 4 1?
Moen
1 1 3
Steve Pincsak rammed home
Wesllretl a 5 0 1 Werneke • 0 o f>
29
for the visitors, who only
0 1
Plcheckl H 11 3 33 Jefferson 1 0
0 s 1 0 Klawitter 0 0 0 0 scored four points in the overAllred
0 0 2 0
J C I 4 Meir
<urran
time period , compared to CotWehaffey 0 O 0 0 Slvertton S <* 2 10
0 1 1 1 : ter's ten. Walters aided in scor«erl»eh 1 3 J 7 Tifcomb
Ives
1 T 4 5 Schroeder 0 0 1 0 i ing with 24 , and Pavela had 11.
0 0 0 0j
Austin
* • 0 0 Milne
In the freshman game, Mike
.
Dobbs
0 0 3 0'
Tetali 1» 1*> 31 •)
! Schneider
and Jack Lipinski
Totals 12 30 27 74
WINONA "B"
H 1» '7 10-K '. each scored 12 points in a losCENTRAL "B"
» 17 I» l»-74 * ing Rambler cause.
Strasser scored 16 and Hayes
11 for Aquinas.

Rambler B
Team Wins
Frosh Lose

Redmen Spurt
Past Melrose i
COULEE

w

L
Holman
12 » Trempealeau
West Salten
II 1 Bangor
Onalaska
7 C Mindoro
Oale-Etlrlck
7 5 Melrose
TUESDAY'S RESUt-T
54,
Melrose 37.
Oalt-Ettrick

Totals

!¦COTTER

w t ;i AQUINAS

Whifefish Bay,
Kenosha Survive
Catholic Tests

Totals

« 11 3s

\i

FROSH

FROSH

5 7 jI
4 i Cottar "f&"
1 10
fg
0 12 , Heinlan
t
Erdmiyk 1
t
Brownt
Wicka
0
1
GALESVILLE, Wis. — Gale- Wernt
Wenzel
»
Ettrick spurted ahead in the ;i ehmcke
0
third quarter after a nip-and- ii Leaf
4
Schoener
4
with
Melrose
and
,
tuck first half

sped to a 54-37 win over the
Eagles.
The Redmen , now 7-5 in
league play, trailed 8-7 at the
end of the first quarter , then
led by one 19-18 at the half. In
the third quarter , the Redmen
upped their advantage to 35-27.
Steve Johnson counted Ifi and
John I-Jichols ten for Gale-Ettrick , while Randy Seefeldt
scored 18 for Melrose.
The Gales copped the "B"
came 43-24.

Aquinas Frosh (»)
fg It p f t p
H»mmn J 0 4 f
Haas
1 0 0 7
Strasser
» 0 0 U
Stkklir
• 1 0 t
0 10"!
Funs*.
0 0 1 P
Koeble
Hayes
4 1 J 11

Cotter Frosti (W
h) ft pftp
Orchwtkl « 1 « »
Staehler
1 1 J 3
Setineldr « * 3 13
Bambnek « 0 J 0
M'Adrew • 0 0 C
Lipinski 4 0 1 11
fllfj am
t 0 J »

.. ..

(««)
fl pf Ip
I 5 20
0 3 J
5 3 23
0 0 0
1 7
0
1 1 !•¦
0 0 O
4 2 12;
0 3 B

15

?

7 13

1* 5 I 37

7

13

5-3«

4-37

Aquinas "B" (71)
fg ft p f t p '
5 1 4 11
Pamela
Stickler
10 3 J
Walters 10 4 3 21
Fllzen
2 0 1 4
Batir
10 2 3
Pincsak
a 13 151
Kamla
2 0 1 4
Abiclif
10 0 2

Totals 30 11 14 71
Totals 34 11 )• 16
"B" . . II 1» >» « 10— Sf
COTTER
AQUINAS "B" . . . II 11 17 27 4-7(

Clark Takes
138 Title
In Wasioja

PINE ISLAND , Minn. - Hayfield won the first annual Wasioja Conference wrestling meet
here Saturday, with a total of
8'i team points.
Dodge Center finished in second place with 74 points , while
host Pine Island was third with
<>9 , West Concord next with !>('>
and Dover-Eyota fifth with 49 .
Dodge ("enter and Hay field
each had three individual champions , while Dover-Kyola , Pine
Island and West Concord each
had two,
Championshi p:

By THF. ASSOCIATKI ) 1MIKSS
Whilefi.sh Bay Dominican and
Kenosha St. Joseph survived
elimination tests Tuesday night
in advancing to regional semifinals of the Wisconsin Catholic
High School Basketball TournatJ-Rondy Clark (DE) dtc Ron F uller
ment .
(II ) J - l | lOX-Bo-g Flrbiger (H) dtc lyla
Dominican moved into the Lturenll (DE ) l-l; I1J—Bltk Ptttluh
dec . Tlm Bowman ( D E ) 4 0; 110Region Six semifinal at W au- K(DC)
UJI
Aull (Ml dec Mlkt Hawkinj (PI)
kesh a by edging host Catholic 4 0; la' -loraii etujleharl ( H ) d e c . Cr»lo
Memorial JM-ft.'f in overtime , H»ll (WO 4 2 . 131- L a r r y Crowa (PC)
dec David Culllp (PI) t l .
while SI. Joseph had lit lo trou13*— Ron Clark (DE) dec. Lea Or-anur
ble in eliminating Burlington St . (H) 2 1 ; 14S-l_arry Bug (PI) p. Jay
SOWfla
15*- Boh V» 0nr«»
Mary 7!t-f>0 in a Region Se ven (WC) beat(DC)Jim J:0i;
Reynolds (II) In over
elimination .
time by raferwi 'i decision; US—Steve
Dominican exp loded for 30 RauiKJiien (WC) dec. Mlko Doty (DC)
J l lit overtime; l ' 5 - J i m Rleie I P I )
points in the third period. |>u( dec
Bob
. DicK Johnson ' (DC) 10; Hwl
was forced into overtime as Bicltnbero. (DCj det Mick Kvasnlckj (M l
**•*
Waukesha's Cary
Wilkow.ski 10 .
tied Ihe count (Id-all with seven
.seconds remaining in llie fourth
quarter Dominion) will meet
Milwaukee Pius XI in the recion 's semifinal
St . Joseph had 12 players in
the svoring column as it helled
Si . Mary at Burlington . The
Kenosha t»*am will meet Beloit
| WAUKON ; , Iowa
Calri Joni ;.
Oatliolic in the Region II semifinals- ut Hucine bYulny ni^ht. : of the Kool Hiver Conference
Another elimination gann* is Irekki'd here Tuesday ni^hl , ran
set (or tonight nt A ppleton . St. into a rangy Waukon team and
Nazianz St . Gregory will meet lost fill-M.
"They were the tallest lii*.',h
Kontl du I. IK * St. Mary Springs
in ;i Region Vi\v. battl e (or sur school tciim •we've p layed ?' said
I Conrli Felix l'erriHTO. "Thev
vivul
had a (id renter , two ti r> forALLISON SKiNS
wards and A couple other fellas
OltLANDO , Fla (AP ) — The over the *-0 mark, "
Minnesota Twins ' list of not ables
Waukon led :tl-l7 at the half.
not yet signed was reduced to
Jon Ask lind Hi mid Jack
lou r TiK'stluy when until olilcr Un user I? points for (.'aletLiiia ,
Doli Allison came lo terms after now r> II on the year .
n .-short sfssion with President
Jim O'Hrien flexed in ID (or
Cn2 Griffith.
ho«t Wnuk on , now 13-3.

Waukon Tops
Caledonia '5'

529 , Winnifred Sheridan 201529, Betty Thrune 208—526, Audrey Sieracki 519, Yvonne Carpenter 518, Leona Lubinski 518,
Ruth Hopf 515, Joan Wiczek
511, Cornelia Podjaski 508, Hope
Dennis 503 and Annette Wieczorek 202—501.
In the Winona Athletic Club
Classic League, Ernil's Menswear went on a pin smashing
binge that left the team just a
few pins short of top departments. The quintet socked 1,039
—3,056. Jerry Dureske poled 233
—618 errorless for Fish Shop
and Jim Weimerskirch 244 for
Ed Buck's. Joe Loshek counted
225—610 and Bill Bell 565 errorless.
In the American League at
Westgate, Graham — McGuire
copped honors with 1,049—3,003
behind 250 from Louis Wera
and 637 from Gary Baab. Fran
Hangel of Westgate Bowl toppled 611.
DAN Frisch's 224 led Schmitty 's Bar to 1,019 in the Westg ate Hiawatha League while
J ohn Sherman was tossing 602
for KAGE and Kujak Bros.
2.821. Bill McCassIand ripped
553 errorless.
Bell's Bar connected for a
1,088 game in the Four-City
League at Hal-Rod and missed
ten th place by four pins. The
quint also blazed 2,914 as Roy
Bell cracked 252 and Willard
Anderson 595. BeD's game also
ranked short of tenth. Alvin
Kohner nipped 54L errorless for
Girtler Oil.
WESTGATE BOWL : Working
Girls — Sharon Fakler and Judy
Addington zipped 137 and 504
for Gutter Dusters which whipped 550—1,547.
National — Bill Klinger 's 519
paced Klinger 's to 936—2,748.
Roger Czaplewski of Kelly 's laced 225.
Father and Son—Gary Schossow and Mike Weigel led the
sons with 195 and 489 while
Jack Scherer was leading the
dads with 242-608. He and his
son Tim rapped 416—1,112. Bill
and Kraig Lang won the first
half.
HAL - ROD LANES: Lucky
Ladies — Sis Konetchy 's 186
paced Seven-Up to 884—2,513.
Jo Biltgen turned 498 for
Hamm 's.
RED MEN'S CLUB : Tuesdaynite — Frank Stork's 199 led
Goltz Pharmacy to 2,648. Mahlke's Bakery had 913 and Ed
Burkholder of Gate City Insurance 505.
WINONA AC: Elks - No individual or team results were
received.
Hal-Rod

FOUR-CITY

Polntj

Girtler 's Oil

4

Christensen Drugs
F. A. Krause
Bell's Bar
Burmeister Oil
Winona Truck Servlca
Mike 's Fire Foods
Central Motors
Golden Brand Foods
Humbl« Oil Co
Old Style Lager
Lang's Bar

4
4
s
3
s
1
1
1
0
O
4)

NATIONAL

Westgate
Point!
Klinger 's
ji
Kelly 's
joi',
Cory Corner
10
Louise 's
I8"j
Shorty 's
)t
Skellv' s
12' a
Morken 's
»
Highway Pure
1
WORKING GIRLS
Westgate
w. L.
Hi-Pockets
10
5
Leaguettcs
9
t
Gutter Dusters
4
4
Bowlerettcs
a* 1 S'^
Bell' i chimes
7
I
Swabbies
4
f
Sweet Slxteens
5>' i Vt
K.I.S. Gels
....
J 10
HIAWATHA
Westgate
Points
House ot Helleman's
IVi
KAGE
Jl
Tri-County Electric
II

Kulak Brothers

17

Midland Coop
Norm 's Eleclric
Spcllv Oil
Schrnltty 's Bar
AMERICAN
We-slgale
w.
Graham & McGuire
JO
Lincoln Insurance
19
Quality Chevrolet
. 1 4
Hauler 's Black Crows .
16

14
131^
io' ,
lo' i

Wcstqato Bowl
Bub' s Beer
Eart'i Tree Service
Swift
Premi
Country Kllchen
Boland M|c|, Co
Mercliant« Bank

u
IJ
U"»
14
14
15
14

Greln Bell Beer

Bell' i Bar
H . Choate 4

15

15
15
lj'/j
13
13
IJ
11

Co

Winona Redd!-Mix
Rainbow Jeweiers
WINONA CLASSIC
A Ihltlic Club
Hot Fliti Shop
.
Bub's Beer
Hamm 's Beer
Emll' s Menswear
Golden Frog S upper Club
Ed Buck' s Camera Sliop
L A D I E S CITY
H»l Rod
Home Furnltu ra
Linahan 's
Pools
Mankato Bar
Poianc Truck»nq
Sammy 's
Coiy Corner
Uc-ddiKllowatt
Togs 'n' Toys
Buck' s Camera Shop . . .
Goldm t oo
. .
Haildad' s
. . ..
ELKS
Athletic Clu h
Drain Bell
..

SpeHl Texaco

.

Home Furnllura
Main Tavern
J C Penney 's
Bvb' s Beer
F A T H E R * SON
WesUjate
Wai ten * Mxkn Weigel
Bob I Terry Olson
Oulrn * Hick* DuHlman
J*tk a. Tlm Schorer
H ot, a. Gary* Sftxniow
Gem Revoir 4. B Oravenar
Bob a. Fred Neulahr
Bill a Kralg Lang
LUCKY LADIESHal Rod
fountain Clly
standard lumber
Claik «. Clark
Manmi 's Beer
Midway Tawern
R, I) Cona Co
Seven Up
. . .. .
Coca Cola
TUCSPAV NITE
Red Men
Mahlke ' a Bakery
Golti Pharmacy
. ,
Oefa Clly (Insurance
Brevet

11
10

L.
7
¦
11
11

13

14
17

H 1 li' 1
• if

W,
15
II
10
10
t
i

L.
i
I
11
11
IJ
IJ

W.
J
1
)
I
J
J
1
1
1
0
0
0

L.
0
0
o>
1
1
1
2
2
?
3
3
3

W.
|J

L.
*,

10

*
t
4

*
T
4
14

W.
J
J"i
J
1
1
I
<;
4

».,
0
1
I
t
J
1
V
J

W.
II
»
I
I
7
4
a
4

I..
4
4
7
7
I
4
1
11

10

¦

W.
I.
\v , e>
IJ' 1 •'
1 IJ
*|
•

Yanks Linz
Gets $200 as
Special Gift

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
If your boss handed you a $200
gift , would you use it for harmonica lessons?
Well, that's the problem th at
faces Phil CToot Toot) Linz of
the New York Yankees.
Linz, who plays second , third,
short and harmonica for the
Yankees , was given a $20,000
contract Tuesday for his improved playing on the field and
an extra $2O0 for improving his
playing in the back of the bus.
But , musically speaking, the
Yankees attached a couple of
strings to Linz' harm onica,
Linz and his harmonica became an overnight sensation
across the country last August
when he blew a couple of grating toots on a team bus ride
while the Yankees were in the
middle of a losing streak. One
thing led to another , and Linz
wound up fined $200.
Despite flunking his audition ,
Linz was flooded with offers
from recording companies and
harmonica producers but stuck
to playing ball , hitting .250 in
112 games while ably filling in
all around the infield.
He was rewarded Tuesday,
although tbe Yankees refused to
say that the $200 was a return of
Linz' fine.
A Yankee spokesman said t?he
$200 was not written into the
contract.
"Ralph (General Manager
Ralph Houk) j ust handed the
$200 to Linz ," the spokesman
said , "and he told him :
" 'You 're not a very good harmonica player — take some
lessons '"

Sacred Heart
Seeks Big Win
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. Lima Sacred Heart will attempt to do something
they 've never been able to
do before Thursday at the
Eau Claire Regis gymnasium — win a tournament
basketball game .
The Redmen, 9-11 on the
year , have never won a
tournament
game
since
basketball was instigated as
an interscholastic sport 12
years ago.
"One year we had a team
with a 21-1 record going into
tournaments," said the Rev.
Leonard Kaiser about his
team. "But we got beat the
first game of the tournaments."
Is the coach a hit haggard
because of his team's tournament showing?
"Well , it's been tough ,"
stated Father Kaiser , "but
we've got enough height to

get our share of the rebounds tomorrow, and if we
play as we did the second
half against St. Felix (Wabasha) , we've
got
a
chance."
Thursday Lima's foe is
powerful Regis, ranked No.
8 in the WCIAA with a 14-6
record .
Game time is set for 8
p.m. and it kicks off the
annual tournament season.
The winner of Thursday 's
game tangles with Chippewa Falls McDonnell, the
state's No. 7 school , Friday.
The winner of that contest
then treks to Superior for
the sectional, tiie final stop
before the state tournament
in Milwaukee.
Fr . Kaiser will go with
Dave Bauer and Bill Brunner at forwards, Al Weiss
at center and Gene Bilderback and Ron Sinz at
guards .

MYC Matmen
Vying af
Arcadia High

Mew Richmond Falls
From Unbeaten List
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The list of uadefeated Wisconsin public high school basketball teams was trimmed to
eight Tuesday night as New
Richmond dropped a 96-80 decision to River Falls after winning its first 15 games.
At River Falls, the host Wildcats moved into a tie with new
Richmond for the Middle Border Conference lead with 11-1
record. River Falls, which has
a 14-2 over-all mark , led 49-48
at halftime and then pulled
away as Jay Wallan and Russ
Brown scored 30 points each.

Want Ads '
Start Here

BLIND ADI UNCALLED FOR-

A — 15, 17, 25, 21, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35

NOTICB
Ttolt nawspapir will ba raiponalbu
far only on* incorrect insertion of
any classified advertlsemant published In the Want Ad section. Check
your ed and call 3321 H a correcti on mutt ba made.

Card of Thanks
SCHUMINSKI —
We wish to thank the Minnesota City
Volunteer Fir* Deot. and our neighbors
for their help af our recent fire.
Mr. & Mrs. Ves Schumlnskl

Lost and Found

4

LOST
"Spoffy," * mafc "fcrfiwrT and
white Springer Spaniel dog, license
number 20&. Reward;:' Tal. 552(1 or
8-2201.

Personals

7

Psrson e ls

T

ESPECIALLY for th* younger ladyl Mltv
lature pierced ear drops. See our beautifu l line todays RAINBOW JEWELRY*.
116 W. 4th.
IF you'd rattier fight than stitch, take
your alterations and repairs fo Wtrran
Betslnger, MVi W. 3rd.
GREAT WAY to brighten your deyl Gert
Into fhe habit of having noon lunch In
the relaxing friendly atmosphere ef
RUTH'S RESTAURANT ,126 E. 3rd S».,
downtown Winona. Tasty food, budget
prices. Open 24 hours a day, except
Mon.
ARE YOU A P ROBLEM ORINKEM Man or woman your drinking creetat
numerous problems. II you need end
want help, contact Alcoholics Atmonymous. Pioneer Group c/o General Delivery, Winona, Minn,
TRUSSES—ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROI LIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY
274 E. 3rd

Tal. 2S<7

Business Services

14

THROW AWAY THE ASPIRIN . . . let
WINONA RU« CLEANINC-5ERVICE.
llo W. 3rd, take care of sprlna carpet
cleaning worries. Tel. 3722 for tree estimates.
INCOME TAX RETURNS prepared by
qualified accountant. 201 W. Browway, Tel. S-3095.

WELL, the team's bowling scorai this
weekend didn't turn out too bad efter
all so we go part ot our money back. Furniture Repairs
18
Just a reminder. It Is not too early
lo make plans and reservations for
FURNITURE REFINISHING and minor
>our bowling parties at tht WILrepairing. Reasonable price, pick up
LIAMS. Innkeeper, Ray Meyer.
and delivery. Free estimates. Tel. 4Ut
noons and evenings. Robert Gravas.
STEREO CONSOLES arvl TV sets on special sale) Wake "Tom" at Wards an*
offer or Tal. 3391.
Plumbing, Roofing
21
CLEAN Rugs, Ilk* new, to easy to do
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer, tl. R. O. Cone Co.

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

For clogged sewers and dralni
Tel. 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee
VOUR fully-paid for car may b* used as
security for a quick cash loan, payable
In small monthly amounts. See the
friendly Installment Loan officers at ROSSITE DRAIN CLEANER Is the anMERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK OF
swer to clogged drain pipes. It will not
WINONA. Tel. 3837.
turn to cement in your plumbing.

- CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Apple Festival
Unit Gives $1,000
For Library Use

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING & HEATING
297 E. 3rd
Tel. 3703

SANITARY

PLUMBING & HEATING CO.
168 E. 3rd St.
Member National Association
Plumbing Contractors

ARCADIA , Wis. — Weigh-ins
for the annual Mississippi Valley Conference wrestling tourLA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special)—A $1,000 check was prenament got under way this
PIPE THAWING
afternoon at the local gym for
sented by the Apple Festival
the tournament which continues
SERVICE
board to Irvin Yeiter, presitonight.
dent of the La Crescent School
S — A. C. gas driven units,
Participants from the three
District board, at the annual
available at any time.
conference schools , Durand ,
•festival corporation meeting
Insured service.
Mondovi and the host school ,
Saturday at the Commodore
Ellickson Welding
were seeded at 3:30 p.m. today,
Club.
& Mach ine Shop
and the semifinals got under
Designated for equipment or
way at 4 p.m . The championPigeon Falls , Wis,
books for the library of the new
Tel . 24 or 36
ship matches will start at 7:45
high school under construction,
p.m., with wrestle backs going
it was presented by Tim Plumafter that.
mer, acting chairman of the Help Wanted—Female
_ 26
Trophy awards are to be
.
board. Yeiter in accepting it ci- I
made after the completion of By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ted the gift as an example of ! GENERAL OFFICE WORK-glrl wanted,
no typing or shorthand necessary. Tel.
all matches
Unless they can figure out a the cooperation every organiza- | 2850.
way to lose their last 19 games tion is giving the first high i MAID for Sat. and Sun work. Apply la
in a row , the New Yorfe Knicks school in La Crescent's history. j person. Sterling Motel .
are headed for their lest NaAt the business meeting the OFFICE WORKER-part time, expertLOGAN, Utah (AP) — Wayne
ence pref erred. Tel. 23J9.
tional Basketball Association board fixed Sept. 17-19 as the
Estes set four goals for himself
record in three seasons.
dates for this year's Apple Fes- BABYSITTER—in my home, 3 days
*
during his basketball career at
And if they can somehow tival. Plummer was named
week, 7:30 to 4:30. Tel. t-1474 oiler 5.
"Utah State University.
manage eight victories in those chairman of the board. Jerry BABYSITTER WANTED-* to 5, 5 dayi
He achieved the final one
last 19 starts , the Knicks will Miller, elected to the board for
a week. Tel. 8-2563 alter 5.
Tuesday — eight days after he
enjoy their finest record since three years, will serve with BEAUTY OPERATORS and manager,
was electrocuted in a bizarre
1958-59.
ultra-mod ern beauty salon win open
him , plus Richard Erickson ,
soon. Full staff needed, prefer experiaccident . He was named to The
Those are the pleas ant pros- secretary; Chester Lachecki ,
enced operators with following. Top
Associated Press 1964-65 All- PALM DESERT, Calif. (AP) pects facing the Eastern Divi- treasurer , and holdover board i guarantee* and commissions. Write A-2'
Daily News ,
America first team.
'
— Winds of eventual coopera- sion 's longtime cellar dwellers members Dr. K. Stanley Austin ,
Heading into his senior year tion with the American Football following their fifth victory in Kenneth Malgren and Keith | Pert time, pleasant , easy work for
at USU last fall , Estes told League were blowing today at the last seven games, a 106-102 Jones. Business meetings of the I persons 50 or over. Car necessary,
but not experience. Show Tupperware,
Coach Le Dell Andersen he the National Football League's decision over the Baltimore Bul- board , open to the public, will
top line ol plastic housewares, at
wanted :
be held the second Tuesday
annual meeting following a lets Tuesday night.
home parties. You set Ihe hours. Fun,
— The single-game scoring crackdown on premature signIn Tuesday 's other games. each month.
profitable. For Interview in privacy of
record at Utah State 's Nelson ing of college players.
Cincinnati whipped St. Louis Pat Wiemerslage, La Cres
own
h ome,
call
your
nearest
Field H ouse. (He set it Feb. 8and
Detroit
turn
ed
back
There were indications from 111-103,
cent, 1964 state apple queen
distributor:
the night he died—with 48 points the closed-door sessions that 12 San Francisco 114-106.
gave a brief resume of her ac
M & M SALES
against Denver University) .
The victory was New York's tivities.
102 S Wabash , St. Paul
of the 14 team owners favored
Tel. 227-2668
—The USU career scoring some sort of liaison with the 22nd of the se ason, equalin g last
mark. (He hit it with a total of rival league.
RAINBOW SALES
year 's total output and bettering POST MEETING
320eS Bloomington Ave., Mpll.
PLAINVIEW , Minn (Special ^
2,001 points).
The league owners Tuesday by one the total for 1962-63. You
Tel. PA 1-2411
—Victory over arch-rival Uni- set up stiff penalties for any have to go back to 1961-62 to - William - Allen Post 178 wilE
versity of Utah on the Utes' teams involved in signing col- find a season when the Knicks meet today at 8 p.m. in the Help Wanted—Mais
27
home court in Salt Lake City. lege players before they are won more games. They were 29- American Legion community
FARMWO RK — man for year arouniS
(He scored 32 points when Utah officially available for the pro 51 that year.
building.
work , Contact Dorwln Schroeder, Elgin,
Mtrm. Tel Vi-3217.
Stale downed Utah 86-85 Jan. 7). ranks.
Selection to the All-America
MEN NEEDED (or saleswork . No door-toThe resolution spelled out a
door se lling Work by appointment only.
first team.
previously announced NFL plan
Income J150-S250 weekly. Tel. 2850.
The award , first given posthu- to prevent incidents such as last
M
A R R I E D MAN — to work beginning
mously and first given before season ' s signing by the MinMarch 1st. on dairy term with milking
the end of the regular season , nesota Vikings of three Oklahoparlor. Clinton Ewnlt , Harmony, Minn.
was presented to Coach Ander- ma University players before
EXPERIENCED service
station
man
sen in front of 5 ,000 students in the Gator Bowl game.
wanted . Write resume, staling: aga and
(or Interview. P.O. Box
experience,
the Nelson Field House, where
Rozelle told a news confer623, Winona, Minn.
Estes played his last game.
ence that any team guilty of
The annual summary of mu- latter , compared with 1B7 in
, MAN WANTED lo (rain ai an assistant
The occasion was a campus premature signing could lose its nicipal court cases released 1963.
| manager In retail store. Chance for
memorial for Estes.
entire draft choices for "as Tuesday reveals a sharp drop
However, a 25 percent de- ' rapid advancement. Prefer married
, under 35 Apply In per&on Thurs.
many years as the commission- in cash receipts for 1*364 conn- crease in speeding violations man
and F rl. Great Winona Surplus Store,
er decides. "
pared to 1963, partially trace- could be evidence of nothing 52 W. Ord.
able to a decline in meter vio- other than good sense on the HAIR STYLIST salon manaaer.
ultralations.
part of drivers — or good en- modern benuly salon will open soon.
Full
slaf!
needed,
prefer
experienced
Municipal court collected $33,- forcement by the police departoperators with following.
and
55125 in 1963; last year the ment . The decline was from 243 comm issions . Write A-J0 Guarantee
Dally New».
$26,265.50
total dropped to
to 180.
WILL HIRE honest, depeniinh' a married
more than a 20 percent differCareless driving increased couple for farm work . Wodern. Write
Junior High school cagers
ence. It can be noted that me- somewhat , but drunk driving A-20 Dally News.
from the city 's three Catholic
ter violations in 15)63 totall ed was down slightly . Similarly,
grade .schools will meet the CotROUTE SALES
COCHRANE-FC, Wis. — The 8,017, compared to 6,328 during two other often related viola-.
ter Hi gh freshman team in nn first annual Dairyland Confer- the past year.
tions fluctuated in opposite diSERVICE
all-star game Friday at 4 p.m. ence wrestling tournament will
However, the total volume ol rections. Vagrancy was down , AND D E L I V E R Y , ao slop-, per day Il0f>
week
while
lr<ilnlno . Married, to age
at SI. Stan 's.
be held at the Cochrane-Foun- municipal court fell off , as well . but intoxication was up, slight- 39. i',*j dny work.
Write A-38 Dally
Bill All aire will coach the nil- tain City gym here Saturday .
There were 1,760 violations oth- ly.
Nows .
star squad , wh ich includes Rob
er than meter violations pro
Weigh-ins are scheduled from cessed through the court in 1 %•]
SOMEWHAT more notahk
Hilde brandt , Tom Riska , Steve
was a 33 percent rise in simple
Stockhausen, Bruce Pomeroy , noon to 1 p.m. and first-round and 1,382 in 196*1.
Attention
Deputy Clerk of Munici pal assault cases, from 36 to -18 Inc leased business
and John Dulek of St. Stan 's, matches will start at 3 p.m. The
this year
and Scott Featherstone and semi-finals will get under way Court Edfiar J , Lynch , who instances. Petty larceny, too ,
requires
immediate
expannt
5
p.m
.
and
the
finals
are
prepared the report , noted that hnd a big increase, from 11 to
Mike Conway of St . Mary 's.
sion . We need : 1, Experischeduled
for
7
p.m.
violations.
35
a
small
percentage
of
the
From Cathedral , players parenced furniture movers with
Partici pating schools will be court's total receipts goes to
Two common traffic offenses
ticipa ting will he Joe Richardtra ctors . 2. Moving men
son , Bob Whetstone , M ark Di- Alma t e n t e r, Independence , county government .
— illegal passing and failure to
without tractors - will asFines frorn violations report- dim lights — were halved in
vine , John Wildenhorg and Steve Whitehall , Osseo and the host
sist in financing. 3. Men to
school.
ed by the Minnesota Highway 1964. The former dropped from
Williamson.
leann business . Paid trainPatrol , Sheriff George Fort -and 42 to 21 and the latter from
ing, loads and uniforms.
state game wardens are pay- 13 to seven.
Write:
Mabel Takes Lead
after
a
$5
able to tbe county,
There were 66 classifications
deduction for costs.
of crimes committed in the 190:(
In Dartball Loop
Hodgins Moy flower ,
only 43 appear in 1%4,
6fi W. 2nd
THK COUNTY splits this fine report;
•"'
ROOT RIVKK
money with the state. But the JThe vast majority of the missIM HTIJALL LKAGUR
classifications occurred in
»
City of Winon a retains the ing
W U
W L
crimes in which only one ingreater part of the $26,000 re- c
Marie!
<5 IJ Ojrnen
li it
NEW YORK IAI
stance turned up in 1063. HowMaybe the* Highland P T . 44 13 SprlrtoOrwa 11 31 ceipts. Lynch estimated that 8
(loiihlehearlcr is the answer to Blackhammer 40 1? Highland P,A . Il «) perhaps 30O cases per year are e
ever , a number of classificaRushlord
IT 10 Highland
11 44
were combined in 1964.
boxing 's future . M a d i s o n
brought in by highway patrol- tions
*'
Square (larden has l ined up
Mnckhnmmcr won three nnd men , with a much smaller numTIIE UMM REPORT Huts 64
li ghl-lie avywe inh! and welter league - leading Mahel copped ber from the sheriff nnd game
Immediate opening for
breach
D
of peace violations.
title fitfht.s for the .same March two games in last week's Root wardens.
None
were listed In 1963, but supervisor and operator.
^
Municipal court receipts re- a number of other classifica:id .show, lt lias nnolhc r on the Hiver Darthnll league Action.
New operation , requires
Hlnckhummcr won three over Inincd by the city go into Its tions
(Ira wing hoard for May ,
tj
, such as resisting a public
No matter how much the Highland , while Mahel won its general fund.
complete knowledge of silk
officer and obscene language,
The month of December , 1964, were gathered under tho headMarch ,10 show draws, Willie two games over the Highland
screening on metal to close¦
Pnstrano gets a gunnintecd Prairie Twins , while the Twins saw a mild "crime wave" in ing "breach of the peace " in
tolerances .
While
the
normal
numthe
city.
j
MOO .OOO, Emile Griffit h $70,000 took a third.
l»fl4.
\
ber
of
traffic
violations
and
the
three
Rushford took two of
and Jose Tor res and .Nie Stable
Game law violations were
Plant Incited in
$10 ,OOO each . The (larden fi- from the Highland Prairie Aces, like were brought into court down from 11 in 1963 to five
Winona,
saw
during
that
montli,
Sout
hern Minnesota.
Kiiros on a $200,000 gate nt a nnd CSnrncss won two of threo its only -burglaries, only a ggra- tho
past year, But liquor law
^"
1
$:io top, plus a big chunk from from Spring Grove.
jumped from two to
vated assault and only instances Jviolations
Write A-:M Dully News,
¦
the clo.sed-eireilit showing by
Non-support actions in
four
'*
.
of
sex-related
crimes
during
M()O Ittl*KAI> AC'CKPTS
giving resume.
municipal
1
court also rase,
Thviiter Network Television .
I December.
J
KANSAS CITY (API - The
from
nine to 16.
Tho New York area will be
NCA-A announced Tuesday night
€IIAN< 1I*;S INT Ktute traffic
Conciliation court handled Sit uMiont Wanted—Fern. 39
blocked out.
Ihnt Nortli Dakota , Moorhead laws brought marked di ps in roughly 1,000 ca.ses, involving
CARR f-OH child In mv homa . Tel'.
'I he reigning N ationnl Foot- State of Minnesota ancj Central stop sign nnd light violations $3,000 in 1964. In 1963, tbe total WIUL
8- 1824
ha ll League TlmmpionH first met Missouri State accepted bids to anu in driver 's license viola- of 1,373 coses involved $2,5tm.
an All-Star College selectipn in the regional eliminations of its tions. There were 170 of the There were 59 civil cases in Situation* W«nt«d—Male 30
th« annual August series in college division hnsketball tour- former , compared to 359 in municipal court during 1903, 52 RE TIRED MAN wants pnr|
or (ull llmfi
to:i4.
nament .
ma: and there were 158 of the during 1964.
WorK. T«|. 3(5«,

Estes Reaches
Final Goal as
Ail-American

Knicks Head for
'Great' Season

NFL Hints at
Cooperation With
Rival AFL Clubs

Court Cases Go
Down in 1964

Alt-Stars Meet
Cotter Frosh

Is Doubleheader
Boxing Answer?

C-FC lo Host
Dairyland Meet

SILK
SCREENING

BuaineM Oppor-hmltfei

81 W«nt«d—M«l Eatit*

57 Wantid to Buy

37 ArtlelM for Sal*

FOR *AtB» trad* er teatt. Hwy* JJ and WEST BEND XXUP •UfOmitlC COflM41. Stale Lint Pint Pining tnd j-b«y
maker, %9.1i, IAMB«NBK'». I]ti I,
Sinclair Station. Small dawn Daymen'.
AiUnmto.
Owntr: Raymond Hegrvedt, 108 Shorty
Ave., BoehMter, Minn. Ttl. J«-03J».
KAL-LITI tlmins. light, < te 11 volt, May
bt Mtn at Nevnumn't StcofMffiand
¦
FOR SAUB—modtrn S-room home and
StOfl.
. •
,
fully «qulp«Md btiuty taion combined.
Ideal location, excellent business, Idtll HA2RLT0N VARIITY new ep*n> After
for couple, soulheaafern Minn, Wrlta
• month vacation In Centre! America
A-37 Dally News.
we can UM your metwy, to step in.
ft. mutton. f» I
. ard.
DOWNTOWN ttrvlca station for lent
with onrktns area. Traintna proaram TROPIC AIR* humidifier, 10" fan, auand guaranteed earrlngi. ChKk today
tomata humldlittt. -water leval indiIf you hay* minimum Inmtment le
cator, iut-omafie low water ihutait,
make tnd want to go Into bualntti for
capacity. Rpoulir Sef.H,
? 1/10 |
i
l
.
youtialf. Wrlta P.O. Box «J, .Winona,
MW ttt.tS. SCHNIIOiR SALCS, JtW
Minn.
Sth. St., Odvw.

WM. MILLBif icRA* IKON I. WaTrAL

CALL US

CO. pays rilfjhtsi price* for scrap
Iron, triafali* hides, wool and raw fur.
Tal. M67
t3i W, JtKl.
Ciotad tatvrclay*

~

FOR
FREE APPRAISAL

'

HTSHES'TPRICEJ PAID
tor scrap iron, metjls. rags. Hides,
raw furs and woelt
A

& CONSULTATIONS
on the sale
of your home.

Som Weisman & Sons

INCORPORATRD
Tal, IS47
4» % Jrd

. We will either list it for sale
or purchase it outright,

GAMBLB STORE for tali In Preston, SJEI OUR SELECTION at unrj rertrlaert- Rooms VTIthout Mtali
80
Minn,, County Sett town. Stora long »»•
tort. TV itti end r«ngt». * t I
tabllstitd. Other Interests force* salt.
BLECTRIC, il I, Jrfl.
ROOM FOK RBNT, for a girl, kitchen
New store front, fixtures recently ff
privileges.. Tel. t-234t.
modtttd, choice location, tdail opportunity for husband and wile team. Ap- OK USED FURNITUiRE STORE SLEEPING ROOM for rent for I flentle373 E. Jrd St.
prox. $11,000 Investment recommended.
men. Tel . a-3W.
We Buy
Wa Sell
Join with ever 20OO Gamble
units using
proven, ttmt teittd mtrchondlilng and
promotional programs. If you are Interested In owning and operating a buslnesi of your own It will pay you well
to Investiga te this opportunity. For details at no obligation write: j, E. Curwell
Gambit Skogmo Zone Supt ,
tl 7 Lakewood AveAlbert Lea, Minn.

Money *• Loan

40

LOANS *&£%!

PLAIN NOTe-AUTO-FURNITURR
170 E. 3rd
iel. J»13
Hrs. » a.m. to 5 p.rn., Sat. » a.m. to noon

Quick Money ...

on any arflclei of value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
Ul E. 2nd Jt,
Tel. B-2131

Dogs, Pats, Supplias

42

FREE—J-montli-old part Terrier male
puoples.
Harvey
Rislow,
Lewiston,
Minn., <Fremont) .

Horses, Cattle), Stock

43

NOTICE — A big run of all types and
sires o* 'eoder cattle mis Frl. ltfh .
Starting time 12 noon. Lanesboro Sales
Commission.
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS-) close springers-,
dams records over 650 on 2 hellers. .
Alfred H. Johnson, Peterson, Minn, Tal .
•75-5741 .
HOME DAL E Polled Shorthorns, bulls end
femalet, large type; cattle, all ages;
3 horned bulls. Kaehler Bras., S»
Charles, Minn
FEEDEU PIGJ-U wtaned. Herman V
Bork- Rf- 2. Fountain City, Wis.
FEEDER PIGS—JS HampUilres. Elmar
Reps, J m|l»s S.W. of Fremont, Minn.
PUREBRED Duroc boars, also Landract
bears. Clifford Hoff, Lanesboro. Minn
(Pilot Mound).

Mastitis
PEN-FZ
S4.lt dn.

SI Cr. Neylor 'a Teat Dilators, IH

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Canter

44

ROWIKAMP'S Chicks, Ghostlty Rear! 63,
Whlta Recks. Dty eld and started up
to » WMkl. ROWE KAMP'S HftT<M.
ERV. Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 5761.
DEKA1B :o week old pullets, fully vaccinated, light controlled, raised on slat
floors. Available year around. SPELT Z
C H I C K
HATCHERY Rolllngslone,
Minn. Tel. t689-!31i .

War»»»d—Livestock

46

HOI STEIN SPRINGING COWS tnd half
tri wanted, also open and bred holt
tn. E. E, Gremelsbach, inc., Lewliton,
Mlrm Tel. 41 61 .
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your
livestock . Dairy cattle on hand all
weeks, hogs bougnt every day. Truck!
. available Sale Thun, Tel, 1667.

f i r m Implement*

48

IHATHER STRAP T old style sleigh
bells, 17,50 each. Al Jensen, 45S 2nd
St. S.E,. Lima Falli, Minn.
FREEZER & REFRIGERATOR Specials!
Make "Tom " at Wards an offar er
T»l. JOT.
""
USBO CHAIN SAWS
't* Wright sew , like new .
•»3 Wright »aw , A-l condition, W7.50.
Strunk chain taw wltri 30" bar, 121.
Used Simplicity snow blower, demo.
Used Homellto 430 chain saw , I O"
bar, reconrjl lloned. Perfect.
AUTO ELECTRIC 5ERVICB
Tel. 5455
Jnd t, Johnson

OSTER
HUMIDIFIER

•ft $89.95 value

$59.95

F. A. KRAUSE CO
"BItEKZY ACRES"
South on New Hwy. H-fll

Business Plactn for Rent 92
NEW BUILDING-KM sq. ft. floor space.
Write P.O. Box ru, Winona, Minn.

STORE FIXTURES

Glass shelving and brackets,
display counters, rolling
clothes racks, cash register,
price marker, about 75' of
light fixtures and spots,
other misc. articles.

Te l. 2222
63

BURN MOBIL FUEL Oil and enloy the
comfort of automatic perwnel ctrt.
Keep full service—complete burner
cere, Budget planned and guirantaed
price. Order today from .(OSWICK'S
EAST END COAl ft 0*U CO., Wl E
Sth- Tel. 3389.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

84

67

SOUP'S ON, trie rug ttiat is , so clean the
spot with Blue Lujtrr- Rent electric
sftempoocr, 31. H. Chofita S Co.

70

Need a P.A . System?
Rent One!
We hove a Bogcn public address system available to
you on a rental basis for
parties , dances and lunches . The rental package includea a 30 watt amp lifier ,
2 matching speakers nnd n
microp hone and stand. Cull
for details.

Sewing Machin-***

Tel. 8-2021
73

USBO VIKING Free Arm iutorrmllc, like
new, WINONA SEWING CO . .Ml Hull
St. Tel. n *t.

CHAIN SAW

FEITEN IMPL. CO.

Winona
50

THRESHED STRAW-J00 tiolei. Stephen
Grulkowikl, HI. 3, Arcfidin. Wis,

Carload
HEAVY FEED OATS
On Track
J12c per bu . off car.
FARMERS EXCHANGE
Tel, 2O30

Stovu, Furnace**, Parts
75
~
SRACE H CAT*aiTTpe^?|»uT^iror Das.

GALR ST. VW — I-gedroom homo, oil TRUCKS—rA-ton with dump box «nd
wpuvplow, very sood condition; *H-ton
heat, cceupancy Mar. 10. May b« aatn
Pore] pickup. May be seen at 2]7 W.
by appointment. 1075 Marlon.

96

Farms, Land for Sail

98

FA RMS
FARMS
PARfAS
Wa buy, we sell, we trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Tel. Office S97-36S>

Res. 6M-3157

99

TWO-BEDROOM
home,
ranch
style,
preeieway and garase. Gene Becker ,
Buffalo City, Wis. Tel. Cochrane 2482667 .
TWO STORY. 5-bedroom (same, recently
remodeled and painted, rew lurnace,
double garage, full lot. WW. Tel. t283.
CENTRAL LOCATION — newly nmodtled i story, 3-bedroom home, garage^ full basernent, oil hot water heat.
Tel. S-I6B3.
f. 3-iTORy, brick house. 3 bedrooms.
gat. heat- Lots of room. Large family
kitchen. May be financed wilh 51,800
down payment, balance on contract.
West central location. Under $8,000.
AB TS AGENCY, INC., Realtors. 159
Walnut St. Tel, e-tsiS d«y or night,
IF "VOU WANT »o b(/y, soil or trade
ba \ure io se» Shank, HO^EWAICER'S
EXCHANGE. »1 6. 3rd.
THR EE OR FOU R bedroom home, by
owner, 3 baths, carpeted and drapes,
ceramic tile , double sarnne, screened
0o«rt. Immediate occupancy. Tpl. »059.

HOMES-F ARMS-LOTS-AC REAGES
CORNFORTH REALTY
Tel. 895-2106
t-i Crescent, AAlnn,

1

Prompt Service
Real Estate Sales
& Loans
PRANK WEST AOENCY

Typewritars

77"

Tel. 5i40 or 4400

175 4,/ifayclle

A
i C.^} ^

O^ ^*Tel.

2S40

[ J
120 Center St^- ..i *M.v,A&-M ^tu^m *:mM:m^

$7,900

(or J» clean )wo*h c{]room horot wit h
new gfls ivtrntcG, enclosed porch. u<v
TA[jet Anrl oood iliftd lot.

Near West gate

Pour-bedroom rambler with amusement room, hullt'ln ranne and oven,
ceramic Oath, spnclou -s kllchen will)
lots ol ojtlni) nrcn, rrtrpctcct HvinQ
romp end master bedroom-

View Home

•OverlnoUrtfl l.aK-e P a r k , lmtr-heriror> rr\
rAtnbinr wlfh hafh «nrt tMrea ciurtf.
Iprs, hulir In rflnrje nn^ oypn, w p n r M *
QfirA Qi, bio corner lot.

Reduced

Thrrc hrciroom hrlr.K homr ne.-.r Lincoln Srhool, p/inrl Ird kitchen, nlr.e
cnlilmt t, new go ra ge. New onl y
111,900,

Income Property

East central location, ronltls ovtr
S2D0 per month, oa*s Not, Let uj glv«
you the details.

Look Forward

to tnrlnp In Ihls home In the hills
a low minutes Irom town, slluatrri on
a bis lot, coramlc hMh with v.inlly,
three bedroomi, garage In lower level .
AFTER HOUHI CAl.Ll
Leo Koil 45S1
Laura S-IU 2lia
W. L. (Wlb) Helier » 2I8I
Bob foi over 7127

Woke "Tom" at Wards en offe r or Tol,
1393-

HRATBUS, nil or oeli Aladdin Blue
Flewe portable |ie«tor«» electric or jas
ranaeei water hoatrra
Service end
pnrfi.. RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907
Sth
St,
Tel.
TUT
Adolph
MlehalowsklB.
.

P0B

S

IT Q

VI C. X^
|

A\ (^

Te!. 2S49
120 Centar Sk,

WE ARE TH8 francfilMNtl aaenl In this
area for the Underwood Olivette Smlneaa Machine. A (l«urlng machine for
every business n«»d. Contact ve fer «
iOO
tree dewotutratlon and trial. Wore Ollw- Lots for Sal*
•tlls era II* use Ihqn my other ntalce
M^
T
p
T
i^
of printing calculator. VV INONA TY fE- OWCli^
Tcre?
LT^T^u
ArticltTf or Sale
97 WKITflR, 141 B. iri- Tel, HJ00,
aoa on blacklop hwy, in Bluff tldiip,
country
tlvlng
and
rnly
5
minutas
from
SeWMNcT/VIACHINis or V«uWi» «pecl»l| Tyi?»W«ITEnS »«•" aMIr^mtS ^t Wlnon*. Wide price ranoo- John Martor salt or rent. Heteonable rate-* ,
Make 'Tom " at Warda an oiler or Tel.
solik. Tel. Fountain City ttl tltl.
3313.
frH dallvtry. Sat vt for all y«ur erf
"
flee euppllei, etesdi, files or oltlcs Wint»dr~-Raj»i Eil^lai
102
arECIAL-wrlnoer waahera, »99.95 » »utochelre. Lund Tyaxwrlter Co. Tel, mi ,
motlc washes , M71.95 . FRANK LIU*

4, SONS , >il B. «m, Open ivanlnpi.

WiTntid toTtiajy

83

~
USE ELLIOTT'S Super 5»|ln Latox Pllftt»
to provide a luxury barkaround I M fMTO»TTNO fl>h lno"S*r<prefer elunnInum), In good condition, please write
PAINT
decorollng
plani.
*l>rlnt>
daKflptiofl and Price la IM U, Hi ,
DEPOT. 1<7 Center SI,

107

95 Trutki, Tree^e Trallere 108

House-j for Rant

ULTRA-MODERN, ^-bedroom, cn*.
F.
DAYSTSOM dlneft* table. Formic* fop,
floor home, Lots of built-in features,
42x40" with two 10" leaves. 6 matchCompletely air conditioned, gas heat.
ing chalrt <*|th pintle upholstered
Big lot, 1 rnl|e from tlirills pn blackseat! end pack:. Very good conditop rnad , Full price 621,000. ABTS
tion. 1144 W- SI" .
AqENQY. INC., Realtor*. 1J9 Walnul
Sr. Tel. t-t$H of after hours! E. (J
MISMATCHED full ilu mittrtiscs jnd
C i t y 8-2737, Bill Zlebell 4SU, E. A.
box springs. Regular S1C9.90 Slrnrnons
A 61s 318.1.
mattress — Engender box icrlnp. only
VT. BURKE'S FURNITURf M*\RT, HOY.ES FOR SALE i RtadV to Cnlsh
3rd & Franklin.
hqrnes lave you thousands of lit in
b\jlldlng costs , The home ol your choice
erected with guaranteed malerlait
Good Things to Eat
65 Is,
a nd construction labar
Prices from
S3JJ5. Na money de*/n 4 financlns availBURBANK RUSSET polatoesj onion*. K
able to punlllieq buyers, Visit or write
lbt„ 69Cf Indian Rlv«r grapefruit, $3.50
today for complete Informalfon,
per box. Winona Potato Mkt., HI Mkt,
f=A.HNItlG HOMES - Waterville, Minn.

Musicol Merchandise

106

TRADE NOW ! You r old rreachlna Is
wortr*, more now than evsjr. ROBB
BRO*. Mofor«ycl« fhop, J7J B. tfh.

Han* Olton, »oo *S. 7th. Tal, J017.

Winona

M C CULLOCH

Motorcycle!, Bicycle*

USED BLVCTRIC meal taw; shopping SWIFT WORKER leaving tow, must sell
certa wlfhavf wheels, »1 each) 35' rollj
Ihls week. Small frame homa Includes
bamboo. JJ each. Broadway Super Saw.
furnFtu re, 2-car heated paraee . Low
tr, 6«t S> High Forett.
down payment, balance Ilka rent. See

Hal Leonard Music

FREE CHAIN
wi(h any new

91

62 Housu fer Sail

111 E. Jrrt II.

A good line of used tractors
now for sale. Some good 3bottom pull type plows nnd
others . Variety of spreaders, power tnko off and
others. See us for new and
used balers, wagons, and
machinery of nil kinds .

Boats, Motors, Etc.

WHY WAITT Give stmt tamlly the thrill
of a new boot this year. Shop around
for the modal you want, tha equipment
you need, then contact onaj of our
friendly Installment Loan Dept. offiSMALL FURNISHED apt, on flround
cers
for a low-cost, easy-lo-arrenge
floor. Available Mar. 1. 323 W. Kino.
Boat Loan. MERCHANTS NATIONAL
BANK OF WINONA,
THREE-ROOM nlcoly furnished apt. Heat,
light, water Included. 2 or 3 adults. Tel.
68it between 12 noon and 7 :30.

59

Hardt 's Music Store

on DI9 Demonstrator
Flail Typ e Choppers.

YOUR CHOICB
An*/ used I?" or M" rlr»»
we have
M.95
FIRESTONE STORE, JM W*. 3rd.

"
TWO.THP.EE• bedroom home. In vicinity
el tawllton-St . Charles, by Mar. lo.
•Write A-« Dally News.

Tel. 4210

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

Tel. 2849

Accessor)**, Ti rat, Pirts 104

THIRD E. 1J7V4—4 rooms and bath, modern, olt space heater furnished. Tel.
3915 er VUL

Wanted to Rant

GAIL-ROSS
APPLIANCE

Baby Merchandise

SPACIOUS APT., first floor, central location. "Tel, «J4 after l p.rn. for appointment.

601 Wain St.

FURNISHID APT. for rent. 7« W. 3rd.
Tel, 3731.

DELUXE MODEL
# Built-in hurnidistat
i*Water level gauge
¦ii- Extra large filter
TV TWO speed fan
•ft Automatic shut-off with
indicator light when empty
¦& 8 gallon capacity
-fr Built-in relfll hose

217 E. 3rd

NEW 3-bedroom htmteel apt, plus tree
washer and dryer. Mar. 1 occupancy.
Tel. WW,

Apartmen ts, Furnished

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

Hay, Grain, Feed

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

GAS OR ELECTRIC ranges on ipMClal
•nit! Maka 'Tom " et Wards an offer
or Tel. im.

FEITEN IMPL. CO.
113 Washington
Winona

90

IS HER*. Set ffte snrrwpiowt n<rw on display at WINONA FIR6 4. POWER CO., THIRD ¦• 7SB-*fCtwn downstairs apt,, J
bid closets, stove and cablnels, bath
U t. 2nd St. Tel. SOei. (Acrojj Irom
and shower. Available Mar. 1. Tal.
the new parking lot}. .
t-isq.

Household Articles

PEERLESS
TRACTOR CHAINS
All sizes at
discount prices,

RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . ., 4523
Jerry Berthe . . . 8-2377
Philip A. Baumann . . . 8540

CBNTRALtV LOCATEt>-3-bldroOin apt.,
available War. 15. Tel. sm.

Snow Plow Season

Business Equi pment

with

Poultry, Bags, Supplies

Apartments, Flats

SPECIAL Folding
nigh ctialr, »12.»5
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
3(12
Mankato. Open evenings.

Treat Stubborn

113 Washington

Furniture—Antlquai—Tooii
end other 'term.
Tal. S-3701

102 U*«d Cars

tat Ui "or Bait Price*
•crap i">**l, Metal, wool, ".aw Furs
M t V f IRON S. MiTAl CO,
»t) w. an*) tt.
rai. SDO4

WILL PAT HIOHtn CASH Vl»IC«l
FOR

VOUff

CITV

PBOPEWTV

"HANK" JEZEWSK I

(Wlnons t Only

Reel Estalt Buyer I

Tal. fUM and itm

P.O. U Q* **»

tnd titer }.

TRUCKS
1964 GMC LVH 5009 Diesel,
tapeed, 2-speed.
1963 GMC V4-ton wideaide
pickup,
1962 Dodge D-700, 5-speed,
2-speed.
1961 GMC V 4003, 4-speed,
2-speed.
I960 Internationtil %-ton
wideside pickup,
1960 Chevrolet Series 60 tandem 4-speed and 2-speed,
with 20 Et- box.
1959 GMC 370 Series 5speed , 2-speed.
1959 Chevrolet %-ton pickup.
1956 Ford lM>.ton, 4-speed ,
2-speed, 12 ft. box.
1954 Ford 1-ton pi ckup, 4speed transmission .
1949 GMC tractor , air
brakes, 5-speed and 3speed.
1949 Chevrolet -A-ton pickup.
1948 Ford %-ton , with flat
bed.
1946 Dodge 3,4-ton "pickup.
1939 Ford %-ton pickup.
All used units reconditioned ,
winterized and guaranteed.
Financing available.

GUNDERSON
MOTORS

Preston & Fountain, Minn.
Fountain Car Lot Open
Mon.-Wed.-Fri . Til 9 P.M .
Quad CITM

10!

GOOD DEALS !
19K0 CHEVROLET Impel a
2-door hardtop, 33S motor ,
with 4-speed , absolutely
perfect.
1958 FORD Count ry Scdnn
Station Wagon , Vfi , overdrive , perfect.
1965 MUSTANG , 22S h.p.
m o t o r , C r u i s o matic ,
knock - off hubs, power
steering. Few miles.

O & J MOTOR CO.
"Your Ford Dealer "
St. Charles , Minn.

1963 CHEVROLET
Bel Air
,
/
k
J
\ f
\ /
y

4 - door , r a d i <> ,
heater, automatic
t. r a n ,s m i ssion , V-fi , power
steeriinij , s o l i d
while finish , whitewall tires.

$1995

V ENABLES

75 W. aid
Tel. 11-2711
Open Friday Evenings

ENJOY
A NEW CAR NOW
witli a
Mi^TAl^^l^^
B V-~7m• -•r.Tl^f-T?*"?^ '"t

^
'*
f lKJM/0l*^J3^^

^AUTO WA N
Let US Put YOU

Behind The Wheel!
See Our

Installment Loan Dept
fop fait , efficient, wrvlee.

Merchants National Hank
ol Winon»

109 Ufd C«r»

lQt

MI

¦

¦
11

II

PODGE. 1?S9 l iner hardtop, push butttn, OLOSWOIILf-tfSI 4d«er tt Halldiy,
radio, httler, )txlra tharo. PsrcM 'o
ttr* tnowtlrfi and battery; l«3 Buick
Auction Stltt
Auctien. S«t«t
4-door Special, power stterlng and
Mil. best olf«r< takti. Gent Riches. Tal.
t-WSl, Ext. 5«,
br«k»». Both A-l ccndltlwi, iUf Hdi.
ALVIN KOHNEB
FEB 30-Set. 10 a.m. W, mllM N. if
IT* Kriemtr Dr., Apt. D. Til. t-tU3.
AUCTIONEER. City and ilatt HciniM
Lanesboro on Hyyy. 2SO. Charltfi J. Skar<
Mtf MndM. W uibtrtv St. (Cornar
na, owner; Knudttn I, Crlckaon, tut*
CHEVROLET—iwo lmpala Moor hardrtSO.
llonaen;
Thorp fila« Corp,, clerk.
Llbarty)
Tal.
E.
Slh
and
top, txctllmt condition. •Kyrinder,
itnlght allele. Ttl. »-W7l afiir 5.
PEB. l»-THurj. J2:30 p.m. Hvyy. 13, 5 FEB. 71-Mcn . 1 a.m. Hefttrt KnaaOt
Farm, 3V» miles N.E. of ) tatti t* a»
mllat N. of Rushford and 1* mile* S. ol
IN ANO LOOK
OLDSMOBILE — 1«8 4-door, tutomatlc,
"E". tr 2 miles E. «f Rusk in "•".
Winona near Hart Stor«, Ueo H«W«n,
*¦
Chivroiet
it
thli
ona
/
p
/
«v*n»r
Tel,
9611.
Oood condition, KMRichard «J»ler, ownari iahwm f, mur.
Alvin
Kohnar , audl«n«ar; Flrjl
ownari
j ndew. V-l, »ti»em»tle 1nnsn<.l»slon.

STOP

BY OWNER
1961 CHEVROLET

2 - door sedan, 6 • cylinder,
standard transmission, heater. 34,000 actual miles. Perfect condition.
Ross Wood. Tel. 8-1781

Washington's Birthday

SALE

National ¦ink

NYSTROM'S

1963 Chevrolet lmpala Super
Sport Coupe, automatic
tranamtesion, power steering, radio, heater.
1962 Chevrolet lmpala. 4-dr.,
automatic transmission,
radio, heater.
1962 Ford Falcon 4-door,
straight stick, heater.
1961 Pontiac Star Chief 4door hardtop, automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes.
196L Ford 4-door wagon,
automatic transmission,
radio, heater.
1961 Ponitiac Star Chief 4door hardtop, automatic
transmission , power steering, power brakes.
1960 Ford Fairlane 500 4door, automatic transmission", radio, heater.
1960 Ford Galaxie 4-door,
automatic transmission,
radio, hoa ter .
1959 Pontiac Cataiina 4-dr „
automatic transmission ,
radio, heater.
1959 Ford Custom 4-door ,
straight stick , radio , heater.
1959 Rambler American 2door, automatic transmis.
sion, radio , heater.
1959 Chevrolet Bel Air 4door , straight stick , radio ,
heater.
1959 Ford 4-door wagon ,
automatic transmission ,
radio, heater .
1959 Rambler Ambassador
4-door, automatic transmission , power steering,
power brakes.
1959 Ford Custom 4-door ,
straight stick, radio, heater.
1958 Ford 4-door wagon ,
automatic transmission,
power steering, r a d i o ,
heater.
1958 Buick Special 4-door,
transmission,
automatic
radio, heater.
1058 Pontiac Super Chief 4door hardtop, automatic
transmission , radio, heater,

1958 Pontiac Chieftain 4-dr.
hnrdtop, automatic transmission , radio , heater.
1957 Chevrolet 210 4-door ,
autom atic transmission ,
radio , heater.
1957 Ford Custom 4-door ,
straight stick , radio , heater .
1957 Chevrolet Bel Air 4door, automatic transmission , power steering, radio , heater.
1957 Buick Century 2-door
hardtop, automatic transmission, radio, heater.
1957 Pontiac Chieftain 4door, automatic transmission , radio, heater .
1957 Oldsmobile I1B 4-door
Super 88 convertible, automatic transmission , power steering, power brakes.
1957 Oldsmobile OR 4-door ,
automatic transmission ,
power steering, r a d i o ,
neuter.
1957 Pontiac Chieftain 2-d r ,,
stra ight stick , radio , heat1957 Oldsmobile 98 4-door
hardtop , full power and
air conditioning.
1957 Pontiac Chieft 'iin 4-dr .
hnrdtop, automatic* transmission , rndio , heater.
1957 Plymouth Belvedere 2door hnrdtop, nutomRtic
transmission, radio, heater .
1957 Ford FI, 509 2-door
hnrdtop, automatic transmission, power steering,
rndio , heater ,
1P57 IVIcrciiry Monterey 4door , automatic transmission , radio , hentor ,
1957 Plymouth Savoy 4-door,
strai ght stick , radio , healer.
lft5(i Mercury Monterey 4<|oor , automatic trunsmls .
sion , radio , heater.
1056 Buick Roudmastcr 4-dr.
In nit op, full power.
IPSCI Pontine convertible,
automatic
transmission ,
p o w c r steering, power
iirakcs.
1956 Htii<*k Special 4-d oor
hardtop, automatic transmission, radio, heater.
Several 19!>5 and Older
Models to Choose From
Ail used units reconditioned,
winterized nnd guaranteed.
Flnnncina available.

GUNDERSON
MOTORS

I'reston & Fountain, Minn

Fountain Cnr Lot Open
Mon. -Wed .-Fri. 'Til 9 P.M.

PE». it— Frl. 13 noan. 3 mllai *£ . ef
JJ-Mon. 1 p.m. Llvtsttck *ila>
Tayler, Wl»„ an Hwy. «, «ien * mllai «»•
Lantebort tales Comrnlaalon ravllMn.
H. en County Trunk "S" In Currtn
Lanesboro.
Mlrni. CHwy. t t . ) SMartl*
Vallay. CllllerrJ Solbarc oynari Zack t,
Ctiarolals Ranch, ewn«r; Walter 04a>
Malka, aur.ll<Miaart; Northern Inv, Co,
auctionatr; Thorp Salu Carp., elerk.
clerk. '

Chryjltr - Plymouth
Open Frldty Ntahll

NEW
GHEVROLETS
ARE REALLY ROLLING.

30

We Have Chopped
These Prices,

ray. aucliorieersj Thcrp Fin arret Can*
dark .

af RujM ord, clirk.

PKS. K-Sot. li a.m. io miiis C. af
Caladenla, Minn. Ambroia White, nwn«r> Strub $• tchrwder, auctlonearo
Tharp talai Ce., dark.
P*». 20-Sat. 13 tmn. 414 miles N. tt
Holman on "V". l mlla on 'TT" . Chatta A. fttaraon. ewiur; Alvin Kohnar,
auetionaar; Northam Inv. Ce., dark .

FEB. 3J-Tues. t3:» p.m. < mllH W. at
Durand. Wis. Wm. e. sartar. ertnttri
Leon ScNoader, aucllonear/ Chippewa
Valley Finance Co., clerk,
FEB. 33—Tuei. 10 a.m.
wtatby er 4 mllei s.
Hwy. 27. Mr. I Mra.
owners;
Schroeder
I,
tlonefrii Thorp Flnenca

gSMHRtHMI^^
^_^_^_^_^
_
A^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^J_^_^
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NOW

* mllai N. o>
ef Cwhtan an
Orion Tealrud.
Conrad. su*>
Corp., dark.
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IN STOCK

1 10 miles east of Caledonia , Minn., or 4 miles West of
SELECTION AND PHICES i Brownsville, Minn., on Blacktop County Road No. 3, then
fouth 1 mile on Freeburg Road , then east 1 mile to farm.
|
NEVER BETTER. SELECT I FolJow Auction Arrows from Caledonia Road.

I Saturday. Februar y 20 I

NOW

1

Starting Time: 11:00 A.M.

%

I

Lunch by: St. Mary 's Circle, Brownsville.

?|

/TiiU^l^rrrnnirTrn-n
^A U t & Z
105 Johnson
Tel. im
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

LATE
MODELS
BIG
SAVINGS
'62
'63
'63
'64

Comet S-22
$1395
Fairlane 4-dr. .... $1795
$1695
Comet- 2-dr,
Fairlane 4-dr
$2105

^»

W»

AiJv« rtl*>i Our Prlcu ,-

(gEfflQgj)
40 Years in Winon a
Lincoln-Mcrcury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

PREMIUM
USED CARS
1963 RAMBLER
Classic
2-door sedan , 6 cylinder,
standard transmission, heater, whitewall tires , real
real sharp. A steal at

$1395

Dart Convertible
G cylinder , automatic transmission, radio, h e a t e r ,
whitewall tires.

W LNON A UT0_"""
"
/

I
65 HEAD CATTLE - 6 Hereford cows with calves
I at side; 2 Roan cows with calves by side ; 1 Red cow
% with calf by side; 13 Hereford cows , dry ; 11 Black cows,
dry; 9 Roan Shorthorn cows, dry; 2 Black White Face
|
% cows, dry ; 1 Holstein cow, dry; l Brindie cow , dry ; 9
|
mixed heifers , bred to freshen in Spring ; 1 Beg. Hereford
|. Cows
1 bull , 6 years old , out of Howard Wendling herd
hi and heifers listed withou t calves, bred to freshen in
s| Spring . State tested for TB and Bangs.
| GRAIN AND FEED — 300 bu. ear corn; 1,200 bu.
i oats ; 2,000 square bales good mixed hay; 1,00 bales
|? straw; 500 lbs. Ruckuls Mineral.
MOTIVE EQUIPMENT - Ford 1-ton truck (1954 )
If
with Feuerhelm box and rack ; 2 McD. rubber tired wagIf
'
% oris; 1 rubber tired wagon; 1 wooden wheel wagon ; 2
I chopper boxes, wooden ; 1 steel flare wagon box ; wagon
I jac k; unloading jack .
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - McD. 2-unlt milker; ? Surje
%
i buckets ; Mcp. separator with motor ,
I
TRACTOKS AND TRACTOR EQUIPMENT — Mpls.
I Moline Model Z tractor ; McD. Super H tractor ; McD.
i Super C tractor ; McD. 2-bottom 16-inch tractor plow on
I rubber ; McD. Model C tractor cultivator ; McD, $-ft . tap% dem tractor disc; McD. 7-ft. power mower; McD. corn
planter with fert, att.; J.D . 8-ft, grain drill; Gehl blower
|
I with PTO like new ; McD, No. 20C chopper ; M.M. larga
I tractor spreader ; J.D. 8-ft. grain binder; McD. 28-ft. steel
§ grain separator; Kelly Ryan 40-ft. grain elevator ; Haben
% corn sheller ; J.D. 4-bar side delivery rake; McD . 8-ft.
sf field cultivator ; 3-section steel drag; rubber tired lime
,
fl spreader.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS — Skelgas comb, gaj stov»
I
i and wood range ; davenport ; oak dining table.
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS - 80 gaUon hog waterer;
I
i McD. 10-inch hammermill; Clipper fanning milj , like
I new; 2 electric fencers ; platform scale; set pump tools;
4 emery wheel; electric motor; 100-ft . endless thresher maI chine belt; 70-ft, endless 7-inch rubber belt; 300 gallon
overhead steel gas tank ; dehorner ; 2 boom weed sprayers ;
|
1 Fresno scraper; some lumber; Stevens automatic .22
i rifle; 12 gauge bolt action shotgun.
I
THORP SALES COMPANY'S EASY TERMS
AMBROSE WHITE, OWNER
I
| Auctioneers : Vince Strub k Orville Schroeder
I
Clerks : Strand & Renslo, rep. Thorp
Thorp
Sales Co., Clerk, Rochester, Minn.
I

%
%
%
%
i
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|
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%
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%
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1963 DODGE

RAMBLER

Pi
fi
%
%

\ Dpes-a

ti SALES ti

Open Mon . Is. Fri. Evo.
Srd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649

j

J^*^^^^^^

I

SXWt Ctf ie Mtth I
I1 ~$
&
WENZEL BINA AUCTION
I

P

I Located: 13 miles east of La Crosse or « miles west ef *
p| Middle Ridge on Hwy. 33 and 1st farm north off Hwy 33 >
I on Bina Road.

I Wednesday, February 24 \

Lunch by Ladies Altar Society
Time: 12:00 Noon
I
38 HEAD OF CATTLE ~ 23 Holstein cows, 5 spring%
ers, 1 fresh calf by side, 12 fresh November through
|
I January and open, 5 fresh and rebred for Fall; 3 GuemI eey cows , l fresh and open, I dut in April, 1 due in
I July ; 3 Holstein heifers , 18 months, 1 bred for fall , 2
p open ; 4 Holstein heifers , yearlings; 3 Holstein heifer
But the
% calves, 2 to 3 months; 1,Holstein bull , 21 months, pureI bred, not registered. A GOOD PRODUCING HERD.
Is NOTE THE SPRINGERS AND RECENTLY FRESH
i COWS.
POULTRY - 250 White Leghorn hens.
I
HOGS — 5 Purebred Cheater White giUs, farrowed
196 1 OLDS MOBILE I 3-1-6413 from
Utter of 12. Sire: Porter King KOK, Da.m :
I
Dynamic 88
I. Smooth Meg 1st. These gilts are bred to purebred boar
4-door hardtop, Cocoa color _ to farrow late Feb. and early March; 1 Registe red
with matching all vinyl K Chester White boar , farrowed 2-17-54, from herd of Reuben
interior , p o w e r steering, I Schreyer , New Ulm, Minn.; 7 feeder pigs , avg. wt . 150
power brakes , radio , heater , I lbs. ; 6-hole steel hog feeder.
tinted glass, white side- I
GRAIN AND FEED - IOO bu. oats ; 40O bu . corn ,
walls, low mileage and one P 12 ft . corn silage in 12 ft. silo.
owner. Ilrive this one today. I
3 TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT - Massey-Ferguson
$1695
I "50" tractor , power steering, reconditioned Aug, '64 ;
I 2 Ford tractors ; Dearborn cultivator ; McD. 2-16-inch
1959 OLDSMOBILE |
plow , 3-point mounted type; Dearborn 2-14-jnch p!ow;
?j
Dearborn 6-ft . tandem disc; terracer blade for Ford;
Dynam ic 88
?; Dearborn 3-point hookup 7-ft , power mower ; Case 7-(t.
4-door sedan , red and white
power mower , 3-point hookup ; Dearborn saw rig; puffey
with grey and white up- |
for Ford or M-F; Scrape Master scraper /or Ford; 10-3
1
holstery, p o w e r steering,
tractor chains ; 3-po>nt hookup shock loader.
power brakes , radio , heater , |
TILLING , FKI^T , AND GRAIN EQUIPMENT - LindI
whitevvBll tires . This i.s an1 say 3-seclion stoel drag, with folding steel drmvbar; D.B.
other one owner car .
I trailer type lime spreader, on rubber ; Oliver tractor type
$1095
i manure spreader ; J .D. 75 bu. size tractor type manure
I spreader; J.D . - V.I1. Model FB 13-7 grain drill , all steel .
I on rubber , fort, and grass seed attachment!*.
I
CORN AND HAY EQUIPMENT — Mel) , corn planter ,
fe fert. attach, and 3-point hookup ; McD. corn binder with
|: bundle currie r, zerk fittings ; Dearborn i-ro w corn picker ;
» Rosenthal Steel 40 corn shredder; New Idea side delivery
BUICK-OLDSM OBILE-CMC
jf.-. rake ; McD. "4fi" baler, new in 'fiO .
Open Friday Nights
I
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - 2 Surge milker units; steel
MohlU Hom«i, Trailers Ul & rinse tank ; lO-fjal lon electric hot water heater.
MOTIVE EQUIPMENT — 15)50 Ford F3 . *ri ton pickup
B
rwo BEDROOM Irnilpr home, comptrttly J '
truck
, 4-speed transmission, Rood tires , new stock rack ;
liirnlslircl, located
We ,\ t t:nil TralMr
CI. Wil l rent or icM. Iel. BJISI or Pi McD . rubber tired wagon; oxifi flat ruck , new in '64
tltt.
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMEN T - D.li . 1-man chain
%
MOBll. K HOME -)M4», In axcellunt ton ti
saw
; 5.11. portable sprayer , with 100-ft . hose; S inch
dltlon, un'urnlihrci. Innulri R«d lop
A drive belt; potato dagger; Airco ltlt) ->mp . electric wolder;
Trailer Coprl No
i
l
D.B. hammermill; rubber tired wheelbarrow ; plwtform
RBNT OH JAU — Tr«|ii* « •nd c«mp. ^ scale; bale fork; emery and motor ; anvil ; 25
electric
•r». IKAHV'S , • ullalo Clly. Wl», In ^
C«chr»»*,» J<I7»J .
1 fence posts; 10 cow trainers ; electric brooder ; barrel »nd
$? other items.
Auction S*li«
HOUSEHOLD ( JOODS - Monarch comb, WOIK ) and
AU<T»0N / I t Hovieho ti, Lt»»Ml< er j\ eleclric range ; Singer sewj nR machine , cabinet model;
0»n«r»l, LYie (_¦ Kf'BO. «1, 3, H » ;j
Victor phonograph and records ; s 4 size metal bed , comHokah $14.1 IM. (. 1
ton. Mm, lal.
1 plete; fruit jarn ; crocks and other item!1, .
(*m *» a\ ItonUM .
| |
Tcrm^: $15,00 -and under cash. Over that amount '/«
Minnesota
|j down and balance In monthly installments .
Land & A uction Sales M
Has.sell Schro«der , Auctioneer
Cv«r«ir j Kphntr
\SI W«mul 1*1. • J'tO. «(l«r hour* ItU
M«i vin Miller , Uepr. Community Loan
|
~"~
& Finance Co,, Clerk
CAKl f *.Hti 7jH .
. 'h
AUCT

NOTHING
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VERY BEST
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BUZ SAWYER '

By Roy Cr«n»

BEETLE BAILEY

By Mort Walker

*V Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Hann»-Barber»

THE FL'.NTSTONES
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DAN FLAGG

BV Ch'** Young

BLONDIE

By Don Sherwood

l

,

LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp

e

By Milron Canniff

STEVE CANYON

'I ¦ >. M—CJ^^^^^* -, ¦ , ¦! 11 ¦—•—¦—— ' '
j L g a— C J T-W . f*t F¦ =^"

APARTMENT 3G

REX MORGAN, M.D.

NANC Y

MARY WORTH
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By Alex Kotrky

By Dal Curtis

By Ernie Builimiller

By Saunderi and Ernst
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rxV CERAMIC TILE
re '19.95
9x11BRAIDED RUGS
9x12 WOOL BRAID RUGS '59.95
tt« »11Q
11x15 BRAIDED RUGS
9 WIDE LINOLEUM
79 & 99
11' WIDE LINOLEUM 99 ¦& »1.29 4
txr 10'
VINYL ASBESTOS TILE
$
FOAM BACK NYLON CARPET 3"s
NYLON UPHOLSTERY &jy^*1.99 ^
CEILING TILE 12x11 -Jt&s '5.65 INTERIOR PAINT £JL . 99c ~ '3.18
a? 59 »"
WALL COVERING 54"
ss, 39°
11x11 ALL VINYL TILE
SL 20.c.
9x9 ALL VINYL TILE
9x11LINOLEUM RUGS isL '5.95
SANDRAN Vinyl LINOLEUM »l"r
NYLON CARPET .£ ££s a.tti. s4.45 v?
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IIN WOOL , NYLON AND ACRILAN FROM THE
I FINEST MIllS! HAND PICKED FOR QUALITY,
/ COLOR AND EXTRA VALUE! COM IN NOW
J AND SHOP) FEBRUARY IS THE TIME TO BUYI
\ BRING IN YOUR ROOM SIZES, LET US DO THE
I FIGURING FOR YOU! ITS SHUMSKI'S FOR CARPETI
ft*^M*>*-N^*S^X^**%^*^*^*w^**^^
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58 W. 3rd S».
Phont 8 3389
Winona

